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A. HOUSING AND HIMAN SETTLEMENTS 

The izsk of reconstruction and rehabilitation of the human settlements and 
housing aectcr will be vast, since ground battles took place for the most part 
inside the territory of the Islamic Republic of Iran. The Government reports 
that about 14,000 square kilometres of Iranian territory along the 
1,200 kilometre border of the five western provinces were active theatres of 
ground conflict and the direct effects of the conflict were spread over a 
96,000-square-kilometre area, This western third of the country is the most 
densely populated part of the Islamic Republic of Iran. The population was 
rather evenly distributed in a settlement pattern centred on cities ranging in 
population from 1 million down to 350,000, each city in turn having a 
hierarchical structure of towns and villages within its area of influence. 

The amount of damage to human settlements within those areas that saw 
ground combat is close to total, while cities beyond the front-lines but 
within reach of the enemy air weapons suffered varying degrees of damage. In 
order to replace what has been lost, cities, towns and villages, complete with 
housing, basic infrastructure, services and facilities, as well as industrial 
and conrnercial establishments, need to be reconstructed or rehabilitated to 
accommodate the 1.2 million displaced populatio 
entire 14,000 kin2 

in settlements spanning the 
area. 

The Iranian Government has assigned the highest priority to the 
reconstructioa and renovation of the cities, town and villages in the 
war-affected provinces. Apart from facilitating the resettlement of the 
displaced population, the major investment required to reconstruct the housing 
sector will contribute in a direct manner to the reactivation of productive 
capacity and thus the economy of the affected areas and of the country in 
general. 

The priorities set by the Govermont for the human settlements and housing 
rector are: 

(a) Becoartruction of residential and cossnercial unitst 

(b) Croation cf productive employment for the people in agriculture and 
rmall indurtriert 

(c) Provision of fuol, water, ranitation, oloctricity, roads and 
L _ . _ _ _ 

(a) Roconatruction of factories that produce building materials; 

(8) Rocoastruction of historic monuments and the preservation of certain 
rymbols of war. 
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In order to ensure effective popular participation in the reconstruction 
process, the Government has decreed the following adminietrative policy: 

(a) The owners are responsible for the reconstruction of their own units1 

(b) Design and selection of materials is left to the discretion of the 
owners; 

(c) Government support will concentrate on those tasks that individuals 
can not effectively carry out by themselves or that would be too costly, such 
as levelling of ground and clearance of debris; 

(a) The Government will prepare physil-11 development plans and provide 
technical support and supervision for the cor~.truction effortst 

(e) Support services will be strengthened with respect to available 
equipment, facilities and technical resources anU with respect to their 
accessibility to war-damaged areasl 

(f) The Go* ernment will provide for the transport of building materials 
to construction sites; 

(g) The participation of voluntary assistance from other provinces will 
be encouraged and facilitated; 

(h) The resources of the army and the Revolutionary Guari¶ Corps will be 
employed in the construction of infrastructure and government buildiags. 

Or; the financial side, the Government is provicllng partial compensation 
for losses and damages sustained by private indivi&uala in the form of 
grant8. Low-cost bank loans have also been made available for the 
construction and repair of commercial and residential unit8 to cover expenses 
beyond the compensation grants. 

According to government 8ources, at the peak of hostilities there were 
over 2 million dioplaced persons a8 rerult of the conflict. The impact of the 
displaced population in host citfer hsr been conridereble. TEe city of 
Mabshabr, for ermple, more than doubled in population during the period 
1960-1990 owing, in great part, to an infl\u of tlfrplaced people from cities 
--ia L---r a- .kr -rr..rr&rA e-1-m n..raa- &Lam --a a-et-1 r&s-- "aLI- Ia. &IA 8y.4 CYIAaO .Y cue "rrv~rov YCOYY. -bsr*aq .&IO OCUIP psrrvv Y-w. w&w*le am -I 
five border provinces, but beyond occupied areaa, also showed high indices of 
population growth owing to the influx of displaced people. 

/ . . . 
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The impact of such demographic movements on human settlements is 
twofold. On the one hand, the infrastructure, buildings and other Eacilities 
of an urban area quickly deteriorate if not regularly maintained. For 

example, a sewerage system that is not constantly used and maintained becomes 
clogged with sediment, rendering it useless and diff.!cult to rehabilitate. 
This has apparently been the case in most of the deserted settlements in the 
occupied areas. On the other hand, the influx of great numbers of people over 
a short period of time places an inordinate burden on the social and physical 
infrastructure of a city. For example, the city of Ahwaz had adequate 
infrastructure for a population of slightly over half a million in 1980; the 
city has now close to 1 million inhabitants, and a siaeable portion of the 
additional population is attributed to the influx of displaced people. As the 
infrastructure was not designed and built for this level of pcpulation, the 
existing systems have not been able to carry the burden, with a consequent 
deterioration in services. Moreover, the city's revenues have not grown 
commensurate with the increase in population since the displaced people are by 
and large not involved in economic activity that produces revc'nues for the 
city. 

2. Human settlemeti 

The striking impact of the war on the pattern of human settlement in the 
Islamic Republic of Iran can be seen from table A.l, which presents population 
levels for the five border provinces and selected municipalities and cities 
for the years I.976 (official census) and estimates for 1980 and 1986 and 1990 
(Ifficial cen8us), The cities marked with an asterisk are outside the areas 
occupied by Iraq, 

/ .  l .  
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Table A.1 

ation cha ges of selected c . 

(1976, 19iO. 1986 and 1990)' 
ties 

.~-- 

Place 1976 
Pooulation 

1980 1986 1990 

Islamic Republic of Iran 33 708 744 

Khuzestan Provl;nce 2 187 118 2 373 000 2 681 978 3 292 447 
* Ahwaz (city) 496 468 569 708 861 970 989 130 

Abadan (municipality) 376 911 432 514 0 27 000 
Abadan (city) 294 068 337 449 0 19 000 
Khorramshahr (municipality) 225 633 258 907 2 098 73 000 
Khorramshahr (city) 140 490 166 858 0 6 000 

* Mabshahr (city) 89 326 102 503 232 642 266 962 
* Dasht Asadegan (city) 100 519 115 348 75 272 88 000 

Bostan (city) 6 884 7 900 0 6 000 
Susan-Guerd (city) 17 428 20 000 22 776 34 000 
Howeyzeh (city) 6 012 6 900 2 246 12 000 

* Dezful (city) 303 292 348 034 365 695 419 643 

Bakhtaran Province 1 030 714 1 186 000 1 462 965 1 683 000 
* Bakhtaran (city) 568 963 652 898 862 378 989 598 

Qasr-e-Shirin (municipality) 56 000 62 000 0 8 000 
Qasr-e-Shiria (city) 23 000 28 000 0 0 
Sar-e-Pal-Zahab (municipality) 49 242 53 000 0 31 000 
Sar-e-Pal-Zahab (city) 28 765 25 000 0 6 000 
Guilan-e-Gharb (municipality) 45 202 24 000 0 65 000 
Guflaa-e-Gharb (city) 14 793 9 000 0 12 000 

Ilam Provinc* 246 024 294 000 382 091 456 000 
Mehran (municipality) 44 351 53 000 29 716 32 321 
Mehrrm (city) 12 133 14 500 0 0 
Dehloran (mudcipalfty) 51 045 61 000 1 988 21 782 
Dehloran (city) 8 786 10 500 0 3 000 
Musiyan (municipalitg) 4 183 5 000 0 0 

Kordestan Province 782 440 889 500 1 078 415 1 226 000 

Asatbayiaa Frovince 1407 604 1 610 500 1 971 677 2 256 000 

39 291 000 49 445 010 56 882 000 

-2 Peconrttuction headquartera. 

&&Qt The term city refers t\ ?e entity under the city government while 
the term municipality encompaeses the larger urban area. 

/ . . . 
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3. J&pact on urban areaa 

According to reports published by the Government, 50 cities and towns and 
close to 4,000 villages have suffered varying degrees of damage and many total 
destruction. The cities of Qasr-e-Shirin, Musiyan, Howeyzeh and Sumar, among 
others, have been totally destroyed. There is little or nothing above or 
below ground that can be salvaged or rehabilitated. Other cities such as 
Khorramshahr, Abadan, Bostan, Susan-Guerd, Naft Shahr and SaL-e-Pal-Zahab have 
sustained considerable damage ranging from 60 to almost 100 per cent. Mally 
other cities in the country suffered varying degrees of damage. For example, 
150 missiles exploded in Tehran alone, the majority during the "war of the 
cities". Deaful was also shelled by artillery fire and missiles, leaving the 
city about 50 per cent destroyed. 

As an illustration of the extent of devastation the Government provided 
the following estimates of destruction. 

IJifhin the occupied atxIS 

Urban settlements in occupied areas suffered major devnstation having 
been the theatres of battles during the hostilities. They are reported to 
have been subjected to artillery and other forms of ground fire and explosive 
charges, aerial bombings and missile attacks and, in some cases, systematic 
destruction by enemy forces. In addition to the destruction of housing, 
conunercial, government (schools, hospitals, clinics, sports facilities, etc.) 
and industrial buildings, the infrastructure (water, sewerage, streets) 
suffered significantly from three sources: (a) collateral damage from the 
destruction of buildings; (b) heavy war equipment such as tanks circulating in 
the streets) and (c) lack of maintenance. 

The economic viability of these cities was also ruined since the 
agriculture, iAdUStry, services and facilities that supported them we'ie 
damaged or Uestroyud. As a conseql~encer the population in this area has 
decreased oignificantly. Most settlements were abaa&oaed at leart temporarily 
during the conflict and municipal governments ceased to function. 

Urban settlement8 in AOA-Occupied areas, which were nevertheless subject 
to aerial axid missile bombardment, did oot suffer total devastation but only 
partial destruction iA Varying bOgrOeS. In these caaea the infrastructure 
suffered at swat occasional damage while only buildings and structures 
directly hit were significantly affecteil. During the course of the war, this 
tm ne A_=*er rrlAaA mp tn + e+nr4&*&1+ lru*l 4n *man c?i+frr. ----- Th*ra warn 

also significant desuqraphic changes in the cities closer to the war front. 
At timea, the cities were virtually abandoned by their populatioAr leading tc 
considerable decay in their infrastructure on account of neglect and lack of 
maintenance; at other times, the great influx of refugees from the var ZOA~ 
led to overdemand for municipal services, causing strain and wear in the 
vario*-s syetems. 
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4. ImDact of the conflict on rural towns and villaueg 

Within the 9ccuDied areas 

Rural settlements in occupied areas suffered from much the same sollrces 
as the cities and towns. Because a large number of buildings had been 
constructed from unbaked mud bricks, some villages which were totally 
destroltid are quickly reverting to a natural state, leaving few traces of the 
previous habitation. The destruction of irrigation systems and damage to 
agricultural and pasture land has totally eliminated the economic base of most 
of these communities. Those towns and villages that did not suffer directly 
from the hostilities but were abandoned for safety reasons have alss decayed 
because of lack of maintenance and require rehabilitation. 

(&&side the OccuDied areaig 

Rural settlements in non-occupied areas were only occasionally subject to 
direct damage from the hostilities, but the destruction of agricultural and 
pasture land and disruption of irrigation systems adversely affected their 
existence. Houses that had been abandoned even temporarily by their 
inhabitants also decayed and now require some rehabilitation. 

5. pLEss for-t? reconstruction and rehbbiLi&$tion of 
h ynan settlements affected by the war 

The reconstruction of settlements ravaged by the conflict necessitates 
the preparation of appropriate plans. For the larger cities within tbe 
occupied areas, plans are being prepared in phases so that reconstruction can 
commence without having to wait for the complete final plan to be approved. 
To date reconstruction plans for the following cities have been sither totally 
or partially completedt Khorramshahr, Dehloran, Mehran, Musian, 
Qasr-e-Shiria, Sar-e-Pol-Zahab, Guilan-e-Gharb, Arvand Kenar, Rufiyeh aad 
Bostan. Plans for Naft Shahr end Sumat have not yet been started since these 
cities were returned to Iranian control only recently, and clearance of mines 
and other Qecurfty operations have yet to be completed. 

bra1 are= 

To date the following three rural reconstruction and development plans 
have been completed: Abadan Island (rural areas), Dash-e-Aaadegan (first 
phtr) pbe nmk\Ae.~~ -v---w- “W. fll=.m!: f$ l z:z;<=r ‘;ti‘ f-, tkAo -------L’-- -= -c- --** ---*-- y*oyorocrvu “L cue &“rALur*.uy 
five physical reconstruction and development plaasi Dash-s-Azadegan (second 
phase), Z&bran, Khorramshahr (rural areas), Minu Island (rural areas), and 
Manuhi District (Abadaa Island, subset of overall plan already completed). 
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All the rtiral plans completed to date as well as those under preparation 
are in the southern part of the zone that was occupied by Iraq. The reasons 
for this are that: (a) portions of the central area have only recently fully 
reverted to the Islamic Republic of Iran; (b) the land has not all been 
cleared of mines and other unexploded ordnance: and, (c) only a small 
percentage of the population has returned and, in several instances, local 
autzhorities are only now ready to initiate reconstruction. 

6. Housing 

Loss of shelter Ls the most widespread physical consequence of the 
conflict. The entire housing stock was destroyed in many villages, and in 
several small cities. Moreover, the loss of housing stock was not limited 
only to settlements within the area subjected to ground combat. Significant 
numbers of dwelling units were damaged or destroyed by aerial bombing and 
missile attack?. The Government estimates that 130,611 housing units were 
totally destroyed and 190,777 damaged as a direct consequence of the war. 

Urban housing 

The mission ascertained that few residential or commercial structures in 
settlements within the areas occupied by enemy troops remained intact. 
Structures had suffered damage either as result of fire power during the 
conflict or had been demolished for tactical reasons. In the few instances 
where buildings had escaped harm from fire power or demolition they had been 
pillaged of all removable items, In major cities, such aa Khorramrhahr, the 
loss of housing stock was very substantial. Smaller cities or towns along the 
border area suffered even more drastic destruction. In the cities of 
Dehloran, Mehran and Qasr-e-Shirin, for example, the loss of housing stock wan 
total. 

Cities outside the occupied area6 alro suffered varying degrees of damage 
to their houuing stock as a result of nfosiles and aerial bombardment. For 
example. in Tehran, 283 housing unit6 were reported to have been destroyed and 
an additional 1,212 damagrd by missile attacks. 

The magnitude of damage to villages in the five border provinces was also 
very high. Over 30 per teat of the villages in these provinces were damaged, 
many beyond repair. In some villages the destruction was so great that, apart 
from debris, thero was little 8Vid8nCO that there had once bean a settlement 
*aI tZtgb** *i(T+g- The d++i** dPfta#y ?I%+ dft_rg+ +f Ilml~dya~ ukSmh h-R hr#-ncna ..----_- ---- -- --... - 
a military camp that changed hands several time8 during the conflict. Nothing 
of the village remains except a few signs of building foundations and some 

construction rubble. 
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According to government estimates, 1,244 villages were completely 
destroyed and 1,417 villages suffered damages. In terms of housing units, it 
is estimated that 76,390 rural dwellings were lost. From field visits, the 
mission could determine that destruction of rural settlements was very 
extensive in the area from Dehloran up to Qasr-e-Shirin. Most of the 
destruction observed in this area appeared to be the result of direct military 
activity. Immediately to the south of this area, around Rafei, part of the 
destruction appears to have been the result of flooding, which was said to 
have been induced for tactical reasons. Further south, in Minu and Abadan 
islands the damage to rural housing seems to result from deterioration as a 
consequence of the abandonment of .dwellings over prolonged periods. As the 
prevailing construction material in these areas is earth, structures tended to 
deteriorate more for lack of maintenance. Their repair is not as practical as 
if they had been constructed of more durable materials such as baked bricks or 
concrete. For this reason, many structures that are still standing will hzve 
to be replaced. Xn areas beyond the direct theatre of ground war rural 
housing suffered relatively little since air attacks were concentrated 
generally on cities. 

Commercial buildinas 

In addition to the massive loss in housing stock, there was a 
corresponding loss of commercial buildings. It is estimated by the Government 
that in the areas that saw ground action alone, 13,140 commercial units were 
destroyed or damaged during the conflict. Beyond the immediate war front, 
there was also loss of commercial units, most the result of bombing and 
missile attacks. The Government estimates losses of commercial units in the 
country at 20,513 units totally destroyed and a further 25,918 units damaged. 

tructioa aeedg 

The Government has informed the mission that it will make compensation 
payments for war-related housing losses to up to 117,635 households. In order 
to encourage and attract displaced families back to their former houses in the 
war-affected provinces, the Government has decided to assist in the rebuilding 
-3 in the upgrading of dwbllings by providing funds for rebuilding to a 
standard surface per family of 120 square metres. This would amount to the 
rbbuilding or rehabilitation of a total of 14 million square metres. In 
addition, there is a need to build 73,600 housing units au starter homes for 
new families within the population of the war-affected areas who, because of 
the war, wore not able to build their own houses. Such families will require 
an additional 6.8 million square metres of housing construction but, of this 
total, the Government is prepared to cover 40 per cent of the area built for 
each dwelling. Thus, the total housing area to be constructed at government 
expense is equal to 17.52 million square metres. The Government estimates the 
average cost of such construction at 100,000 rials per square metre, which 
brings the total cost of reconstruction housing in both urban and rural areas 
to Rls 1,?52,000 million. 

/ .  .  l 
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In terms of commercial space, the Government estimates that 13,140 units 
will have to be rebuilt or rehabilitated. The Government will provide grants 
for 15 square metres of construction per cormnercial unit or 0.2 million square 
metres of space. Estimating the average cost at the same rate of Rls 100,000 
per square metre, the total cost of commercial reconstruction would be 
Rls 20,000 million. 

The Government informed the mission that the total area reconstructed up 
to the present, including urban and rural housing, commercial units and 
government buildinys, amounts to about 2 million square metres. About half of 
the total building area reconstructed to date is in the form of rural 
housing. In urban areas, where housing losses were more extensive and severe, 
reconstruction has lagged behind proportionately because of the greater 
expense and difficulties involved in urban reconstruction. 

7. Infraswcture. 

A. Water, seweracre and waste disDOSa1 

Water and sewerage systems in urban areas within the theatre of ground 
combat suffered mainly from collateral damage and neglect. Abadan City is the 
most striking example of the loss of water and sewerage systems on account of 
lack of maintenance during the long abandonment of the city. The networks 
have become silted up and clogged and pumping stations have fallen in 
disrepair. In cities such ae Rhorramahahr and Qasr-e-Shiria, in addition to 
deterioration brought abcut by abandonment, there was considerable collateral 
damage caused by destruction of building&, heavy military vehicle traffic on 
the streets, which caused coasiderable damage to pipes underground, and damage 
from bombing. IO Qasr-e-Shirin the mission also saw Signs of explosive 
charge8 having been detonated in manholes. Most water-treatmeat plants and 
pumping StatiOaS Suffered damage. While rural area8 have 1esS infrastructure, 
the miseion was told that most water-Supply System had been damaged during 
the conflict. The mission had occasion to obeerve such damage to water supply 
systsms in a number of settlements. 

Th8 lack Of IdeqUate Water and sewerage 8y8t8m in th8 larger Cities such 
as Khorramshahr and Abadaa is causing some health concerns aad is militating 
against the return of the displaced population to the cities where these 
problems are being encountered. In rural areas, extearive reconetruction will 
be required to enable the population8 to .'.ave accem to potable water. 

&other major problem engendered by the conflict is the collection, 
removai and finai disposal of wa8te. scrap and debris. in urban area8 the 
clearing of the debris from damaged sad destroyed buildings iu well under wayN 
but coamiderable work atill remains to be done. Under ideal condition8 some 
of the debris from buildings could be utilited in borne other construction 
projects (i.e. protective sea walls), but this has been difficult to achieve 
within a distance that would make the exercise economically viable. The 
collection aad disposal of other wastes, some of which may be toxic, is yet a 
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further complication of the clean-up of the war-affected area. The problems 
of studying and surveying adequate sanitary landfill sites and other forms of 
disposal were stressed by the Government. By contrast, the problem of debris 
from buildings is much less critical in rural areas. This is due in part to 
the nature of construction materials used in the villages (mostly earth 
construction), and the much lower settlement densfties and smaller 
structures. On the other hand, the salvage and recycling of spent war 
equipment represents a larger problem, because it is spread over much larger 
areas. 

. . 
Electrlcl_ty 

The re-establishment of electric r>ower is a prerequisite for the return 
of displace.-1 populations to the reconstructed cities and towna. The massive 
destruction suffered in the electric power sector and specific progress in its 
rehabilitation are elaborated i-1 section F: Electric power, 

and extent of dw to w 

The Government has indicated to the mission that 22.2 million square 
metres of public buildings need to be constructed or rehabilitated, in 
addition to the residential and commercial construction noted earlier. At th6 
Government's stated average cost of Ells 100,000 per square metre, the cost of 
such reconstruction would amount to Rls 2,200,OOO million. Detailed 
descriptions of the damage suffered by educational and health facilities are 
provided in the relevant sections of the present report. 

Postal services, which are vital to the fabric of social life in a 
community, were greatly affected by the conflict. The Government has informed 
the mission that 64 post office building8 were either de8troyed or &unaged. 
The total area to be rebuilt ie 17,370 rquare amtres, of which 8,807 square 
metres have already been rebuilt or rehabilitated. !These figure8 include 
31 completed projects, 22 -under construction and 9 to be started. It should 
be noted that the post office in Khorrar~~shahr covered 4,300 square metres, or 
about 25 per cent of the total area to be reconstructed. Work on this project 
has started. 

9. Obasrvstions 

lm-* tt-k of Ima.mIILI..anLl*e r.nA rrL-I1 t l&a&lam.. lr CIA L.-r- rr*Ll-rrCI 
.ww”YY-* ww**..aa YYL .“~--4*~YcLYY *a C”” WYIUYY “Y.Ic*“uIIacY 

and housing sector is mat. The amount of danrage to human settlements within 
Wore areas that witnessed ground combat ia close to total, while cities 
outside tha direct war sone euffered varying degrees of damage. 
Recoantructioa of the entire settlearant system within tbs affected area is now 
being undertaken in order to restore the industrial, ertractive sod 
agricultural capacity of the region and to facilitate the return of over 

/ . . . 
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1.2 million displaced people. Considering the degree of destruction to 
settlements, the Government is giving highest priority to their reconstruction. 

The mission believes that the considerable length of time which the 
displaced people have spent away from their former towns and villages could 
present complications to the resettlemect programme. Some people may find 
their former homes strange to them; many may have formed families with 
partners from other areas, and children born since the displacement will need 
to adjuet to what for them will be I new place. 

Investment in both public and private construction can be an important 
element in stimulating the economy, since the construction industry, which is 
primarily private in the Islamic Republic of Iran, requirss mostly internal 
resources and is labour-intensive. Such reconstruction requires the prior 
creation or recreation of adequate infrastructure. This is being done as 2. 

first priority. 

In the mission's view, changes to the environment brought about by the 
conflict should be carefully assessed in order that in reconstructing human 
settlements the returning population is not placed in an.y danger from the 
long-term effects of contamination. Furthermore, the carrying capacity of 
some areas. in terms of production and their ability to sustain former 
activities, may have been altered. In such cases, it is important to ensure 
that people do not return to land that can no longer sustain thwm. It should 
also be pointed out that, on account of the highly swiamic nature of the 
country, all reconstruction efforts should integrate earthquake mitigation 
considerations, In fact, the building stock in the Islamic Republic of Iran 
is quite vulnerable to sreismic events. This was amply demonstrated in the 
Manjil earthquake of 1990, where extensive failure of buildings caused over 
25,000 deaths. Since most of the war-affected area ic also earthquake-prone, 
it would be advisable that the level of resistance to aseismic forces be 
increased in all new conutruction and that urban plans take potential seismic 
disasters into consideration. 

10. International cooocratdon aeeQa 

:a discussing international cooperation needs in the field of human 
settlements, it is necessary to keep in mind that the Islamic Republic of Iran 
is reconstructing not only from a long and particularly destructive war4 but 
also from a recent earthquake considered to oae of the ma!or natural disasters 
of the past 25 years. To the numbers of dwelling units that must be rebuilt 
on account of the war, there must be added 200,000 units destroyed by the 
earthquake. There were also public buildings, schools, hospitals and 
infrastructure lost to the seismic disaster. 
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The mission is of the view that, for tne reconstruction of human 
settlements, the Islamic Republic of Iran, is in need primarily of 
constxuct!.on equipment since much such equipment was lost during the war. In 
addition, there are shortages of building materials, particularly cement and 
iron. Most, if not all, of the shortfall of other building materials should 
be made up through the establishment of local building materials indl!stries. 
International cooperation in setting up building materials industries, 
particularly ones that can utilise local raw materials, would benefit the 
reconstruction efforts. Moreover, the task of demolition and removal of 
debris will add from 25 to 40 per cent of the cost of urban reconstruction. 
This estimate will vary according to the size of the building, the type of 
construction, the condition of the building and the method of debris disposal 
(including distance from the site), 

11. Professional resuiromenta 

The Islamic Republic of Iran possesses a well qualified body f 
professionals in the fields related to the physical reconstructic and 
rehabilitation of war-devastated areas such as engineering, architecture and 
urban and rural planning. The aristing national capacity provides a good base 
to utilise specialised expertise to augment know-how already available within 
the country. The particular areas of expertise that would be beneficial to 
the reconstruction effort include development of building mrterials and 
improvements to local construction methods. 
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B. PETROLEUM INDUSTRY 

Thb economy of the Islamic Republic of Iran is heavily dependent upon the 
production and export of oil for the generation of both domestic employment 
and income and the foreign exchange needed to buy imported goods. The 
petroleum industry has, for the purposes of the present report, been 
subdivided into three closely related but distinct partar oil and gas 
production; refining: and petrochemicals. 

Table B.l sununarioes reconstruction cost for the three sub-divisions of 
the petroleum sector. 

le 8.1 

fo data 
(millions) 

Rls US8 
(millions) 

Rls uss 

Production 67 000 859 728 5Q0 18 140 

Refining 19 034 357 42 298 793 

Petrochemicals 48 850 915 108 556 2 033 

Total 134 884 2 131 879 354 20 966 

The falamic Republic of Xran’e ertimated proven petroleum rosorves of 
93 billion barrols aro among the world's largest. Xowovor, its present 
production rato is 3 million barrels per day (b.p.d.), just half its 
historical poak production rate of approximately 6 million b.p.4. attaisod in 
1976, of which 5.5 rrillfoa b.p.&. were exported and 0.5 million b.p.d. used 
domestically as foedstock for itn roffoerios. Wsilarly, as co&tasted with 
its Organisation of Petrolouan Erportfng Coustrier (OPEC) quota of 3.5 skillion 
b,p.d., the Islamic Popublic of Iran's current export rate ia but 1.9 million 
b.p.d. this gap between potential asd actual output, and thus et%portsr arfses 
from the deasage inflicted om the country's oil production capacity during the 
conflict. 

The Islamic Republic of Iran is currently producing and exporting at tihe 
msximum of its roducod capacity. Of its over 618 wells, J,/ only 360 CM be 
operated without destroyiag the various reservoirs. Gas is being flared at a 
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rate of about 1.26 billion cubic feet per day (million mcf/d), the energy 
equivalent r? 200,000 b.p.d. 21 Much of this gas could be reinjected into the 
reservoirs in order to maintain pressure and the remainder could be used to 
produce methanol. However, compressors, turb nes, gas-treating production 
facilities and equipment necessary to implement such an efficiency-raising 
reconstruction operation are not available because of the country's shortage 
of hard currency. 

General 

The problems associated with maintaining, repairing, rebuilding, 
relocation and reconstruction of equipment, pipelines, pump/compressor 
stations and production facilities during war time and under attack require a 
magnitude of effort that is enormou8. 

The areas of oil production that sustained damage during the conflict 
have been classified by the National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC), which has 
jurisdiction over all oil-production and axport operations in the country, 
into three regions: south, north and offshore, which are discussed in turn 
below. 

The oouth fields aone is the main onshore oil production area in the 
Islamic Republic of Iran and consists of five fields: Ahwaa, Aghajari, Gach 
Saran, Masjid-e-Suleiman and Kharg Island. Most of the oil production in the 
south fields (3 million b.p.d.) is pumped to Kharg Island for export via the 
T-jetty or the Sea Island loading facilities there. The remainder of 
approximately 200,000 b.p.d. is pump& to the Abadan refinery, the products of 
which are than pumpad north for dcmmstic consumption. A tots1 of 
50 facilities were attacked repeatedly during the rar. The omission visited 18 
of these facilities and performed helicopter fly-over6 oa a further two 
facilities. The damage observed by the mission was generally severe, as 
expected given the number of attacks. 

The damage am3 destruction inflicted cover every aspect of prmanent 
oil/gas high-volusm and high-pressure production operationr. The80 included, 
but aro not limited to, the followingt production facilities, oil wells, 
natural gas liquids (IN&) plurts, gauap/compresoor 8tations, pipelines, 
desalting plaats, control roam, &sulphurisation units, manifolds, storage 
taakm, aas relojoctfon plaat6, loadi* tonhialo, hourfag, offkern, 
warehoum@r/stor~s, horpitalr, schools, power plrurta, machina shop, vehicles, 
teloc-fcatfon systems, workrhops , wator/sowerago syrtsnnr and aircraft. 

The mirsion was informed during its visit to the Abaclan Refinery that of 
the hefinery's crude storage capecity of 20 stillion barrels, 15 million 
barrels were completely destroyed (over 100 storage tanks). Xost of the tanks 
are still at their original location in a melt-down condition (caused by the 
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heat of the fires); it is estimated that the scrap steel they represbnt 
amounts to about 2 million tons. 

Kharg Island also warrants special mention because of its unique role in 
the export of Iranian crude oil and the devastation it incurred during the 
war. It was attacked almost on a daily basis throughout the conflict. Before 
the war, Kharg Island was capable of off-loading 14 million b.p.d., utilixing 
its 14 berthing facilities consisting of 10 berths at its T-jetty and 4 at Sea 
Island. Its off-loading capability is now about 2 million b.p.d. The east 
and west terminals are still 75 per cent damaged while the trestle (pier) 
portion of the T-jetty (east) has been reconstructed to about 90 per cent of 
its pre-war condition. The mission was informed by NIOC that a contract has 
recently been awarded to a French company f(,r US$ 225 million to reconstruct 
not only the north and south sections of the T-jetty terminal but also the 
offshore Sea Island terminal on the west side of Kharg Island. The Island had 
a pre-war crude oil storage capacity of 22 millioil barrels in 39 tanks. Its 
storage capacity is currently 10 million barrels because 21 tanks were 
completely destroyed by fires occasioned by the attacks. NXOC informed the 
mission that a contract has recently been awarded to a Korean company to build 
five l-million-barrel tanks and one 500,000-barrel tank as part of the 
reconstruction programme for Kharg Island. 

The mission has been informed that the total cost incurrep for 
reconstruction to date in the south fields area amounts to $520 million and 
Rls 30,000 million, while the remaining cost of reconstruction to return the 
facilities to pre-war standards is estimated at $12,000 million and 
Rls 640,000 million. The mission notes that these estimates include the cost 
of updating technology which is a decade or more out-of-date. St further 
notes that these estimates include the cost of replacing compressor stationa 
and implanting treating facilities for a gas reinjection programme, neither of 
which, irs the mission's view, should be included in an accounting of strictly 
reconstruction costs. 

The prime function of this sone is to pump northward for domcatic use 
both petroleum products from the Abadaa Refinery and crude from the Marua oil 
production facilities. Along the Abadan route, crude oil is also picked up at 
Ahwaz for traneahipmsnt to the Tehran Refinery for processing; the Marun route 
runs to the Esfahar. Refinery. A total of 23 facilities were attacked 
repeatedly during the war. The mission was able to visit five facilities by 
ground sn8 four facilities by helicopter fly-over8 along the two pumping 
touter. The bsmage observed warn +mrrlly wwtr mr! *r! ?c++_ err% 
proportionate to the number of attacks. 

Pumping station8 used in the north fields area consist of the pumps and 
drives (gas/steam turbines , electric motors or diesel/gas sngines), 
inlet/discharge manifolds, associated piping, boilers, power plants, fuel 
storage tanks, electrical substations together with switch gear and 
transformers, pig traps and launches in addition to control rooms and 
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miscellaneous buildings for stores, workshops, offices, etc. To reactivate 
such a unit after bombing damage requires not only an extensive reconstruction 
effort but also (primarily) replacement of damaged or destroyed operating 
equipment. However , a bottleneck is created by the fact that the high 
volumetric capacities and pumping pressures required necessitate equipment 
that can provide sufficient horsepower dnd strength to withstand the pressure, 
all of which is costly and must be imported. When such equipment is 
available, the time necessary to get back on stream is rather short (a few 
weeks or at most a couple of months), as compared to production and NGL 
facilities, which normally require several months. 

After several attacks, pipelines along the northbound Abadan pumping 
route were rerouted and buried at two major areas during their reconstruction 
because of their vulnerability to any future attacks. At most stations, the 
reconstruction efforts required that most piping, wiring, pig traps and 
launches as well as manifolds, some equipment and control rooms, electrical 
substations, etc. be buried or installed underground so as to prevent damage 
from future attacks. Surface equipment was protected by installing 
sand-filled reinforced concrete blocks around ',he equipment. All of these 
protective measures were costly and time-consu ing. Such precautions were 
also implemented in the south zone. 

The mission visited the Naftshahr production facility on the border with 
Iraq because of the unique circumstances it went through. This entire 
facility, consisting of oil/gas separators, pump compressor stations, 
gathering systems, support equipment, piping, etc., was reported to have been 
completely dirmantled and shipped across the border. The Government is 
committed to rebuilding this facility to its former capacity of 30,000 b.p.d., 
an6 reconstruction work has already commenced. When the facility is 
completed, the crude will be pumped to the refinery at Bakhtaran, which the 
mission also visited. This refinery was shut down for over three years during 
the war because it underwent severe attacks. Xt was originally designed for 
15,000 b.p.d. but has been reconstructed to handle 30,000 b.p.d. 

!Pho mission has been advised that the total cost incurred for 
reconstruction in the north fields area to date amounts to $9 million and 
Rls 20,000 million, while the remaining cost of reconstruction to return the 
facilities to pm-war Etaxadards is estimated at $140 million an& 
Rfs 18,500 million. In the mission’s view, these estimates are generous, as 
the main pumping equipment and drive9 have already been replaced and are 
included in the tort of recon6truction to date. 

4. Offahara oraductian sone 

The role fuaction of this zone is to produce oil for export. It is 
divided into five area8 of production: Xharg Ialand (four fields), Pazargad 
Ear-ge (one field), Bahregan Oil Centre (three fielda), Lavan Island (three 
fioldr) and Sirri Island (two fields). The mission was able to viait three 
facilities (the Xharg Island onshors production facilities, the Bahregan Oil 
Centre production facilities, and the Abousar offshore production/well 
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protector platform) and to perform helicopter fly-over investigations at four 
other location8 (two drilling/well protector platform8 producing from the 
Abouzar Off8hOre field, well protector platform8 producing from the DariU8 
offshore field and the Paaargad Barge/single-point mooring buoy and well 
protector8 producing from the Cyrus field). 

The pre-war crude oil production from the five area8 was 870,000 b.p.d. 
It8 current production is 242,000 b.p.d.. a reflection of the damage inflicted 
upon the of shore production facilities. Of the 80 installation8 struck in 
the whole offshore production area, 32 were completely destroyed. 

The Iranian offshore operation include8 139 platform8 and 332 We118 and 
involve8 all aspect8 of oilfield operations. It is a very costly and complex 
operation. The mission was advised that over $2,500 million wad expended in 
developing this offshore petroleum Operation, most of which is completely 
destroyed or damaged. 

The mission ha8 been advised that the total cost incurred for 
reconstruction in the offshore production zone to date amounts to $350 million 
or Rls 17,000 million, while the remaining cost of recoaatruction to return 
the facilities to pre-war atandarda is estimated by the Government at 
$6,000 million or Rls 70,000 million. Reconstruction of Offshore facilities 
requires very 8peCiali2ed equipment and marine suppost vessels. The mission 
wa8 advised that, because of the war and the vulnerability of all marine 
VO88018 and activities, very little offshore reconstruction or any other work 
has been done except for plugging with cement as many well8 as could be done 
under the circtun8tances, to protect them from further damage. The mission 

therefore COnBider8 that the damage and de8trUCtiOn inflicted ia currently 
about the uame a8 iacurred during the war (50-60 per cent). In the mis8ion's 
view, therefore, these estimate8 are generous , even vhea the cost of marine 
support facilities is included. 

Table 8.2 below swunaritee the information provided by the Government on 
reconstruction torte for the four production area8 in the country, based on 
erpeaser incurred during the war plus there incurred eince the cease-fire and 
those expected to be incurred in the future. 
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Table B.2. Beconstruction costa bv &or Dr- 

(In millions of rials and dollars) 

Area 
To Qnte Plw& --Total 

81s US$ RlE US8 RlS uss 

South 30 000 500 640 000 12 000 670 000 12 500 

North 20 000 9 18 500 140 38 500 149 

Offshore 17 000 350 70 000 6 000 87 GO0 6 350 
-- --- 

Total 67 800 859 728 500 18 140 795 500 18 999 
X -.- 

The total cost of reconstruction, both past and future, according to the 
Government's estimate, is thus Rls 795,500 million or $18,999 million. The 
worksheet underlying this table has been provided to the mission and is oa 
file for the record. 

Tbir #action of the report deals with the rafining rubsector, smatimes 
referred to, together with petrochemical activitier, ar **downatremn 
operation8. There are 8even refineries in the 181amic Republic of Iran, 
ranging from Mmdan, onto the world'r largert, to Lavan, a small topping plant 
on an 5slHp6 off the Irouthers coa*t. Before the outbreak of the war theeo 
maven plantr aere procerring close to 900,000 3arrelr of crude oil per day, 
mough not only to rsupply its domestic needo but aluo to enjoy the benefits of 
a conoidarable export aarket, 
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x-e 8.1 

Iigure lB.1 shows the experience Of Iranian refirberies SpaIUAixLg the war yeatb, 
the term "throughput" meaning the quantity of petroleum processed by the 
plants over a rrpecified period (usually one day). 

By Sat the largest in total throughput war the Abad b?efinery, which had 
the capability of proceasing almost 700,000 barrels per day. On;y half of 
this throughput capability was integrated with the full range of secondary 
facilities needed to produce such products as motor gasoline, kerosexte, jet 
fuel a& dierel fuel (so-called "light f*:els") for the domestic market, 
however, with the result that the pbnt yielded 8hIWSt 50 per cent "heavy" 
fuel, a low valued product, most of which warn exported. Each of the other air 
tefinerfes is otrategically locate& to serve a particular area and matkett in 
most ca8es the topography of the country har kfluenced the cbofce of 
location. The large plants, at Tehrasb Bsfahan and Tabtir, are the key 
r'aciiities in UIO supply network. All three were compfetely integrated 
refineries, producing for the domestic market high volumeu of the light fuel8 
cited above. The remafniag refineriea (Shirar, Bakhtaran and Laven) are math 
smaller in capacity an6 eerve smaller speciality marketa. Shfrar is worthy of 
special note io t&at it anchors a growing and e ;eoeive petrochemical complex 
in a attractive area of the country. 
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The outbreak of war in 1980 put all seven refineries under attack from 
the air with heavy damage and widespread disruption of petroleum product 
supply, particularly at Abadan. This interruption of normal supply grew in 
intensity and is illustrated by figure B.2. The three historical lines shown 
are for light fuels, other products (the by-products and residua such as 
propane, heavy fuel and sulfur) and imports (chiefly motor gasoline, jet fuel, 
kerosene and diesel fuel) made necessary by the interruptions and shutdowns of 
refinery production. 

The data show that the inrport of light fuels reache& over 200,000 b.p.4. in 
the 19051987 period. Tlte mirsian warn iafsrma8 that the import total from 
1960 to 1988 w8.0 close to 500 nfllioa barrels; thir would have meant aTI outlay 
of over $5,000 million of barb currency. The &vtrmnent inr’ortif ‘& ii&iiGn 
that rationing wa6 in force tbroughout the war period. It further a8vi8ed 
that the real demand level was therefora marrkeb es6 tbst the import level 
might otherwioe have re,uchad over 400,000 b.p.4. It should be noted however 
that, etcept for Abad#ub refinery throughput is bazk to pm-war leveb3. 1x1 
fact, at the Tehran and Es&ahaa refineries, debottlenecking projectr have 
successsully raised the throughput levels significantly beyond pte-war peaks. 
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At. Abadan, the recovery has been slow because of the extent of 
devastation and today throughput has reached only akuut 350,000 b.p.d., half 
its original capacity, but it is operating at about 200,000 b.p.8. owing to 
the lack of crude. The current refining strategy Zor Abadan is to reach and 
maintain about 400,000 b.p.d. and develop the secondary unite to match this 
level, Future refining plans for Abadan are not yut clearly defined, although 
it was hinted that the Government might restore the throughput to its pre-war 
level. The principal factors influencing planning for the refinery and the 
area may be summarized as follows: 

(a) The desire to maintain a strong and viabzrt refining industry base in 
the area to anchor the rebuilding of K’wramshahr and Abadan; 

(b) The existence of facilities, albeit neediug repair and modification, 
together with a strong base in terms of human resources and technical skills; 

(c) The very symbolic nature of Abadan itself. 

The statistical record of production and yield for the Abadan refinery 
(and for each of the other refineriea) has been presented to the mission and 
ir on file for the record. 

This plant is located about 20 mile8 south of the city and today has a 
capacity of 250,000 b.p.d. It was attacked on two occasions during the war 
and lort 247 days of productive capacity in consequence. The extent of the 
damage, although dramatic at the time, wa8 relatively miaor and on each 
occaaioo repair6 were made with extreme dedicated effort. Toddy, in addition 
to maintaining the production level, IiIOC has beeu successful in 
debottleneckiag the refinery to a throughput of close to 300,000 b.p.d. 

a 1979, just before the outbreak of the wart 
plaa. ‘Just etarting up. 

E6fahan refinery was a netw 
Seven attacks during the war resulted in a loss of 

364 days of operation, but reconstruction went forward after each attack to 
maintain productive capability. Recently, the plant has been debottlsnecked 
ad hao been operatiw at clooe to 300,000 b.p.d. Ito technology is only 
10 pare 018, but ~u~lfl temporary repairs rtill need permaneat corre~tfon. 
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This refinery is located in the extreme north-west of the country and is 
about 18 years old. It endured a total of 14 attacks during the eight-year 
war, which resulted in 238 days of lost production2 the mountainous terrain 
and relative inaccessibility probably saved it from more frequent attack. The 
interruptions in producstion were fairly short as the plant was reconstructed 
after each attack: it operates today at almost 90,000 b.p,d. 

Although the Shiraz refinery and its neighbouring petrochemical complex 
is strategically important, its distance from the war activity precluded 
frequent attack. Only four attacks were scid to have been made on the 
refinery; these resulted in the loss of only 165 days production in the eight 
years. The refinery today is operating at the 35,000-b.p.d. level. 

Bakhtaran 

As the Bakhtaran refinery was situated close to the Iraqi border, it was 
not only the subject of air attack but was also in proximity to the ground 
action. The result was 1,400 lost production daysr in fact, the refinery was 
shut down completely during 1981 and 1982, owing to the destruction of the 
crude pipeline supplying raw mat.:.e;rial, The refinery i- now once again 
operating at capacity of about 25,000 b.p.d., serving a localised demand in 
the western part of the country. 

This small topping plant on the ielanll nf Lsvan off the southern coast 
supplies the local needs of the island cornunity and its crude production 
plant which eervicea aeveral inrportaat offshore oilfields. The frequent 
attacks on theee field6 and their associated facilitier l%d to two attacks on 
Lavan plant and 53 days of lost production. Bscoxmtruction of th% 
20,000 barrel per day plant was relatively minor. 

The Gov%rnm%nt provid%d eh% mission with the following r%con6ttuCtiOn 
touts for the seven r%fin%rie%, baaed on %rpent%s incurr%b during the war and 
those incurrd since the ceaar-fire. 
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Table B.3. ion oats of refw 

(In millions of rials and dollars) 

Place 
War time Cease-fire 

Rls 8 RlS us 
TQt& 

Rls us 

Abadan 4 739 89 8 772 164 13 511 253 

Tehran 679 13 232 4 

Eaf ahan 963 18 511 10 1 474 28 

Shitaz and Lavaa 643 12 509 

Tabriz 1 114 21 224 4 1 338 25 

Bakhtaran 508 9 140 

Total 8 646 162 10 388 
E 

10 

3 

911 

1 152 

648 

17 

22 

12 

195 
Z 

19 034 357 
C 

The total cost of reconstruction by the Government’s estimate is thus 
Rls 19,034 million an& $357 million. The worksheet underlying this table has 
been provided to the mission and is on file for the record. 

Ao CM be ueen, most of the cost is centred in Abe&n, In the other 
refinerieu, reconrtruction has restored capacity to or beyond pm-war levela. 
Bowever, the otatuu of there plantu i8 acceptable only in 1980 technological 
and mechurAca1 term. Tea- to 1%year-018 instruments, controls and other 
equipment leaves the Islamic Republic of Iran tocbnoloqically behind and 
operating well below modern efficiency standards. Moreover, the miaeion was 
informed that recoastruction costs to date are only 45 per cent of the total 
necessary to restore pre-war condition aa4 productive capability. Thus, a 
further sum of Bls 42,298 million and $793 million would be requireb to 
complete the reconstruction work. The Governsbunt futthsr stated that ft wau 
formulating plano to proceeb with the balance under a specific time-frame. 
However, the details have not yet been epelled out. 

In coaructfon with thama plrnr fe?. fr*+--- rrmnart,ur, a Al 9-A Aaw-1 r--t ---- - - "--I- em """a".. W" m.rrrrry.nrur, 
the mission empharisee that the critical issue fe to arcertaia tibat kind of 
operation the refimries are cap8ble of rustaining. In thfr regard, the 
normal il3dicative criteria ares 
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(a) Saleable yield; 

(b) Percentage yield of light oil versus heavy fuel; 

(c) Fuel consumption; 

(d) Losses. 

The saleable yield record shows quite average values for the industry (94 
to 96 per cent). However, the mission was informed that weight percentage 
losses are close to 0.5 per cent: this is not a good result, for weight 
percentage losses are real and visible and the refinery closings should be 
tight except for flare. From the limited data available, it appears that fuel 
consumption ii3 above average: moreoverI the mission observed little evidence 
of energy conservation equipment (which is hardly surprising with binding 
financial resource constraints). Most important, it appears to the mission 
that, as light oil (gasoline, kerosene and diesel) is being imported at high 
cost, the light oil to heavy oil ratio is far too low. This suggests that the 
refinery configurations need reexamination. 

The mission was provided a liet of capital expenditures planned for the 
next several years, which is on file for the record. Upgrading capital does 
not appear to be in the planning forecast. In fact, much of the planned work 
haa to do with expanded capacity, lead reduction in gasoline and added 
lubricating oil production. These are all projects studied and planned in the 
normal scheme of industry development and are not related to reconstruction 
due to war damage; they have therefore not been included here. It should, 
however, be noted that two new refineries at Bandar Abbas and Arak, although 
already partially built, have been placed on hold on account of shortages of 
capital; completion is currently planned for 1994 and 1997 respectively. 

The petrochemical industry was devastated by the war, The location of 
the majority of the industry along the northern shore of the Persian Gulf 
meant that the facilities were within ea8y range of aerial attack. The huge 
joint-veature plant at Bandat-e-Imam Khomeini wa8 more than 60 per cent 
complete8 when the war began. Its producta were for the moat part to be 
exported end were expected to provide major revenue for the country. A6 a 
conrequence of the war, work on thin project har had to be surpended, rince 
the -em mumtrfned end the risk end cost of recon8truction during the war 
(18s too high. Indeed, the damage to the entire petrochemical 8ector wa8 such 
that, for eeveral year5 during :he middle of the war, production at all 
chemical plant8 war virtually halted. 

The Government has presented the miesiotl with a detailed list of all the 
petrochemical plants, their feed stocks and products by name and quantity for 
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the 12 years from 1979 to 1990; this is on file for the record. Figure B.3 
shows the historical record and the capacity line emphasises the production 
1088, which is shown to he in the order of 30 million ton8 of total 
petrochemical product8 over an eight-year period. 

All of the plants with the exception of the joint verrture facility are 
once again operating near their capacity levelo. However, much of the 
rsconrtruction ir of R temporary nature and no major funding has been 
earmarked for leatiag repair of the extensfve patchwork. 

The Government ha8 provided the rir~ion with the following recoortruction 
cost8 for tha wtvea petrochemical planto, based on expeares incurred during 
the war and those incurred since the cease-fire. 
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Table 8.4, -U&i&P Of m 

(1x2 million8 of riale and dollara) 

---HB.ra- -Tctal 
Place Rle 6 US8 RlS USS 

AbAdAn 1 304 24 3 305 62 4 609 86 

Imam Port 28 931 

2 

33 814 

6 

Shiraz 4 582 86 4 582 86 

Raxargnd 1 139 21 3 1 142 21 

Xharg 1 892 35 4? 1 1 939 36 

Total 15 535 291 33 315 624 48 850 915 
-. C Z -_I_ -- -.- .-- -- 

-- 

The total co$t of reconrtruction by the Gwenwent’s estimate is thur 
83~ 48,850 million and US$ 915 million. The workrheot underlying thir table 
has been provided to the mirrioa and is on file for the record. The mirtaioa 
wa8 informed that reconstruction cortr to date are only 45 per cent of the 
total nscessar;;I to restore pro-war condition and productive capability. Tbua, 
a further sum of Rio 108,556 million or US8 2,033 trillion would be requited to 
complete tW rrlconetructioa worlc. e 

TEe nfsrion visited many of thm rcffnerfro and petrochemical plantr 
throughout the iountry. Aaalyda of the pro&action data from all these plant8 
conffru that from a purely pro&ction stx+ndpoint, both refining and 
petrochenfcal indurtrier are mw able to produce at clore to tbair pte-war 
output levelr . 

Table b.5 l amaarf8e8 the information provided by th8 Govoremnt on 
r~con8tructisn coot8 for the 8even refixieries aad 8even petroctiical plarrte 
in tb country, bame6 on l xpenaer incurred during the wag pPue there incurred 
mince the cease-fit8, and *ore expected to be incurrod ia the future. 
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Table 8.5. m 

(In millions of rials and dollars) 

Ta Puture Total&L.-.-- 
TYPe EtlS 8 Rls s Rls 8 

Refinery 19 034 357 42 298 791 61 332 1 150 

Petrochemical 48 8SO 915 108 556 2 033 157 406 2 94b 
I_- 

Total G7 884 1 272 150 a54 2 826 218 738 4 098 
-- 

The total cost of reconstruction, both past and future, by the Government's 
estimate, is thus Rla 218,738 million and $4,098 million. The worksheet 
underlying this table has been provided to the mission and is on file for the 
record. This estimate is in line with the mission's own approximate 
calculatior based on the rule-of-thumb accepted in the oil industry of current 
replacement cost for large plants at $10,000 per b.p.d. of capacity, with a 
sharply non-linear cost curve as capaci4y descends below 100,000 b.p.d. On 
this basis, the mission has very roughly ertimated the total outlay of funds 
necessary for complete reconrtruction at $5,000 million. If the rial figure 
estimated by the Govermnt in converted at the mirrion'e rate of I216 300 per 
dollar in 1990 pricea, it amounta to the equivalent of $729 million. Adding 
this to the estimated foreign exchange raquirement of $4,098 million gives a 
total court for complete reconrtruction on the Governfnent'u estimate of 
$4,827 million, which ir very close to the mi~sion*a rough eatimatc of 
$5,000 million. 

It is a matter of great conc*rLI to the mmfosion that the plants and 
refineries are technologically at best 10 yearr out of date. The time and 
coat of upgradiug and of replacing thm many temporary repairs eoundly and 
recuraly iii only now bejng progremmed end planusd, Thin work will have a 
sharp impact on the tuchnological gap and require8 careful attention to 
indwtry plenniag deeioione. In additioa to thm obviour drain of cuch a vast 
programme on availablr humas resourcea money and materiala thmre fr the 
matter of accest. The Ielemic Republic of Iran met, in order to upgrade in a 
reamxmblo time-frame, have eauy aecees tn tochaolagy and Pnduett1al 
equipment. Thir will mean either scqufrhq wch technology and eq+imeat on 
m open market or prev$eiq +A+ arr-a,a--l- -a.*-- -L ~rr~~yclIoI tt 6bb~olic r'orrign invimtnmnt 
capital into the country in a hfg&ly competitive financial enviroumeot whore 
the meUs are etaggotiag, particularly in the third world, 
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A/ 1991 InternatAonal Petroleum Encyclopedia, p. 297. 

21 World Bank Report No. 9072-IRN-7130191, p. 51, and extrapolated by 
oil production sector mission member. 
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C. TRANSPORT 

1. ml, rU air trew.gscL 

(a) Loss bv the trasaportatioa suba 

At stated in th:d first report of the team (S/22863), the Government has 
estimatad the direct loss caused by the war in the transportation subsector at 
Rls 1,085,6 billions in terms of 1988 replacement costs. The loss sustained 
by the maritime transport subsector is not included in this total. The war 
caused a considerable delay in the developmunt of the road and railway 
networks, as well as OL the port capacities, and this in turn caused serious 
bottlenecks in the development of other sectors. This part of the loss is not 
visible in the transportation subsector itself. 

A breakdown of the estimated direct loss in the subsector is presented in 
table C.l. 

Table C.l. Direct lo3ses in traoeDort sector 

(In millions of rials) 

Buildings and Machinery and Materials 
Subsector installations equipment and goods Total 

Land 54 858 965 729 0 1 020 587 
Air 13 809 35 331 0 49 140 
Storage 10 490 5 331 52 15 873 

Total 79 157 1006 391 52 1 085 600 

The losr of machiuery and equipment constitutes 92.7 per cent of the total 
direct leer sustained by this aubmector. It is the mi88iota's view that this 
proportion doe@ not adequately reflect the ma1 relation8 between the element8 
Of dirOCt 1088. Mart of the damage suetained by building8 and in8tallatiOns 
in the traarportation 8ubsector were quickly repaired, fm many ca848 rreveral 
timer, durfag the wat. The8e multiple repairs are not visible BOW* but they 
have been reflecte6 in the ertimate of the direct loor. 

The CbV0t~~t has ertimated the coets of reconrtruction to date in the 
transport rrector at Rlr X24,066 million and expect8 the future co8t8 to 
complete the reconstruction already planned to be Rts 63,937 million in 
foreign exchange aad Rls 225,746 million in local currency. 
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(b) Land ttansoortatiog 

In 1980 there was a total of 4,570 kilometras of single-track lines and 
Iranian Railways carried 5 million passengers and 5.7 million tons of 
freight. BY 1988, at the end of the war, the track length had increased to 
4,834 kilometres, with 6.8 million passengers carried and 12.5 million tons of 
frei:jht. During the war period the number of freight wagons increased from 
12,150 to 13,312 ana the number of passenger coaches increased from 760 
to 925. During the same period the number of locomotives increased from 418 
to 531. 

The direct loss in rail transportaticn, as presented by the Iranian 
authorities, consists of the foliowing par-s: 

!a) Buildings and installations: 

150 km of railway lines damaged 100 per cent 
118,569 m2 of buildings damaged from 20 per cent to 100 per cent 
292 bridges and culverts damaged 85 per cent 
3 major bridges damaged 42 per cent 
2 major bridges damaged 24 per cent 

(b) Machinery and equipment8 

(i) Teleconanunicatione and signalling aysta~lie: 
120 km damaged 100 per cent 
107 km damaged 55 per cent 
146 km damaged 15 per cent 

(ii) Electrical equipment aad network: 
120 kITI %alnage% 100 per cent 
107 km damaged 45 pet cent 
146 IEm %amage% 20 per oont 

(iii) Wagons an% locomotlveat 
956 wagons damage% from 35 per cent to 85 per cent 

21 locomotives %amage% from 30 per cent to 75 per cent 

A &tailed list of losrer was presente% to the miesion an% i8 on file for the 
record. 

The direct loo8 ru&aine% by railway@ was estimate% by the &vernatent at 
Rlr 55,775 millions in foreiqa currency an% Rla 38,932 millions in local 
currency. Theoe fiquroe inclu%e both bufl%ing an% equipment lossos. With 
regar0 to buildings and iaetallationr , most %amago was causrb to railway 
stations, aarrhalling yard@ an% five major bridges. The major damago to rail 
tracks an% asrociated equipment occurre% in Khuaetstan Province, in particular 
to the hhwat-Rborramshabr line. This 120-kilometre line is reports% to hsve 
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been entirely destroyed during the ground war. The bridge at Qotoc near the 
Turkish border was also damaged and the major line for the flow of goods to 
and from Turkey was closed for several months. Rail equipment, reportedly in 
rolling stock, has been estimated as one of the major losses in ~-9 
transportation subsector. 

The mission has made attempts to verify all severe damages and to assess 
the extent of loss suffered by the rail transportation, as reported by the 
Iranian authorities. Three major and five minor railway stations, 
60 kilometres of track and four major bridges were inspected by the mission. 
The inspection was aided by photographs taken at the time of the damage. The 
mission has inspected the following: 

Major railway stations: Kborramshahr, Ahwaz and Andimeshk: 

Minor railwhy stations: Hoseyniyeh, Hsxnid, SarBandar, Haft Tappeh and 
Tolezang; 

The railway line: Ahwaz-Khorramshahr; and 

Railway bridges: Ahwaz g Karun river, Tolezang, Souili and Qotoc. 

However, the exact number of destroyed wagons and locomotives, as reported by 
the railway authorities, could not be verified. 

Most of damage caused to railway stations, tracks and marshalling yards 
was temporarily repaired immediately after damage and destroyed rolling stock 
was replaced either during or immediately after the war. Considerable 
reconstruction work ha6 been carried out oa several railway stations and 
bridges, thoroby leaving no trace@ of the damage in many places. However, the 
miesion saw evidence of the ruins of destroyed buildings, as well as debris 
and dostrayed equipxent. These wer8 consistent with the damage reportr aqd 
photos. A description of both the damage and the reconstruction work 
inspected by the mission io contained in the first report of the team of 
experts. 

Th8 monetary value of the damage caused to buildings and installations, 
as presented by the franiso authorities, appears to be appropriate. However, 
the mieaioa wae not able to verify the extent of damage caused to rolling 
stock and equipment, a6 mart of Uamaged wagons, locomotives and other 
equipment had 8lt88dy be813 Cleared from tracks anb d8pOtU. 

A8 stated in the firot report, roads are by far the most impOrta& mode 
of transportation 1x1 th8 Islamic Republfe of Iran, for both yasrrengers and 
good8 . There are over 2,000 road traasport companierr in the country, of which 
fewer than 6 per cent are governmeat owned. Of total dOm8Stic freight, some 
85 per Cent 58 by rOa8, whereas only 10 per C8Xkt Of int8rZUktiOnal freight iS 

/ ..* 
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by road. The total volume of freight by road ie estimated at 90 million 
tona l In 1980 there were about 160,000 kilometres of all-weather roads, of 
which 42 per cent was fully paved. By 1989, the road network comprised a 
total of 167,156 kilometres outside urban areas. At that time, there were 
over 1 million automobiles and nearly half a million trucks and buses. 

The direct 108s in road transportation as presented to the mission by the 
Iranian authorities consists of the following elementst 

Ruildings and installations 

Roads damaged: 

Khu2estan province: 
Ilam province: 
Bakhtaran province; 
Kurdistan province: 
Azarbayjan province: 

1 533 km 
600 km 
845 km 
555 km 
330 km 

(The above figures include main and feeder roads, aa well aa minor 
bridges and culverts.) 

Major bridgest 

Khuaeatan province: 
Ihn province: 

11 bridges 
10 bridges 

Machinery and equipment for road maintenance: 

321 piecer of road maiatenanca equipment damaged in most cases 
100 per cent. The loss is estimated at Rlr 6,000 million in foreign currency. 

Damugs was Slso suffered by mme district rod offices and loss of 
equipment for rostl maintenance was rsported as followsr 

Khussstao province: 7 offices, total 1,489 m2 
XlSln province! 5 OffiC88, total 940 m2 
Bakhtaran provincet 1 office, total 4,000 m2 

A details6 list Of 108888 Was greS8at8d t0 the ~SissiOn Md i8 OS fil8 fOlt the 
record. 

Rstensive 8-8 to roa88 was evident in all border areas, particularly 
_ .-- _ __ iri SaiBtvbr i&ii8 yrvu& rirr'are andi occ;upai;ion herI i;crken piacm. Zemibo iSmae 

8Msg8d rO888, ros88 in the cities and towns close to the barber also suffered 
COlISid8tebl8 4Mt!w8, particularly ia Khorramshahr, where it fir estimated that 
09 per cent of all roads rsquire rehabilitation or r8surfactngt a~d in Abadan, 
where 40 per cent of all roads were reported to have been damage4 by the war- 

/ l .  .  
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The direct loss sustained by roads was estimated by the Iranian 
authorities at Rls 36,014 million in foreign currency and Rls 79,938 million 
in local currency. These figures include both building and equipment losses. 

The mission has made attempts to verify all severe damage a%! to &ssess 
the extent of the loss ts> road transportation repocLed by the Iranian 
authorities. 1,360 kilometres of roads, 40 major bridges and numerous minor 
bridges and culverts were inspected by the mission. A further 500 kilometras 
of roads were inspected by low- flying helicopter. The inspection was aiied 
by photographs taken at the time of the damage. The detail of these 
inspections is as follows: 

Roads: 790 kilometres in Khuzestan Province 
230 kilometres in Ilam Province 
340 kilometres in Bakhtaran Province 

Major bridges: Rborramshahr, Abadan, Ahwaz, Karkheb river, Susan--Guerd, , 
Bostan Town, Djesr Naderi, Changuleh, Zagavi, 
Kolidjancham 1,2,3, Haftdbansh, Naftshahr, Tangab, Emam 
Abbas, and other major bridges in provinces: Rhuzestzn, 
Ilam, Bakhtaran and Emam Abbas. 

The mission also inspected four district road pffices in Rhuzestan. Although 
the sites had been cleared and partially rebuilt, there remained evidence of 
thunage . 

The mimion was also able to observe damage inflicted on roads and 
bridges in the main theatre of war durfng the conflict. Damage to roads was 
caused by both bombardment and abnormal overweighr traffic loads. Many of the 
roads had been resurfaced during the war and the same damage caused by 
overweight vehicles is again apparent. !k'he roads did not receive normal 
routine maintenance during the war an8 this accelerated the Ueterioration of 
the road surfaces and otructureo. There is no doubt that the road network 
nuffereb extensive damage over and above normal wear and tear. mage to 
major bridges and to most of the small bridge8 and culverts was caured by 
direct bombadnent, but in many casea there were also damages reported to 
minor bridge8 from overweight vehicles. 

Reconstruction work has been carried out on roads and bridges. Mauy 
road8 have already been resurfaced and bridges rebuilt or repaired. For this 
roanon, the damage is not evident in many placer. Rowever, the inspection 
confirmed, that ia moat cases the reconstruction wan consistent with the 
damage raportm and ghotor. A dercriptfon of the damage and of reconrtruction 
-m--L 1 -----L-l La- Ls.- -* ,,t -- -aem kr a*..-* 1.. .,ar #A --. ..%a-rr. -a &La ,lrlC*l -v&1 *aryrb*o" "I Gum Y(.OO.YU .#*a, "0 &Yyuy *a -0 h..PC ropvrs YL -0 YUIbWY 
Sations team of expertc. 

The monetary value of the damage cawed to road8 and road bridges, as 
presented by the Iranian authorities, appears to be underestimated. Most 
damage to the roads was not caused by direct bombardtcoat, but by overloaded 
vehicles and/or due to lack of appropriate maintenance during or immediat ly 
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after the war.. {XI many cases, 3amage has bssn caused not ocyly to the road 
pavemen'; but also to the lower courses of the ro&d structure. This will 
require both rehabilitation cud resurfacing. Moreover, roads outside tho 
border areas suffered deterioration owing to iniiirsct war-related causes. 
Because of Lhe priorities C;r%en to the border areas, only rel&tLvely smol!. 
repairs and improvements to the country road setwork could be undertaken 
during the mar period. This has resulted in a cleteriorativn of the overall 
quality of the road system. This general damage to the road system, as well 
as t,l* neccosJ.ty to rehabilitate roads in the areas of war operations does 
not, in the mission's sriew, appear to be reflected in tile crstimnte of war 
damage. The mission was not able to verify the extent of damage caused to 
equipment for road maintenance, aa damaged equipment had already been cleared 
from road sites and depots. 

Recoa-stFuctioa wor&&frve&Iz)r the rniuhn 

An impressive amount of recoastruction has already been carried out in 
the larld transportation subs6$tor, >~UZ duriag and after the war. It was 
essential for ctbc war efforts to keep trnnsport corridors open in the border 
provinces so that reconstruction work on roada and railways was executed 
during the war and in rrnop casas repeated soveral times. Howevo r , this repair 
work was in most cases oE a temporary nature, and more thorough reconstruction 
needs to be undertaken. 'Ibe task of reconstruction is inunsnse and it will 
take many years before it can be completed. 

The severely damaged railway line Ahwas-.Khorramshahr hcs been repaired 
and r&constructed, but the work carried out was only of I tempsrary nature. 
The mismion '&as informed that the tranrport capacity of thir line before the 
war was seven to eight freight traina (2,000 torJm' load) per day. Becauue cf 
poor track conditions., the capacity at present is only two trains per day, 
with a limited speed of 45 km/h. It ir pIian.mG to upgrade the railway line to 
allow a maximum speed of 100 km/h &nd trains of S.000 tone load. The present 
KLrirramehahr station has been rebuilt in the viciaity of the t3eotroyod 
station. The station has at present only 6 operative tracks conpared with 
11 operatfve tracks before the war. A new station complex iu propoeec¶ to be 
built 300 metres up-line. The Ahwat station ha8 been rebuilt and is now 
operable. 

Pecoastructfon of roads damaged by s&11 fire or overloaded vehicles was 
effected only by resurfacing or applying sa overlay 00 the damaged pavement. 
Th* autboritior are quste aware of the real magaftu&e of the problem and 
resurfacing is considerad as a te,qmrary meaeure only. Becmme of an appareat 
lack of frtnd6, no proper reconstruction bar yet bee?2 undertaken, and many 
rocrritiy *wed rotis wili need to be re8urface& in most ~88~0~ only fuii 
rehabilitation of the road otruetura cm be considered ae en apgroptiate way 
of reconstruction of damage89 roadr. Mcreovetr 8 great deal of repait and 
rehabilitation 03 road brainage , rhoul&err, msrkingr and eigm is alro 
required. 
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Many bridges were reportedly damaged and repaired on several occasions 
during the war. Circumstances made it necessary to use Bailey and pontoon 
bridges to bridge rivers, and simple steel plates and steel beams have been 
used to bridge damaged areas. In general, a more permanent form of 
reconstruction is needed to be undertaken. 

. 
Reconstruction ~lhg~and oeeag 

The reconstruction of the transportation sector is recognised by the 
Iranian authorities as one of the preiequiaites for the reconstruction of 
other sectors. Unfortunately, it has not been possible to reconstruct, 
moderniae and develop land transport facilities to the extent needed, and this 
has caused serious bottlenecks in the execution of reconstruction work in 
other sectors. As mentioned above, much of the reconstruction carried out 
during or immediately after the war wils only temporary. The Iranian 
authorities have now prepared sectoral reconstruction plans showing priorities 
and time scheii\?lo.s. The plans were presented to the mission and are on file 
Por the record. Although part of the reconstruction programme has been 
implemented, enabling transport flows on the most important lines, a much 
greater part remains to be implemented. 

With the exception of railway tracks, the reconstruction of land 
transnort physical infrastructure has been carried out by Iranian construction 
companies, the majority of which are privately owned. Railway track 
reconstruction is carried out by Iranian Railways. All work has been planned 
and designed by Iranian engineers and executed by Iranian skilled manpower. 
Some types of construction plant and machinery used in reconstruction work are 
marufactursd in the country, but a great deal of plant has been imported. The 
mission observed that the reconstruction work performed is of high quality, 
OVCL in complex undertakings such a8 bridge construction. 

The mission noted that a large proportion of the constructioa plant and 
machinery needed is not manufactured in the country. Consequently, a 
considarable amount of foreign currency is required to cover the cost of 
imported i terns. Reconstruction of rolling stock and railway equipment also 
requires a foreign currency component for material and parts not locally 
manufactured. While railway freight wagons and parreager coaches are 
manufactured locally, their wheels and axles as well as some types of bogies 
have to be purchased abroad. Moreover, maintenance equipment for roads and 
rsilway8, as ~011 as locomotives and heavy trucks also need to be imported. 
Since the damage to machinery and equipment in the land tran8portation 
m&sector uas con8iAerably higher than the reported damage to structures aad 
inrtsl~atfonr, replacement of this equipment al80 requires a rki;lfficant 
au..-. rl Ir*rl- -..--*a--. --La-r, -,. a--a.--- I-r- -------L -.."-I "* rvrr*ys rucrour#. *urcuy 0.A bQbC"II AYb" Q+iO"uuC, it; iii isivio&juA 
in the reconstruction plan that foreiga currency will be needed for 
45.8 per cent of the budget to meet remaining r8consttuction work in the land 
transportation field, This estimate appears to the mirsion to be reasonable. 

The Government has established priorities in the reconstruction of land 
transport facilities. The main priority is given to the full reconstruction 
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and upgrading of the line Ahwaz-Khorramshahr and to the building of a new 
railway station at Kborramshahr. The construction of additional railway 
capacity to the port of Bandar Khomeyni and new railway capacity to the port 
of Bandar Abbas, as a consequence of the shifting of the former capacities of 
the Khorramshahr port to these two ports, will alleviate the land 
transportation problems and eliminate some of bottlenecks. The railway 
network also needs upgrading and moderniaation as well as renovation and 
additions to the rolling stock. This is considered urgent since railways will 
be expected to carry a considerably higher share of freight than at present. 
The country has the technical expertise and skilled manpower to carry out this 
immense and complicated task, b1.C a co nsiderable amount of foreign currency is 
needed for implementation of this plan. 

In regard to roads, priority is given to the rehabilitation and improved 
maintenance of the main roads and reconstruction of the main bridges in the 
border provinces, The Government has estimated that the foreign currency 
component needed for the remaining road reconstruction work will be 
30 per cent of the total budget. This money will be needed mostly for the 
procurement of equipment not manufactured in the country. 

(cl Air tdmuportatiog 

In 1980, major international airports at Tehran, Bandar Abbaa and Abadan 
were supplemented by 10 grade I and 11 grade II airportcr. By 1988, domestic 
services had iacrearred to cover 38 towns. Seven of these airports are for 
international traffic and 12 are suitable for large aircraft. The list of all 
airportrr in operation was precsented to the mission and is on file for the 
recor8. The number of air passengers in 1988 exceeUed 5.6 million; import and 
export air cargo amounted to aome 23,000 and 22,000 ton8 respectively. 

Air corridors over the Xalamfc Republic of Iran were closed to 
international carriers &ding the war period, but have now reopened. All 
major airports in ttie border provinces were attached during the war and 
rruffered varying degrees of damage. The Abadan airport suffered the moat 
since it came under continuous bombardment by air and by artillery. With the 
closure of AbacUn airport, the importance of Ahwar airport increased making it 
also the target for frequeat attacks by air. The damage to atrportr, as 
preaeateb to the mission by the Iranian authorities, consists of the following: 

/ . . . 
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Buildings and installations: 

Airports damaged: 

Abadanr moderate to severe 
Ahwaa t moderate to severe 
Bakhtaranr moderate 
Sananda j t minor to moderate 
Urmiyah: minor to moderate 
Tabrio: minor to moderate 

Other airports which sustained minor dmages are Hamadan, Shiraa and 
Tehran 

Machinery and equipment: 

Terminal, control tower, lighting and other equipment was damaged at the 
airports of Abadao, Abwaz and Babtexan. There was also minor damage to 
the equipment on the other airports that were attacked. 

Aircratt dsstroyed: 

Iran Air: 2 Boeing 727 
1 Airbus EP-XBS 

Aiweman: 3 Fairchild 
1 Shirk cormrrander 

Aircraft damaged8 

frun Air; 1 Boeing 717 8 par cent 
1 Alrbur 10 per cent 

A liet detailirq lorser wa8 prerented to the aierrion an4 is on file for the 
Z&WOlrd. 

The Meteorology Orgaf4iration provider mut8orological data to the 
aviation, l hippiag, agriculture aad energy sectors. During tbo mar, many of 
its cli%Batole!gical an6 uyRoptic statiom were damaged, The damaged rtetioarr 
a8 itiicated by t?m IrMiM authoritierr, arot 

Clilmtolc@crl 8tatiann fa1 

balhtaran Provincet 
Ilam Province: 
ltWdi8taP Provilrcet 
Aaarbuyjan Proviace,r 
Khu+estan Province: 

1 rtation 
1 station 
I8 8t8tiOn8 
2 8tatiOll8 
7 rtationr 

100 cent &Raged p8r 
100 cent damaged per 
100 per test damaged 
80-100 cent d-g08 Per 
100 cent damaged per 
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Synoptic stations: 

Six stations received damage ranging from 16 to 100 per cent. The 
detailed list of losses was presented to the mission and is on file for the 
record. 

The direct loss sustained by air transportation, including both building 
and equipment losses, was estimated by the Iranian authorities at Rls 27,902 
million in foreign. currency and Rls 30,651 million in local currency. 

The mission has endeavoured to verify all severe damage suffered by the 
air transportation subsector reported by the Iranian authoritiea. The mission 
visitad four airports and several meteorological stations. AS for the other 
subsectors, the inspection was aided by photographs taken at the time of the 
damage. Airports visited by the mission are Abadan, Ahwaz, Bakhtaran and 
Urmiyeh. The mission also visited Ahwaz, Dehloran, Bakhtaran and Susan-Guerd 
meteorological stations. 

Damage inflicted on airports during tile war was observed by the mission. 
Although reconstruction work had been carried out on the airports visited, the 
inspection confirmed that the ruins of former buildings and the pattern of 
reconstruction were consistent with the damage reports and photos. Damage 
said to have been inflicted on Shiras, Hamadan and Tehran airports could not 
be verified. 

The mission also observed debris of some destroyed aircraft. An 
additional description of the damage and of the reconstruction work inspected 
by the mission may be found in the team's first report. 

The monetary value of the damage caused to the airport buildings and 
installations, au preeented by the Iranian authorities, appear8 to be 
appropriate, The mission was not able to verify the exact extent of damage 
caused to aircraft and equipment, as most of them have already been repaired 
or cleared from the sitea. 

P9constFuctiian work obsertied bv thenzipaina 

The Abadan airport has been reconstructed to the eXtOnt neca8sary to 
enable inland traffic operations. Domestic traffic will start by the end of 
November 1991. The main terminal, the control tower and the longer runway are 
under reconstruction and international traffic operation will begin ia 
January 1993. 

ma &ha+* rir*p+rt 4* daw npatsbla, although the main terminal building, 
the apron and the runway, as wet11 as tho staff houring are still being 
repaired or reconstructed. Some development of the airport is being carried 
out in conjunction with the reconstructioa. 
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The damaged structures and installations at Eakhtaran airport have been 
repaired and the airport is fully operable. The mission also found that the 
damage caused to the Urmiyeb airport haa also been repaired. These latter two 
airports remained open throughout the war years. 

E~nz&xxction clans 

The Iranian authorities have given priority to the reconstruction and 
development of the air transportation subsector, because there are no viable 
alternatives to air travel for the vast long distances that need to be covered 
within the country. However, air transport facilities have yet to be 
reconStrUCted, mOdernized and developed to the level necessary* The 
Government has prepared a plan for the reconstruction of 18 airports, some 
damaged, several requiring expansion and a number to be built. Parts of this 
plar relating to the reconstruction of damaged. airports were presented to the 
mission and are on file for the record, .4n amount of Rls 13,000 milll.on in 
foreign currency has been included in the plan for the replacement of 
destroyed aircraft, Although some repair and reconstruction has already been 
effected, the greater part of the reconstruction plan needs to be impLemented. 

Assessment of imDlementat&n maability 

The reconstruction of airport buildings, installations, runways, taxiways 
and aprons has been carried out by Iranian construction companies. Most of 
construction companies are privately owned. Tha work was planned and designed 
by Iranian engineer8 and executed by Iranian skilled manpower. The mission 
observed that the reconstruction work performed meets quality standards even 
in undertakings with high technical requirements, such as runway 
construction. However, although some types of plant and machinery used in 
reconstruction work are manufactured in the country, a large proportion Of 
capital equipment requires to be imported (for example, control towers and 
terminal equipment are not manufactured in the country). got this reason a 
considerable amount of foreign currency will be needed to cover import co6tS. 
Reconrtruction and replacement of airport signalling and lighting rysteme, 
tarminal, fire-fighting, meteorological an8 traffic control equipment will 
al80 require a coneiderable foreiqn currency component. 

The authorities stated that most damaged or destroyed aircraft have 
alreaUy been repaired or replaced. Since the reported damage to aircraft and 
equipment in the air transportation aubaector was conriderably higher than the 
damage to structures and installations, the replacsment of aircraft and 
equipment, as well as provi8ion of 8pare parts, require a riqnificant amount 
of foreign currency. The GoverM\ent estimates that the foreign exchange 
component needed for the remaining reconstruction work will be 85.8 per cent 
of the tot&l cost. 

The full reconstruction and upgrading of the Ahdan airpart has been 
assigned top priority. The next priority has been given to the reCOR8trUCtiOn 
of the Ahwax airport, to be followed by work on other damaged airports. 
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The airport storage subseetor embraces all activities relating to and 
facilities for public and private warehouses and refrigerating chambers 
engaged in tbe storing of various categories of goods. Direct loss to the 
storage subsector consists of the damage to buildings md installations 
(66 per cent) and of the damage to machinsry and equipment (34 per cent). Thd 
amount of direct loss as estimated by th8 Iranian authorities constitute5 only 
1.3 per cent of the total direct loss sustained by tbo transportation sector. 
In most cases, the damage was caused by aerial attacks. The mission was not 
able to verify the extent and the monetary value of damage caused to storage 
facilities, as most of them have already been repaired. Eowevsr, it aid 
observe a totally destroyed building with refrigeratfng chambers at Abaaan. 
The mission also visited a destroyed silo at Ahwas. 

2. Por ts and marine salvaae 

The Iranian port and marina system plays a key role in the country's 
ecanomy as a major industry providing employment and as the main agent for 
foreign trade. Authority over ports and the merchant fleet is exercised by 
the Port and Shipping Organisation (PSO) for all commercial activities, except 
those involved in the oil industry which are under the authority of the 
National Iranian Oil Company (NIOC). 

Both organisations are extensively involved in reconstruction and 
rehabilitation of their capacities, following the heavy damage and losses 
sustained during the conflict. 

(a) Damage sustained in the conflict 

CQm-ercial port% 

Within the system of commercial ports, the ports of Abadan. Bandar 
Khomeyni and Khorramshahr were the most severely damaged. 

Khorramshabr and Abadan 

Located alongside the Shatt al-Arab waterway, the ports of Abadan and 
Khorramshahr had initially been built by tha oil industry for the handling of 
its supplies. Later, Khorramshahr became a major commercial port, for 
handling general cargo. Prior to the conflict, it could claim adequate 
nautical access. fairly good rail and road connections to northern and central 
parts of the country, and the advantages of a highly populated and 
industrialised location. Abadan played a more modest role as a commercial and 
oil supply port. Together, the two ports had a rated traffic capacity of 2 to 
3 million tons per year, although through maintaining an exceptionally busy 
schedule, they managed to sustain an average of 6 million tons per year over 
several pre-war years. The Shatt al-Arab having been the scene of some fierce 
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ground fighting during the waz, the ports of Khorramshabr and Abadan suffered 
complete destruction of their above-water structurcla and equipment and 
significant damaqe to their below-water installations, 

ar KhomevqF 

Bandar Khomeyni, the Islamic Republic of 11.~1's most. modern port, was 
built in the mid-1970s. It is located in a highly industrialised region and 
is served by excellent maritime access and an adequate road and rail system 
almost equtl to that enjoyed by Khorramshahr. The port handles a wide rangr? 
of traffic, including conventional general cargo, containers, solid bulk 
(minerals, cereals, etc.) and liquid bulk (edible oils, etc.). It 
accommodated vessels of up to 60,000 tons dead weight. Although the port was 
not involved in land combat, it was situated within the range of aviation 
attack and suffered extensive damage to its above-water ;nstallations and 
equipment. 

The ports of Abadan and Khorramshahr have remained closed since the end 
of hostilities. The reopening of the I;hatt al-Arab to floating craft is an 
imperative condition for the undertaking of any reconstruction or repair work 
to the infrastructures of the ports. Given the evolution of marine technology 
since the 197Os, and depending upon the extent to which the river depths are 
restored (or even increased) following their clearance, the reconstruction of 
the ports may require some ramodelling for new traffic (roll on-roll off, 
feeder containers, heavy load vessels, etc.) in addition to general cargo. At 
present, landside clearance of all debris (buildings, sheds, warehouses, 
mechanical equipment and cargoes deposited in the storage areas) is under 
way. Repairs to the port of Bandar Khomeyni are nearly complete and the port 
is now fully operational. 

Accordint to information provided to the mission by PSO, the work done on 
reconstruction of the commercial port8 can be eumrrarized as follows: 

(al During the war years, no amount wau allocated towards the 
reconetructioa of the above three ports. However, PSO made progress is the 
construction of a new major port at Bandar Abbas which is located at t?& 
entrance to the Persian Gulf, near the Strait of Hormuz. Thds port has a 
design capacity of 13 million. tom/year, more than double the peak flows 
handled at Madaa and Rhorramshahr combined. The construction wab started in 
1985 and was essentially completed during the war year8 at a total cost of 
$2,000 million; 

(b) During the period 1988-1991 the amount allocated to on-site 
reconstruction was 611s 45,IOC million, mainly for the reconstruction of the 
---A. -a -------c-c - yur b "L N&U& L aA‘,D1LauL , thti iayair of Eandar Khomeyni and, to a smaiier extent, 
for the clearance of laadside debris at the ports of Rborramshabr and Abadan. 
In addition, some Rlu 3,000 million were spent on dredging Babmaashir; 

(Cl The amOunt earmarked, or being coasidered, for war-related 
reCOnstfuCti% activitiee in the future, by PSO is Rls 152,400 million plus 
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$4,060 million (the latter amount for imported mechanical equipment). This 
sum will be needed for the ports of Abadan and Khorramshahr, the completion 
of repairs at Bandar Khomeyni and for the dredging of the Shatt al-Arab and 
Bahmanshir. 

Despite the rehabilitation of capacities which has already been 
undertaken at Bandar Abbas as a development within the framework of the 
ongoing plan for the growth and transformation of the country, the Government 
iti committed to the reconstruction of Rhorramshahr port because of the 
additional capacity which would be brought onstream and the effect it would 
have in increasing the fluidity of the traffic through the Iranian ports of 
the Persian Gulf. This would enable exporter3 and importers to claim more 
favourable freight rates for their cargoes and reduce the waiting time for 
berths during periods of congestion. Moreover, since transshipment to 
container feeder vessels, or to roll on-roll off vessels is an easy operation, 
tne port of Khorramshahr could add its services to those of the port of Bandar 
Abbas, this latter acting as a major container port. This would reduce the 
need for land transport to central Iran from Bandar Abbas. 

The heavy damage inflicted on oil ports was described in the first report 
of the United Nations mission (paras. 246-262). Nevertheless, a certain flow 
of crude oil exporta was maintained during the war years (NIOC estimates the 
flow in one of the worst yearn, 1988, at nearly 90 million tons), In 1991, it 
ia expected that the level of the best pre-war year (120 million tons) wi be 
nearly attained. Concurrently, imports of refined products which became 
aecearary owing to the damage suffered by the refineries have been reduce- 
progressively from a maximum of 13 mi-- ion tons in 1967 to an expected 
7 million tons in 1991, Thie ia attributed tar 

(a) The significaat margin of capacity of the oil ports system, compared 
with the pre-war traffic kequiromentsr 

(b) The intearive use of available capacitieet 

(c) The repair activities during the war years; 

(d) The final repair0 undertaken progrersively to complete the 
provisional repairr. 

NIOC has provided the mission with the following sunmary table of 
reconstruction and renovation expenditures for damaged/destroyed port 
facilities from the onset of the war to the present; 

/ . . . 
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Table 1. -exPendituremaottfacilitiea 
(Millions of Rls and US$) 

Place 

During Since 
war time cease-fire 

Rla US8 Rls US8 

--- 

Total 

Rls us 

Mah-Shahr and Abadan 386.6 16.6 525.9 22.5 912.5 39.1 
Lavan 154.0 6.6 3 887.0 166.6 4 041.0 173.2 
Kharg 1 891.0 81.0 9 622.3 412.4 11 513.3 493.4 

-..- -- -- ---- - 

Total 2 431.6 104.2 14 035.2 601.5 16 466.8 705.7 
-- _ - _-: -.__-..---. _._ 

-.-----._ 

Despite the very substantial amount of repair work undertaken during the 
war, major rehabilitation and reconstruction work remains to be performed. 
Much of the war-related repair work was of a temporary nature, and the 
continued attacka throughout the war (many installations were Alit several 
times during the conflict) rendered permanent reconstruction work impossible. 
Planned reconstruction work includes a $225 millicn contract for the 
reconstruction of the Kharg terminals (T-jetty and Ssa Island), Other minor 

contracts, for the completion of restoration work at Kharg Island, as well as 
at Bandar Mah-Shahr are being considared. 

Although #hipping 100040 in the Shatt al-Arab and the Aarun Biv4r 
(discussed in the micaion's first report (S/22863)) were substantial, the 
marine war was not confine& to these area8. The Peruian Gulf itralf became 
the 8ite of a "taakor warH. Attsckr concentrated on the approaches to Bandar 
Rhomeyni, a@ well atr on and nearby Rharg Island, Sirf Isla.nd, Lavan Xsland and 
Hormu2. The mission was informed that during the p4riod 1981-1988, 
547 vessels are recorded ar having been hit in attacks on Persian Gulf wat4rn, 
75 par cent of them being tankers, liquefied petrolsum gas (LPG) and 
combination carrigrs, and the remaind4r being dry cargo vesrolcr. On avarage, 
oae fn five of the verselr hit was recorded as a total lam. Many of th4 
veassla hit w%r% chartered foreign vesoels , covered by international 
insurance, whilet verrelr flying the national Iraaian flag were covered by 
local insurance. Tbur even if shipowners were compensated, the burden of loss 
fat theiT &ifgS foii CP t&G iKiiiiiiiii &C&i&my. %#y ‘nUVQ POW Qii;iAQr -bQQB 

rep?.aced by repaired veoselr or by new tonnage. 

Th4 direct loaaes of Iranian conmercfal cargo vesseis - including those 
blockaded in the Shatt al-Arab - have been reported to the mission by PSO as 
having MIounted to 27 vessels totally destroyed; 18 ~4~841s w4r4 compl4tely 
rspaired, for a total cost of USS 201,164,610. 
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The national oil fleet is operated by the National Iranian Tanker Company 
(NITC). During the period since 1981 until the present, its tonnage increased 
from approximately 5.5 million dead weight tons (28 vessels), to 6.6 million 
dead weight tons (33 vessels). Ships were bought to replace destroyed tonnage 
and to provide for the needs of the transshipment system set up between the 
exposed waters of the north of the Persian Gulf and the safer waters of the 
Gulf of Hormuz. NITC furnished the mission with the following data stating 
that a total of $498 million had been allocated for repair and replacement of 
damaged ships. Details are as follows: 

Repairs: a total of Rls 13,600 million, converted by NITC to 
$170 million, for the purposes of: 

Provisional and minimum repairs to stricken vessels (39 ships) 

Completed repairs to 28 of above: ships 

Ongoing repairs to 8 ships to be completed in 1992 

New Shipping: a total of $328 million for repairs or replacement of 
off-shore boats 

Indirect losses are estimated at $1,500 million, which includes loss of 
crude oil either set on fire or which leaked into the sea. 

. 
(b) Bed for marine clearance ow 

S&tt al-Arab and Karen River 

The Shatt al--Arab, which forma part of the boundary between the Islamic 
Republic of Iran and Iraq, is navigable for sea-going vessels for 
140 kilometres. The major ports of Khorramrhahr (Ialarnic Republic of Iran) 
and baarah (Iraq) are located on the river. Prior to the outbreak of 
hostilities, the waterway wa8 administered by a joint coaaniaaion, the Combined 
Bureau of Coordination, chaired alternately by the Islamic Republic of Iran 
and Xraq on an anu:qal basis, Costa aad revenues were equally shared. 

On the Iranian aide, Khorrarnahahr and its surroundings were the focus of 
intense fighting throughout the war. Initially limited to a conflict of land 
foicea9, the war escalated into attacks on ahippinq in the rivers. bfaay 
veaaels were auak and almost all iritially damage& Sigaif icant to future 
reconstruction efforts, several Iranian dredger oacaped damage and are 
employed today. 

q%¶r rArC I wa..PA -* a-.--- ---v W-I-III -YYUL~ of t%i %i&tt ii-Arab an8 tie presence 02 aunkea 
ships haa had grave consequences for the economy and a aerioua impact on the 
envfrosnaent. Ths waterway is in a continuing pollutiag state aa fuel and 
carqoea of uncertain compsitioa leak into the water. Moreover, the 
destruction of the ports of lthorramahahr and Abadan, along with the closure of 
the waterway has limited the employment possibilities of moat of the 
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inhabitants of the two cities and their surrounding areas, who relied on the 
shipping and refinery industries for their livelihood. The local fish 
industry has all but been destroyed since few fisherman will venture out into 
the present dangerous waters of the Shatt al-Arab. 

As the mission was unable to overfly the river, various vantage points on 
the Iranian shore were utilized to sight the wrecks. From the jetties at 
Khorramshahr and Abadan, many sunken ships and barges were sighted - on the 
banks, in mid-river and alongside the jetties. At Khorramshahr in the 
Sfealieh Canal and on the Karun River, there were also several smaller 
wrecks. At approximately mile 26 frcm the mouth of the Shatt al-Arab in the 
vicinity of the Iraqi town of Al FAW and the military bridges are a total of 
11 wrecks of varying sizes. More details on the areas where sunken ships are 
located in the Shatt al-Arab are provided in map 1 of the main report. 

A list furnished to the first mission by the International Maritime 
Organizntion, identifies 86 ships that had either been sunk or immobilized in 
the Shatt al-Arab as of the date of that report (see S/22863, appendix B, 
item 22 (f). Plots maintained by the Ports and Shipping Organization of the 
Transport Xitistry shov the locations of only 35 wrecks. The mission infers 
from this that some of the ships mentioned in the first report either escaped 
or have sunk to the river bed. 

The mission notes that the rough total of 800 ships mentioned in the 
first report includes many small barges, tugs, fishing vessels, etc. beached 
on both banks. Some of the wreckage may even predate hostilities; most pose 
no great clearance problem and no hindrance to the operation of the river 
channel. 

The mission was concerned by the fact that the waterway could well 
contain various types of unexploded ordnance, the amount of which may never be 
precisely determined. Added to this situation is the complicating factor of 
silt accumulation which tends to bury such material, hampering normal 
detection and requiring the use of the most advanced and sophisticated 
detection equipment. It is almost 12 years since the waterway was last 
dredged. The silt hea deepened and, under compression, has become heavy mud, 
making it difficult to remove, especially within hulls. 

Many of the sunken ships may have contained genuine cargo. Although the 
value of any salvaged cargo and of the scrapped ships may be small in 
comparison to the cost of salvage, ownership may be contended. 

The mission emphaaizes that hefora any clearance work can commence in the 
Shatt al-Arab, a solution needs to be found 50 guarantee the safety of any 
salvage work force. Provision would also aeeil to be made for the full 
disclosure by all parties of the types of ordnance used or transported in the 
area, particularly the presence, if any, of hazardous chemicals. Similarly, 
the cargo manifests of the damaged ships would need to be made available for 
determination of the presence of all cargoes, and the banks of the river 
cleared of mines and other dangerous obstacles which could impair salvage 
personnel and equipment. 
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The mission was informed that the Government of the Islamic Republic of 
Iran had received proposals from foreign Governments and private firms to 
accomplish the clearance of both wrecks and ordnance from the Shatt al-Arab, 
but no response has yet been made to these proposals. The only available plan 
relative to the river is a pre-war plan to dredge the Shatt al-Arab to provide 
for a draft of 30 feet. Furthermore, the mission has been informed by the 
Transport Ministry that the Iranian Navy has been assigned the responsibility 
of clearing explosive material from the waters. The mission haa not been able 
to establish the Navy's capacities in this regard. It is not known whether 
the Navy possesses the state-of-the-art technology or expertise to perform the 
task. 

In the event of international assistance being required to assist in the 
clearance of the waterway, further discussions will need to be held with the 
Iranian authorities on the availability of salvage-oriented divers who can 
perform under the most disadvantaged and hazardous conditions. Additionally, 
there would be need to know whether the Navy possesses the necessary 
management skills and job experience to conduct an operation of this 
magnitude . The private sector does seem attuned to the enormity and 
complexity of the task, and there prevails a sense of dedication, 
aggressiveness and ingenuity that could be harnessed to perform first the 
small tasks and then graduate to the bigger projects as experience brcadens 
and skills improve. 

The equipment required for wreck removal is akin to that of the marine 
construction industry. Heavy and light capacity cranes, dredges, i*elding 
machines, generators, pumps and recompression chambers are the major 
components of the equipment inventory. Tugs, barges, work boats and launches 
are necessary ancillary equipment. Berthing barges for remote or heavily 
damaged mea8 might also be required. Much of this equipment is available in 
the country (with the exception of heavy lift cranes of SOO-1,000 tons). On 
the other band, whilst some detection equipment is available, it may not be 
state-of-the-art, The utmost in current technology wi.11 be required to detect 
and locate the explosivea preeumably buried under several metree of silt. 

The Ministry of Transport has informed the mission that it estimates the 
clearance of the explosives and wrecks from the Shatt al-Arab to cost 
$1,600 million and the dredging to cost $1,800 million. These figures are 
subject to great uaoertainty as no realistic figures can be developed without 
a propar survey and, in fact, the actual cost may not be known until the work 
is undertaken and completed. 

To a lesser degree, the conditions found fn the Shatt al-Arab are also 
present in the ISarm, Whmanshfre and the Khour-e-Mama rivers. 
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The ports of Bandar Imam Khomeyni and Bandar Mahshahr are located a short 
distance from each other. They survived bomb and missile attacks and today 
are fully operational, although there are several wrecks in the vicinity. One 
wreck at Beacon No. 5 lies partially within the channel and should be removed. 

Severs1 small wrecks and wrecked bridges are blocking traffic on the 
Bahmanshire, a small river 80 kilometres long, to the east of Abadan. The 
Government is considering plans to clear this and dredge ic to 4 metres mainly 
to harbour fishing boats, 

Khara Islaa 

Both the T-jetty and Sea Island terminals at Khacg Island are in use and 
able to handle the current level of traffic. However the approaches to the 
T-jetty at Kharg Island are hazarded by the presence of a partially sunk 
tanker about 1 l/2-2 miles offshore. At the Sea Island complex, the remains 
of a burned-out tanker lie close to the shore and pose a problem for bert'ling 
ships on the shore side of the island. The removai of both wrecks is 
therefore recommended by the mission. 

The mission was informed by the Iranian Offshore Oil Corporation, which 
has jurisdiction for Siri and Lavan islands, that there remained no real 
obstruction in the Siri and Lavaa waterways. However, the cost of removing 
the ship wrecks which occurred dur!ng the conflict away from the navigation 
lanes was not yet available at the time of the misuion's departure from the 
Islamic Pepublic of Iran. 

There are many other wrecks in the Persian Gulf but they appear to be the 
concern of the other sovereign States or the concern of the Regional 
Organisation for the Protection of the Marine Environment (ROPMK), of which 
the Islandic Republic of Iran and Iraq are atbombers. 
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D. INDUSTRY 

The sector comprises in particular the iron and steel and sluminum 
industry, including their downstream facilities far metal transformaticn and 
the heavy manufacturing industry. Bxause b!-xge quantities of :?ZIW materzals 
and energy (electricity, fuel, gas and coal) are required to ensure 
satisfactory prodxtion and output levels, the majority of these industries is 
located in the south of the country in relative ;/icinity to the Persian Gulf 
ports. 

During the confl<ct many factcrier were totally destroyed, either by 
enemy attack or through occ*lpstion. In other regions outsi.de the war zone, 
industrial plants were subjected to air and missile attacks. 

The damage sustained by the heavy industry sector is well documented by 
photos, videos and selected ol.t-site inspectiona. The mission visited the 
industriai installatioa in ?.rirk (province IYE Markazi), which is the country's 
main aluminium-producing and .3.iwninum downstream industry; further, the 
mission inspected the sseel plant in Ahwaz (province of Khuaestan) with its 
downstream facilities in the city's vicinity. 

(a) ESltSmate of.,.damnae 

According to Governmen.t sources, the direct damage sustained by the 
industrial eoctor is estimated at tials 1,626,860, of which about two thirds, 
or rialo ?, 102,029, are attributed to all typed of industries under the 
umbrella of the Ministry of Heavy Industry. 

On-site inrpecticn enabled the mission to verify the order of magnitude 
of damage and the expenditure estimate for rticonetruction in respect of 
12 inetallations in tba metallurgical and manufacturing rub-8ioctots affected 
by the conflict (a description of those induatriee including general 
obrervations, cost estimates, etc. are provide& in annex I to th- present 
report). 

The developat of the lsldtallurgical rector , especially iron and steel, 
has been one of Government’s priorities for many years in its effort to reach 
6elf-8ufficiency and industrial diversification by developing important 
Uownstreara fa?ilitfem- 

la 1966, steel accountecl for almost one mirth of total imports and annual 
steel consumption was ertimated at 6 million tons. During the years of the 
conflict domestic steel production was below 1.5 million tow, mainly produced 
by an old-fashioned, coal-based steel mill at Esfahan. After the couflkt, 
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steel production remained at the same low level, whnreas domestic consumption 
rose owing to an increased demand in the post-conflict reconstruction boom. 

In the immediate future steel consumption is expected to be between 7 and 
10 million tons per year. Considering the existing gap between domestic 
production and the consunption estimates, it is evident thai Government 
affords top priority to the development of the iron and steel industry and the 
heavy industrial sector. 

The Government is in the process of increasing domestic steel-making 
capacity by putting on stream two new steel plants producing directly reduced 
sponge iron from iron ore pellets by gaseous direct reduction processes 
fo!.iowed by metal transformation and metal work shops. 

The plants at Ahwaz and Mobarakeh are already in the phase of 
commissioning and construction, respectively. Together these plants are 
expected to produce approximately 5 million tons of steel per year. Unlike 
the Esfahan plant, the two new reduction plants will utilize the most modern 
European-type technology. 

Similarly, in the post-war reconstruction programme, increasing aluminum 
production has become another priority of the industrial sector. In 
particular, Government priority has been given to the aluminum production of 
the Arak plant and to the development of the aluminium downstream industries 
in and around the city of Arak. The pre-war capacity amounted to 45,000 tons 
per annum, but during the conflict the Arak plant WZIR repaired and 
rehabilitated on several occasions cio that by 1988 annual capacity had 
increased to 70,000 tons per annum. Further planned sxpansic>ns of the plant 
will bring its annual production level to about 120,000 ton-a, sufficient for 
domestic demand. 

The importance of aluminum production $6 underscored by the fact ::hat the 
Government has &ecided to build a second aluminum amelter, which at i, yearly 
capacity of 230,000 tons will become operational in 1994 at an esti:%lated cost 
of $1,250 million. 

Development and growth of other sectors within the heavy industry sector 
do not predict a similar pattern to iron, steel ar.C aluminiunc. During the 
period of t&a conflict, the main priority of industries directly darnaged was 
to repair and rehabilitate them aa guicLly as possible. With the exception of 
four plants located in the Abadan area that vera completely destroyed, all 
other plants could be repaired. 

Zix9 imne8iace and often improvised repair, r?ecessary to maintain 
industrial output, resulted, however, in some major problems with Long-lasting 
effect, the greatest handicap being the existing Lechuclogy gap created by 
eight years of war. In order to reach the level of present-day technology and 
thereby make Iranian industry competitive, huge investments will Pa required. 

/ .*. 
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Rehabilitation in the heavy industry sector in the post-war period has 
resulted in a marked increase in output compared to that of 1980. This 
expansion of capacities ia shown in tb table below. 

Iron and steel 
(million tons) 1.5 2.0 6.0 7.0 

Primary alumlnum 
(thousands of tons) 45 70 90 350 

The status of implementation in the heavy industry can be illustrated by 
the following figures: 

Throughout the war period, the Government spent Rls 16,000 million on the 
repair and reconstruction of damaged plants. The total expenditures on 
immediate rnhabilitstion, often carried out in the form of ‘*band-aid work” of 
the inspected pltnts is estimated by the mission at Rls 90,000 million, 
However, if there had been a full-scale rehabilitation with adequate equipment 
replacement, including the incorporation of technological updates, the aiaount 
required bould have been about Rlr 200,000 million (according tu Government 
l utimatee). 

To mm II,, the mission concluder that reconstruction in the narrower 
sense has been achieved and can be ccneidered complete a8 nearly all factories 
&re proUucing again, ?or the few not yet operational, thi only need is 
finance. 

At present, t&e metal-producing industry is mtirely Government owned. 
As to the capital stock, three quatteto of the remaiadet of the heavy indurtty 
is under Govetzu&mt control, representing about 15 pet cent of the number of 

UBitr l Sn an effort to make factories more profitable, the Government has 
8greeU to make a cbongo in it8 policior by encouraging the private rector to 
participate. The Govetameot to actively promoting joint venture8 with 
participation of foreign companies for new iavertrnent mo as to obtain the 
oeeded technology aad capital. In t&e traarfer of owmrrhip to the people the 
Tohran otock market will Flay a key rala- n-m c?e!wpElar !K!vr rrrre4y ?!es* 
ttadeU on the stock exchange, an& prep&rations ate being nade to coatioue with 
thh ptomihig proce8m. 

Tho misrion wa8 informed thst in the future private sector involvement in 
the heavy industry, including the metallurgical sector, would be the rain 
participant in the teak of rebuilding the country’s induatty. Under thict 
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scenario, the long-term policy foresees a fast expansion of the private 
sector, while the Governtent’s inputs will be confined to strategic areas of 
the sector. 

(e) &aior sectsral constrainti 

The mission has on file a summary of the observations made on 
12 inspbcted sites in the heavy industry sector. The sector suffers from lack 
of finance, outdated technology, some manpower shortages, especially at the 
advanced technical skill level, and, in certain instances from non-utilisation 
of available domestic raw IT erials. 

While access to private investment may positively affect the replacement 
of equipment and further lead to the intcoductioa of ndw technological 
elements, the upgrading of the skill level will be a problem that may have a 
long-lasting impact on the overall development of the sector. It is therefore 
necessary to expose technical staff to new technologies in other countries by 
means of study tours and short-term assignments to modern factories abroad; 
further, the strengthening of existing national institutional facilities and 
the building up of additional vccational centres should occur as soon as 
possible. 

As to the better and more frequent use of domestic raw materials it will 
be necessary to revive the affected mines (bauxite, alunite, nepheline, etc.) 
with large bums of investment. During the years of the conflict practically 
no investments took place and raw materiale, although available domestically, 
had to be imported from abroad in order to keep heavy industry running. 

(f) Exareaeed 

The Xelemic Republic of Iran is embarking on very ambitious progrannnes 
for the intensive exploitation of its energy and in future of ite mineral 
resources. The Government has further taken decisive steps in the 
post-conflict years to eet up modern metallurgical industry covering iron and 
steel production from sponge iron. 

At the same time, it is well known that the country during the past 
decade had only very limited access to high-tech developments. The generation 
of engineers that was trained during the 1980s had only limited opportunities 
periodically to upgrade their technical knowledge and to koep abreast with the 
state of the art in their field of activities. 

Considering that thousands of new jobs, requiring high level akills, will 
j%= #@*am@ ra 4 * ?I¶¶ V-PccInac mM.t;fin A/ (-b-b= p*‘y rear1 4 nat.rt*., ma tkrt *ha -^e--e- . ..- ------e-*----e-- MT - ---- -------a ’ --- _-_-- ---- 

profitebflity of these enterprises will very much dapead on the skills of 
their engineers and techn!cians, the creation of higher teChDiCa1 and 
vocational training prograrranes for technicians and managers is a priority. 
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Moreover, research and development facilities at the plant level are 
often poorly equipped, sparsely funded and, in certain instances, not existent 
at all. It is, therefore, especially important that the international 
community provide technical assistance in the form of highly specialised, 
short-term advisory services with emphasis inter aiia on proposing research 
and development programmes or identification of technology and equipment. At 
a less advanced level, vocational IIcing courses could be co-hosted with 
relevant multilateral or bilatera i.gencies. 

Another area where some assistance from abroad is needed relates to the 
huge amount of scrap steel resulting from the conflict. The setting up of 
mobile smelters iL the war-stricken regions could lead to producing a 
revenue-generating product that could be used either domestically or abroad. 
The scrap removal activity, both steel lnd construction material, will not 
only be a major input, but also a precondition in the country's efforts to 
reconstruct the strategically located cities of Abadan and Khorramshahr. 

The mission inspected the 22 following sites in the heavy industry 
sector. Notes made at the time of the visits are on file. 

Iran,an Alum;hium Company (IRALCG), Arak 

Asco-Ahkaz Steel Complex, Ahwas 

Pars Wagon Co., Arak 

Azar Ab Industries Co., hrak 

Hepco Company, Arak 

Machine SE 

Khuzastsn Pipe Manufacturing Co., Ahwas 

Sepanta Industrial Company, Ahwaz 

Ahwaa Rolling and Pipe Xi128 Company (ARPCO), Ahwa2 

Kaavian Steal Co., Ahwat 

Shahid Soltaaf Industrial Company, Ahwaz 

Iran National Steel Industrial Group (INSIG), Ahwaz 

2. Liahtindusttv 

While the mission found clear evidence that the light industry sector 
suffered greatly from tha conflict, the Government was unable to provide a 
comprehensive damage estimate. This Is explaiaed hy the fact that the light 
industry nectar comprises predominantly small- and medium-scale private 
enterprises with relatively few channels of contacts with the Ministry. 
Moreover, most repair work was initiated and financed from Private sources. 
Some estimates on damage following on-site inspections carried out during the 
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first visit of the United Nations team has been provided in the report of the
mission (S/22863).

Briefly stated, the team observed tb5C the industrial sector had
sustained considerable damage varying among individual companies from moderate
to total destruction and that the total value of the losses had been
significantly raised owing to the frequently enco~ntered cycle of repeated
attacks and repairs of the same installation.

Although the plants are back to what at least superficially looks like
normal operation, physical traces of the damages are visible everywhere, and
most factories continue to suffer from the lack of spare parts, maintenance
facilities and backup services and from the consequences of makeshift
reconstruction and repair work.

(b) Government priorities and plan-targets

Government reconstruction policy

The fundamental priority established by the Government for the
reconstruction process is the earliest resettlement of the displaced
popUlation, preferably in the areas originally occupied. The most basic
requirements that have to be met for this process to succeed are housing,
infrastructure and employment opportunities. Industrial rehabilitation
responds to all three requirements and has therefore received correspondingly
high priority in the context of the overall reconstruction process.

Reconstruction policies with respect to industry

The mission has not become aware of any comprehensive or structured
reconstruction plan for the industrial sector. But this does not mean that
the procass has in any way been delayed. In keeping with the traditional
dynamism of the predominantly privately owned industry it was, in fact, able
to lead the way for many other sectors of the economy.

Since the early stages of the conflict, when industrial plants and
small-scale manUfacturing units first became the targets of enemy attacks, the
overriding objective of the Government has been to maintain or resume at least
a minimum production process without exposing the personnel to excessive
danger. Physical reconstruction of basic production facilities, within the
limitations set by available parts and materials or funds for their
procurement, was thus an important target throughout the conflict.

Since the cease-fire the all-important objective has been to bring the
industry back to its full production capacity, or at least the level achieved
before the war, and very considerable financial resources have been made
available by the Government for this purpose, backed by a decentralized system
for their allocation to the individual production units. The initial emphasis
has been on increasing the output through direct replacement of lost or
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damaged equipment and parts rather than on improving productivity, technology
and product quality.

In respect of funds allocation from Government funds earmarked for
reconstruction purposes under the control of the Ministry of Industry,
priority has been and continues to be given to so-called strategic products
including food, building materials and inputs to other strategic sectors.

The responsibility for the allocation of Government grants to small-~ca1e

industries and handicraft units has been delegated to the Directors of
Industry in each of the affected provinces, who approve the applications for
financial support on the basis of an analysis of local needs for the
product(s) in question.

At the plant level clear priority has been given to the rehabilitation of
the most essentie:-, production equipment allowing the performance at first of a
basic production process, while the establishment of auxiliary facilities such
as maintenance and repair workshops, stand-by generators, safety equipment and
administrative buildings in many cases has been left pending until today.

(c) The role of the private sector

About 80 per cent of the light industry sector is in the hands of the
private sector and, as a consequence of the Government's privatization policy,
the figure is increasing. From this background alone i~ is obvious that the
private sector has played a leading role in the reconstruction process.

Older and financially well established privately owned plants such as the
Bisotoon Sugar Refinery were able to auto finance the complete reconstruction
process without going through the procedures of applying for Gnvernment grants
or bank credits. Consequently, they could, all other factors being equal,
reach full production level within a minimum time-frame, a significant
contribution in itself and an inspiring example for other factories.

In the war zone ~tself where ,most small- and medium-scale units ware
privately owned, the totai devastation of their property must have been a
violent blow to the entreprenevrs. However, the programme designed by the
Government to facilitate their earliest possible return to the area, initiated
only in 1989, when the ';one became safe to re-enter, is now unfolding and
apparently proving to be a success.

Private entrepreneurs are responding to the Government's offer of
financial support in the form of grants, to permit the rehabilitation of the
production units without further delay. Although the area is still in an
initial state of post-war recovery they appreciate the scope for financially
viable production activities and are now in ever-increasing numbers taking
hold of their previous property and of its reconstruction.
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They form the spearhead of the return of economic activity to the area,
already followed by government-owned factories such as the oxygen plant and
the paint manufacture at Abadan, which are in the process of reconstructing,
benefiting from the same type of government grants as the private industry.

Also new private entrepreneurs are following the footsteps of those
previously located in the area. They are following the Government's call for
new industrial initiatives in the area and are accepting the challenge of
setting up pioneering industries such as processed meat, fish powder, plastic
tubing and textiles in two industrial parks nuw being created at Abadan and
Khorramshahr.

The Government's belief in the competence of the private sector and the
advantages of involving it as closely as possible in the reconstruction
process is very visibly brought to bear by the assignment of the
responsibility for preparing a five-year reconstruction plan for the
Abadan-Khorramshahr area to a private company.

(d) General industrialization policies with bearing on reconstruction

Obviously, the reconstruction of manufacturing units has been and
continues to be guided by a set of other priorities and basic principles which
are common for the entire industrial sector. These include:

Employment generation, the principle of securing a safe work place for
all, ~specially important for the revitalization of the war-stricken provinces
through the return of their former inhabitants;

Privatization, a policy recently given new emphasis by the Government
following the end of the centralized wartime economy and intended to favour
private ownership of present and new production units by the entrepreneur
himself or by shareholders;

Environmental protection is given top priority by the Government, as
recently stated at the United Nations Industrial Development Organization
(UNIDO) Conference on Ecologically Sustainable Industrial Development, and
appropriate regulations are being reinforced also in the context of the
reconstruction effort;

Industrial estates, of which 80 already have been established across the
nation and which facilitate the creation or relocation of artisanal units and
small-scale industries and contribute towards both cost-effectiveness and
better environmental control;

Safe construction methods, especially in respect of the earthquake
resistance of factory buildings and workshops, achieved through requirement of
compliance with existing building codes for government-subsidized construction.
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(e) The reconstruction effort

Except for the areas where actual ground fighting took place, most
craftsmen have returned to their workshops and practically all medium- and
large-scale industries have reached approximately the output achieved before
the war with further growth indicated for the next few years. In Khorramshahr
all but a few of the mechanized production units are still in ruins, but in
many cases plans for their reconstruction are well advanced.

No relocation of any significance has taken place except in the case of
small craftsmen (tailors, bakers, welders, etc.) who are mobile and require
little or no capital investment and who in some cases have preferred to remain
in their new home area. Incentives are, however, being offered to attract as
many as possible to the previous war zones.

The only noteworthy case of organized relocation is that of some 35 brick
makers from Oasr-e-Shirin in Bakhtaran Province whose production units had
been demolished by explosive devices and who are now being regrouped in three
larger brick-making enterprises under construction nearby.

'The rehabilitation process has not been noticeably hampered by shortage
of manpower. Most workers have returned and additional personnel has been
easily available except in devastated areas such as Khorramshahr, where
skilled workers for the newly rehabilitated soap plant had to be brought from
Tehran.

At the technical manageme~t level the process has been characterized by a
lack of awareness of up-to-date technologies, which makes the exposure of
senior staff to the newest developments in their field a must for further
growth of their enterprises. Mechanical skills ~nd abilities to improvise and
solve maintenance and repair problems by available means have, on the other
hand, been developed to impressive levels during the past 10 year~.

Although rehabilitation has brought production up to pre-war levels, the
situation is far from satisfactory. Owing to lack of funds, including
government grants in rials·but especially convertible currency in general,
reconstruction of production lines has often stopped at a bare minimum. Even
major plants (for instance Dorud Cement Factory and Pars Paper Factory) are
without stand-by generators, proper maintenance facilities, adequate spare
part stores, etc. Urgent rectification of this situation which, no doubt,
requires considerable amounts of additional foreign capital, is called for to
avoid serious future work stoppages.

Due to the urgency of reconstruction, the general lack of funding,
especially convertible, and to some extent the unawareness of technological
developments ''1hich have taken place over the last 10 to 15 years,
reconstructed factories have not improved their technological efficiency over
the pre-war level. Except for the totally dest~oyed industries located in the
areas abandoned from 1980 to 1989 owing to ground fighting for which
reconstruction plans only now are taking shape, most production lines
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operaiting today consist of the original equipment, repaired as well as it was
possible, and supplemented as required with new equipment representing only
slight improvements over the originals.

Examples of reconstruction scenarios

As a follow-up to the work of the first team during May and June 1991.,
which focused primarily on a survey of the damage sustained, this mission
concentrated its attention on the past, present and future reconstruction
effort. In an attempt to collect as many first hand data as possible within
the limited time available, the mission spent three days in Khuzestan
Province, where the following 17 units belonging to the light industry sector
were visited:

Karun Sugar Refinery, Shushtar

Karun Animal Feed Plant, Shushtar

Haft Tappeh Sugar Refinery, Shush

Pars Paper Factory, Shush

Dezful Sugar Refinery, Dezful

FARCIT Asbestos Cement Plant, Ahwaz

Behterin Fibre Board Factory. Khorramshahr

Stone crushing plants, Khorramshahr

Ahmadian Stone Cutting Plant, Khorramshahr

Zarea Ice Making Plant, Khorramshahr

Gerald Date Packaging Plant, Khorramshahr

Nik-Noosh Soft Drink Plant, Khorramshahr

Khorramshahr Soap Factory, Khorramshahr

Abadan Grand Cooling Store, Abadan

Arvandan Shipbuilding Company, Abadan

Khuzestan Sterilized Milk Company, Abadan

Pazargad Chemical Company, Abadan

Owing to limited time, and considering the fact that the previous mission
had carried out an extensive programme of fi~ld visits, no other plants were
inspected by the present mission. The picture of the reconstruction process
in the light industry sector was, however. completed through meetings at
Tehran with senior represe,ntatives of the following additional enterprises:

Dorud Cement Plant, Lorestan

Western Cement Company, Bakhtaran

Bakhtaran Spinning Mill, Bakhtaran

Bisotoon Sugar Refinery, Bakhtaran
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These units, which represent a cross-section of the sector, are de~cribed

in some detail in appendix I, ~.~ich in addition to basic data on each plant
presents its war history as well as its ~ehabilitation history. For the
purpose of providing a clearer overview of what happened in this sector and of
the situation it faces today, the following examples have been extracted.

Medium- and large-scala plants outside the zone of ground fighting

This category includes, among the plants visited, not only Karun Sugar
Refinery, Haft Tappeh Sugar Refinery and Pars Paper Plant, but also the four
factories in Bakhtaran and Lorestan Provinces, which were not visited during
this mission, fall within this category.

Typically, they are privately owned industries established before the
Revolution, employing between 1,000 and 3,000 persons and processing locally
available raw materials such as sugar cane, beet root, bagasse (cane waste)
and limestone. The existence of these raw materials and the availability of
cheap energy have determined their location.

During the war they were attacked repeatedly through aerial bombardment
directed with relative accuracy towards vulnerable and strategic targets
including power stations, generators, transformers and other electrical
installations as well as spare part and product stores, maintenance workshops,
etc. but, obviously, hitting a host of other targets as well. Most air raids
were flown against these plants between 1985 and 1987.

Repair was carried out on a continuous basis after each attack and
production was only rarely interrupted for more than a few weeks and seems to
have remained at around or even above 50 per cent of the pre-war output level
on ~ yearly basis throughout the war period.

This excellent performance was achieved mainly thanks to the ingenuity
and improvisational talents of the staff, who managed to keep the production
going with makeshift repairs, first using the plants' own stock of spare parts
and later by cannibalizing their own machines to keep other equipment going or
by obtaining parts from other factories in the country.

Following the end of hostilities, the reconstruction work continued with
as much emphasis on the replacement of damaged equipment and parts with
original imported items as the availability of foreign exchange would allow.
By 1990, or latest by 1991, these factories were, typically, back to the
pre-war production volume averaging some 60 to 70 per cent of installed
capacity.

The situation of most of these plants is, however, precarious since the
procurement of spare parts and the rehabilitation of vital backup services
such as maintenance and repair facilities, stand-by generators and control
mechanisms has been awarded too Iowa priority to allow even modest
requirements to be satisfied.
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Equally serious is the general obsolescence of the production
technologies, which were behind international st...... '.dards for the industry even
before the war started and ~ave not been significantly updated in the course
of re~onstruction. The earlier this problem is seriously addressed, the
better.

Larger plants in the actual zone of ground fighting

Only few larger industries were based in the zone along the border, which
was turned into a theatre of intense ground battles. They were mostly located
in the Abadan and Khorramshahr area, where the vicinity of the Abadan and
Khorramshahr harbours and the Abadan refinery provided a fertile environment
for industrial growth. The Avadandan Ship Building Company, the Khuzestan
Sterilized Milk Company and the Pazargad Chemical Company are the industries
among those visited by this mission that fall into this category.

Similarly to the larger industries elsewhere, they were established
before the Revolution. However, in other respects their background is
different since they are justified more by the needs for their products,
especially by the public and defence sectors, than by availability of inputs.
Consequently, they are predominantly owned by the public sector or under
public sector control.

Given their location in the initial war zone, they were abandoned and
occupied by Iraqi forces during the period from 1980 to 1982 and left in a
state of considerable destruction. The dairy was left in this state until the
area was again safe in 1989, as ware most other installations in the area.
Starting from 1982-1983, the two other plants engaged in building military
vessels and producing strategically important chemicals were already
reconstructed and put back into operation under most trying conditions for the
staff.

Before the cease-fire they were both back in full operation and have
remained so ever since. The shipyard has even expanded its production and the
dairy, which is now in the midst of a dynamic reconstruction programme, is
aiming for an output four times the installed capacity before the war.

Small-scale production units in the zone of ground fighting

All six units are privately owned and manufacture products or perform
services required in the area. They were all totally destroyed during the
period of occupation and left in ruins until the owners could return in 1989.

They have all applied for and are in the process of receiving government
grants covering the total cost of reconstruction, in rials as well as
convertible currency, and will soon be back to full operation as before the
war but on a more modern technological level.

They will once more be contributing towards improving the quality of life
and strengthening the economic activity of the area and in this respect play a
significant role in the overall reconstruction of the previous war zone.
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A similar contribution will be made by larger, private industries in the
area, including the Khorramshahr Soap Factory and the Nik-Noosh Soft Drink
~lant, which have experienced a comparable pattern of occupation, destruction
and abandonment and are now in the process of r~aching their pre-war
capacities with strong support of the Government.

As stated to the mission by the Minister of Industry, the start of
production of the Khorramshahr Soap Factory, soon to be followed by several
others, is "a light in the dark" giving new hope for this devastated area.

(f) Achievement of priorities and targets

As demonstrated by the above scenarios, no effort has been spared in
order to complete the reconstruction process in the shortest possible time.

The priority given to the promotion of the return of private
entrepreneurs to the area of ground fighting in an effort to revitalize the
zone along the border and the incentives offered in order to achieve this aim
are proving to be successful.

Where reconstruction could be initiated before the cease-fire, production
is now on average at par with or exceeding the level reached before the war.
In the more severely affected areas where reconstruction has only recently
begun, there are promising signs that pre-war output levels will be reached
by 1993.

However, from the examples given it is evident that progress tow~rds full
rehabilitation of all damaged industrial plants, especially in terms of
secondary functions and investments, which .have only minor immediate effect on
productivity, has been slowed down or temporarily halted owing to lack of
funds. The Government is aware of this problem and endeavouring to find ways
to ov'ercome it.

(g) Contribution of industry to reconstruction in other sectors

Reconstruction of the industrial sector goes well beyond the
rehabilitation of enterprises existing before the war. It also means
strengthening the industries which are needed for reconstruction in other
sectors, notably the resettlement of the largest possible part of refugees and
other displaced persons.

Industry provides the major part of the building materials needed for new
or reconstructed housing and necessary infrastructure, including schools and
other public buildings, which are an important prerequisite for the return of
the population and, at the same time, provide employment opportunities, both
i~ the building materials and other sectors.

There are therefore str.ong arguments for promoting the establishment of
~ew building material industries in the war-stricken areas and to qualify this
sub-sectoral activity as an integral part of the overall reconstruction effort.
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Particularly small-scale enterprises, conceived so as to make optimum use
of strictly locally available raw material resources and to produce for
construction in the vicinity of the unit, would not only make a valuable
contribution towards improving the population's access to appropriate
materials but would also, by reducing the transport routes for raw material
inputs and finished products, lead to an appr9ciable reduction of the cost of
the materials and, in turn, of the buildinlgs themselves.

(h) Role of the international community

As described in the preceding paragraphs, the reconstruction process is
well advanced in the light industry sector, and the efforts which remain in
order to bring the situation back to the pre-war status are with only few
exceptions blocked primarily by the lack of resources, in particular foreign
currency.

In the view of the mission, a complete rehabilitation process also
requires that the technology gap created as a consequence of the war be
somehow bridged. For 10 years or more the technology transfer flow was
virtually interrupted, and in any case the efforts of most industries were
focused on keeping a basic production process going rather than on
technological innovations.

The international community could without much delay and at a minimal
cost assist in bridging this gap by facilitating the contacts between Iranian
industry and relevant technology holders abroad.

Skill development

There is an urgent need for industrial managers to become acquainted with
the technological developments which have .taken place at the international
level in their field of specialization during these years and to become aware
of areas in which their plants could benefit from these developments, even at
this stage.

The mission has even met a number of high-level technical staff of major
production plants who have never SeeIl\ similar factories outside the country
and therefore do not even have a basis for the assessment of their own plant's
technological level and efficiency. Even bl:1ough they have reached an
admirable level of proficiency, especially in mechanical repair and
trouble-shooting through trial end error, there is no doubt that their
performance could be significantly enhanced through just a brief exposure to
the technological situation outside the country.

Technological information services

Lack of or delays in technological innovation is often a result of
unawareness of the available options. The sectoral advisory units existing in
the Ministry of Industry and the relevant national institutions, including the
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scientific advisory council in which both industries and universities are
represented, should be invited to establish closer links to Gxisting
technological data bases abroad.

They would be able to act as an open window to international technologies
and provide authoritative advice to industries seeking new technological
options.

Investment promotion

The reconstruction process could be completed earlier and more
efficiently and at lesser cost to the national economy if foreign joint
vsntures were more vigorously pursued. Potential partners would include
equipment and technology suppliers as well as manufacturers of similar product
lines. The internatio~al community, including organizations such as UNIDO,
has extensive experience in bringing partners together and assisting in the
contract negotiations and should be called upon to contribute to the
reconstruction process in this respect.
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E. AGRICULTURE AND IRRIGATION

1. Institutional framework

Development activities in the agriculture sector fall mainly within the
purview of three Ministries, the Ministry of Agriculture, the Ministry of
Energy and the Ministry of Construction Jehad.

The Ministry of Agriculture is responslble for crop production, ono-farm
irrigation and drainage, agro-industries and agricultural support services
such as .research, extension, training, atc.

The Ministry of Energy is responsible for mobilization of water resources
through construction, operation and maintenance of storage, diversion and lift
irrigat30n facilities as well as conveyance of water through main canals and
branches. The distribution and on-farm application of water are the
responsibility of the Ministry of Agriculture.

The Ministry of Construction Jehad is responsible for the development and
conservation of forests and pastures, fisheries, livestock and date palm
plantations. Other related agencies concerned with these subsectors are the
Environmental Protection Organization, the Organization of Nomadic Affairs,
etc.

2 • War damage

Agriculture is reported by the Government to have suffered direct losses
estimated at Rls 1,783,377 million and indirect losses estimated at
Rls 14,173,953 million. ~/ The farming subsector sustained the bulk
(86 per cent) of the direct losses whereas 97 per cent of the total indirect
losses are attributed to the forestry subsector.

3. Reconstruction

(a) Priorities

While the entire .reconstruction programme is accorded t,he highest
priority by the Government, the relative order of priorities for the various
subsectors, as indicated to the mission in the various meetings with the
Ministry of Agriculture, are outlined below:

Farming

Land levelling and grading

Restoration of irrigation network
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Replacement of farm machinery and pumping equipment

Replanting of date palm and orchards

Reestablishment of farm support services

Livestock and agrQ-industries

Replacement of animals to resettled farm families

Reconstruction Qf dairy, sugar and ot~er ag~o-industries

FQrests. pastures and envirQnmental prQtection

Replanting Qf fQrests

Rehabilitation of pastures

WaterlQgging and salinization of land

(b) Progress and programme

As envisaged during the visit Qf the June 1991 mission, the present
missiQn also concentrated Qn evaluating the progress and prQgramme of
reconstructiQn works in the three most affected provinces: Khuzestan, :Uam
and Bakhtaran. Owing to difficulties of travel and shortage of time, the
mission was able to visit Qnly the Provincial Departments of Agriculture in
Khuzestan and Bakhtaran accompanied by a representative of the Ministry Qf
Agriculture. Data relating to Ilam were furnished by the Provincial
Agricultural Department and necessary clarificatiQns were obtained by the
mission over the telephQne. Data relating tQ water resources were furnished
at Tehran by the Ministry Qf Energy. A detailed breakdown on recQnstruction
CQsts for these three prQvinces has been placed Qn recQrd.

Water resources

The areas affected by the conflict relating tQ the water resources fer
agriculture, administered by the General DirectQrate Qf Water Resources in the
Ministry Qf Energy, are divided intQ the three regions shQwubelQw:

The West Water Authority Region, comprising the provinces of Ilam,
Bakhtaran, Kurdistan, Loristan and Hamedan.

The province of Khuzestan.

The province of West Azarbayjan.
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The total scope of reconstruction work involved in rehabilitating the
damaged diversion structures, pump stations, main canals and other ancillary
works is outlined in table E.4. The extent of work completed to the end of
1991 and the schedule for completion during the remaining two years of the
ongoing first five-year plan period (1992 and 1993) and during the second
five-year plan (1994-1999) are summarized in table E.1 below:

Table E.1. Reconstruction work in water resources

Quantity completed
to end 1991

Scheduled
1992-1993

(Percentage)

Scheduled
1994~1999

Diversion works 126 Nos. 27 20 53

Pump stations 242 Nos. 15 15 70

Irrigation canals 1674 km 16 14 70

Access roads 450 km 50 40 10

Camp sites 2 Nos. 20 20 40

Hydromet stations 185 Nos. 10 90

Agriculture

Farmland rehabilitation

Large areas of irrigated and rain-fed farmlands suffered total
destruction as a consequence of military manoeuvre of heavy equipment and
vehicles, the construction of an enormous amount of revetments and vast
stretches of high embankments, trenches and underground tunnels.
Rehabilitation of these areas requires intensive land levelling, grading and
formation of basins or boraer strips for irrigation. The average volume of
earth required to be moved for rough levelling of rain-fed areas amounts to
more than 500 cubic metres per hectare (m3/ha). For levelling and grading of
irrigated farmlands, the volumes of earth to be moved range from an average of
1,000 m3/ha in the plains of Khuzestan to between 1,500 m3/ha and 2,500 m3/ha
in the undulating lands of Ilam and Bakhtaran for basin and border irrigation
respectively.

The equipment used for land levelling and grading comprises mainly heavy
duty scrapers, bulldozers and graders, including loaders, t~ucks and personnel
transport. Much of the earth-moving equipment is reported to have outlived
its mechanical life, some being more than 10 years old. However, replacement
or major overhaul of such equipment is hampered by resource constraints. At
the time of the mission's visit, about 70 scraper units were employed on
land-levelling operations in Khuzestan. In Bakhtaran, the number of available
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The total scope of land levelling, the extent completed to the end of
1991 and the schedule for completion during the remaining two years of the
ongoing first five-year-plan period (1992 and 1993) and during the second
five-year plan (1994-1.999) are shown below:

20

31

40

8

10

3050

50

61

100

1 700 ha

53 700 ha

11 500 ha

40 500 ha

Total

Bakhtaran

Khuzestan

Ilam

Table E.2. Rehabilitation of farmland

Completed Scheduled Scheduled
Quantity to end-1991 1992-1993 1994-1999

(Percentage)

(a) Land levelling and grading of irrigated farmlands

Khuzestan 193 425 ha 50 30 20

Ilam 12 500 ha 40 5 55

Bakhtaran 45 000 ha 22 15 63

Total 250 925 ha 44 26 30

(b) Land levelling (rough) of rain-fed areas

Irrigation network reconstruction

The rehabilitated lands are to be equipped with a modern network of
distribution canals which are designed for varying discharges of up to 1 cubic
metre ·',er second (m3/s). These canals are proposed to be provided with
concrete lining in order to minimi2e seepage losses which are reported to be
causing progressive increase of waterlogging and salinization of the irrigated
lands. ThGre is also a network of drainage channels which is to be provided
over the regraded lands or rehabilitated over other irrigated lands.

units (scrapers, bulldozers and g~aders) had fallen recently from 53 to
12 owing to recall of the units which had been temporarily loaned by other
provinces/agencies. The land-levelling capacity of the remaining equipment is
reduced to about 400 ha per year, which highlights the need for provision of
additional earth-moving equipment to Bakhtaran province, where some 35,000 ha
of irrigated farmlands await rehabilitation.
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In addition, there are a large number of traditional canals, often
drawing water by diversion or pumping directly from rivers, which need major
rehabilitation as a result of the damage caused by military action and neglect
suffered during the eight years of conflict. In Dasht Azadgan area of
Khuzestan, there are 7 major traditional canals with discharges ranging from
20 to 37 m3/s while the largest canal (Hofel) is 38 kilometres long, with
discharge capacity of 110 m3/s. On the whole, the large traditional canals,
accounting for about 20 per cent of the total, may have discharge capacities
ranging from 3 to 4 m3/sj about 50 per cent are of medium size with discharge
of 0.5 to 1.5 m3/sj and the remaining 30 per cent are small channels with
capacities less than ,0.5 m3/s.

The following table shows the total scope of irrigation and drainage
canals reconstruction work, the extent completed to the end of 1991 and the
schedule for completion during the remaining two years of the ongoing first
five-year-plan period (1992 and 1993) and during the second five-year plan
(1994-1999) :

Table E.3. Reconstruction work in irrigation

Completed Scheduled Scheduled
Quantity to end-1991 1992-1993 1994-1999

(Percentage)

(a) Modern canal network (distributaries and sub-distributaries on
rehabilitated lands

IChuzestan 7 342 km 50 30 20

Ilam 74 km 10 13 77

Bakhtaran 1 125 km 22 15 63

Total 8 541 km 46 28 26

(b) Traditional canals

Khuzestan 244 km 0 20 80

Ilam 21 km 17 18 65

1Bakhtaran 1 050 km 43 27 30

Total 1 315 km 35 26 39 \
(c) Drainage channels [

l

Khuzestan 5 850 km 20 20 60 I

I11am 50 km 0 20 80

Bakhtaran 110 km 100

Total 6 010 km 21 19 60 ,
l
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Lift irrigation

A large number of pumping equipment in the affected provinces for lift
irrigation from rivers and canals, have been destroyed or looted during the
conflict. These pumping stations comprised government-owned large units
ranging in size from 150 to 350 HP and privately owned smaller units averaging
35 HP units. In addition, 258 deep tubewells in the northern Ahwaz (Shush and
Dezful) area of Khuzestan and about 200 tubewells in Ilam, used for exploiting
groundwater for irrigation, were destroyed to varying degrees.

The total requirement of pumping equipment to be replaced and tubewells
to be rehabilitated, the extent completed to the end of 1991 and the schedule
for completion during the remaining two years of the ongoing first five-year
plan period (1992 and 1993) and during the second five-year plan (1994-1999)
are shown below:

Table E.4. Reconstruction in lift irrigation

(a) Pumping stations

Quantity Completed
to end-1991

Scheduled
1992-1993

(Percentage)

Scheduled
1994-1999

Ilam
160-270 HP

Bakhtaran
350 HP

5-65 HP

(b) Tubewells

Khuzestan

Ilam

Total

15

32
300

258

195

800

10

o
o

75

5

26

40

20
20

25

20

22

50

80
80

75

54

Farm machinery

The farm machinery available to the affected areas for agricultural
purposes ranged from 0.5 HP to 0.7 HP per hectare, which was completely .
destroyed or looted during the conflict. The Agricultural Departments be11eve
that, but for the hiatus caused by the eight years of conflict, the level of
mechanization in the affected areas would have reached at least 1.0 HP/ha.
Hence the farmers being resettled in the rehabilitated areas are to be

, . t t the rate ofequipped with farm machinery, mainly as 65 HP tractor un1 s, a
about 1.0 HP/ha.
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The total requirement of farm machinery, the ~~tent provided to the end
of 1991 and the schedule for completion during the renlaining two years of the
ongoing first five-year plan period (1992 and 1993) and during the second
five-year plan (1994-1999) are shown below:

Table E.5. Replacement of farm machinery

Comp1etGd Scheduled Scheduled
Quantity to end-1991 1992-1993 1994-1999

(Percentage)

Khuzestan 193 500 HP 16 14 70

Ilam 53 000 HP 30 40 30

Bakhtaran 72 200 HP 15 25 60

Total 318 700 HP 18 21 61

r
Replanting tree crops

As reported by the first mission, more than 3 million of the 7 million
date palm trees that were under production in Khuzestan have been destroyed,
mainly in the Khorramshahr, Abadan and Shalamcheh areas. In addition,
orchards covering areas of about 400 ha in Ilam and 4,730 ha in Bakhtaran were
reported destroyed. The progress ot replanting the destroyed tree crops is
hampered, among other things, by the limitations on the production of saplings
from available facilities. In general, about 15 to 20 per cent of the tree
crops are reported ~/ to have been replanted to date, and the remaining are
planned to be completed by the end of the second fb'e-yea~-plan period (1999).

Farm support buildings

Farm support buildings covering a total area of about 48,000 square
metres, along with their equipments and materials were destroyed in
Qasr-e-Shirin, Korsay and other parts of Khuzestan province. Similarly, about
15,800 square metres of farm support buildings were destroyed in Ilam
province. Reconstruction of these buildings has progressed to varying
degrees, with overall completion estimated at about 40 per cent in both
provinces. Details of progress on various types of facilities in Khuzestan
are shown below:
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Table E.6. Reconstruction of farm support buildings

Type of facility

Extension Centre
Input Supply Warehouses
Agric. Research Centre
District Agric. Offices
Quarantine Units

No. of units

8
12

1
10

6

Percentage oompleted

50
25
10
50
o

Reconstruction of the farm support buildings is planned to be completed during
the next five years.

Agro-industries

As reported by the first mission, considerable damage (including
destruction of about 40 per cent of the machinery) had been inflicted upon the
sugar mills at Haft Tappeh with annual capacity of 100,000 tons and at Karun
with annual capacity of 250,000 b?ns in Ahwaz··Dezful region of Khuz'3stan. In
June 1991, the production capacity of these mills had been restored to
80 per cent and 20 per cent, respectively, of their initial installed
capacity. The mission was informed that reconstruction of the agro-industries
was in progress, and initial arrangements were under way for reactivating the
plans to establish seven more agro-industries in the region with land plots of
18,000 to 23,000 ha devoted to production of sugarcane for each unit.

Forestry, pastures and fisheries

As reported by the first mission, about 85,200 ha of natural forests were
destroyed ann 46,550 ha exploited for military reasons. Similarly~ some
753,000 ha of pasture lands in the war zone were reported severely damaged as
a result of military actions.

Losses reported in the fisheries subsector comprised 200 wooden vessels
of 20 to 80 gross registered tons and 50 steel fishing vessels of
300 registered tons. A considerable number of cold storage facilities were
also reported to be damaged.

The progress of replanting the forests and rehabilitating the pastures or
reconstruction of the losses in the fisheries subsectors could not be
ascertained owing to the inability of the mission to obtain the required data.

(c) Environmental impact

The adverse impact of the conflict on environmental aspects of the
agricUltural sector is seen by the Government to relate mainly to the
following:

Effect on soil fertility due to:

Removal of topsoil caused by excavations for fortification/trenching;
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Compaction effects of movement of heavy miJitary equipment;

Flooding of. agricultural lands for defence purposes leading to prolonged
anaerobic conditions and biological sterility of the soil.

Waterlogging and soil salinization arising from:

Sa1inization of soils in estuary areas due to uncontrolled ingress of sea
water through intake structures designed to draw river flows making use of
tidal movements;

Flooding of traditional canals due to lack of control at diversion
structures, resulting in frequent overtopping of canal banks and f100diug of
lands, causing rise in water table;

Drainage constr~ints caused by modifications in river flow regimes as a
result of blockage by military debris, compounded by the consequent increase
in rate of sedimentation in the river beds;

Interruption in the installation of drainage networks and the resultant
delay by more than 10 years in commissioning the drainage systems, caused by
diversion of earth-moving equipment from construction of arainage channels to
defence;

Soil and water contamination attributed by the Government to the toxic
material emanating from explosives and/or chemical and biological weapons and
its ingress into soil, streamflows and groundwater.

The adverse impact on soil fertility due to displacement of top soil
alone may be felt to varying degrees by much of the 300,000 ha of land
earmarked for levelled and grading. The extent of the actual or potential
increase in waterlogging and salinity owing to the effects of the war has not
been assessed. It is reported that some 5,000 ha are affected in
Khorramshahr-Abadan region alone of Khuzestan province. No specific studies
are known to have been undertaken so far in assessing the suspected
contamination of soil and water due to the war operations.

4. Constraints

The main constraint to completing the reconstruction programme on
schedule is the paucity of foreign exchange resources to meet the cost of
equipment, spare parts and materials required to be imported or assembled
locally from imported components.

Because of the magnitude and the urgency of completing reconstruction
works, the shortage of skilled manpower and the supporting facilities such as
personnel transport and surveying equipment, etc., is also oGemed to be a
constraint to timely and successful implementation of the programme.
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A physical constraint to land levelling is the presence of unidentified
mine fields left over from the war operations. It is estimated that up to
20 per cent of the lands awaiting development may be affected by this
constraint.

5. Expressed needs for external assistance

The most urgent need expressed by the Ministry of Agriculture for
external assistance relates to the procurement of heavy earth-moving
equipment, such as scrapers, bulldozers, graders, loaders ~nd dump trucks
along with spare parts for such equipment to be purchased as well as the
equipment already available but not usable owing to the shortage of spare
parts. In addition to the considerable need for farm machinery (about
250,000 HP), pumping and well-drilling equipment would be needed for
rehabilitation of lift irrigation facilities, whereas steel, cement and civil
engineering construction equipment would be needed for canal excavation, canal
lining and construction of control st:cuctures, etc.

The General Directorate for Water Resources in the Ministry of Energy has
enumerated the scope of external assistance deemed necessary for timely
completion of the reconstruction programme. The list includes construction
equipment for canals and structures, pumping plant, well-drilling equipment,
steel and cement, as well as various technical implements and instruments
pertaining to the reconstruction programme.

6. Observations and recommendations

In the mission's view, the extent of reconstruction already accomplished
during the short span of time since the cessation of hostilities is an
eloquent testimony of the will and determination of the Islamic Republic of
Iran to overcome as soon as possible the disastrous consequences of the
conflict on the agricultural sector of the national economy. It is hoped that
this study will help in expediting the reconstruction efforts, with
appropriate international assistance, as envisaged in paragraph 7 of Security
Council resolution 598 (1987).

In view of the serious concern expressed by the Government on the growing
menace of waterlogging and salinity, it would be appropriate to initiate a
comprehensive study to examine the causes, extent and potential risks to the
agriculture sector. The study should also examine the preventive or remedial
measures which should be considered for adoption including the extent and type
of cost-effective canal lining ~/ which is proposed, to be adopted on a large
scale in the affected areas. The mission recommends that the Government
consider including technical assistance in this regard in the list of
expressed needs for international assistance.
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The mission observed that there is considerable scope for adopting modern
irrigation management practices aimed at more efficient use of irrigation
supplies ~/ and increase in crop yields through introduction of demand based
irrigation. Technical assistance may also be considered to undertake a
programme of applied research, drawing upon a wealth of experience which has
been generated in recent years in coordination with the Internation Irrigation
Management Institute in Colombo. Sri Lanka. In-service training of
agricultural extension staff in improved on-farm water management practices
would also be required to transfer the re~ults of the aforesaid research to
the farm.

!/ "Final Report on the Assessment of the Economic Damages of the War
imposed by Iraq on the Islamic Republic of Iran (1980-1988)", Plan and Budget
Organization, 1991.

1/ Progress on replanting date palm in Khuzestan could not be
ascertained owing to the inability of the mission to obtain the required data.

d/ Recent studies on canal lining works carried out in developing
countries have shown that traditional design and construction methods ar~ not
effective in appreciably reducing seepage losses in the long term.

!/ Overall irrigation efficiency in several cases is reported at around
30 per cent, which can feasibly be increased to 50 per cent through improved
irrigation management.
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F. ENERGY AND POWER

1. Sectoral objective~

As a result of the conflict,· the Ministry of Energy followed an approach
in the implementation of its programme to address the s~ecific reconstruction
needs of the sector. In the immediate sectoral approach, emphasis is given to
(a) restoring the production capacity of the power stations damaged in the
war; "(b) ensuring that the major transmission systems damaged in the war are
capable of supplying the power requirements throughout the country; and
(c) restoring to full capacity the local power supply networks in the
devastated regions of Khuzestan, Ilam, Kordestan and Bakhtaran.

Concerning the long-term objectives of the sector, priority is allocated
to: (a) the completion of the construction to permanent structures damaged
during the conflict; (b) the implementation of the pre-war development plans
regarding production, transmission and distribution (these plans were designed
prior to the conflict, but owing to the war their implementation had been
halted); and (c) the stocking-up of materials necessary to ensure that the
electrical system is not disrupted.

Since the outbreak of the conflict the Ministry adopted a policy of
giving priority to maintaining, at the best possible level, the restoration
and distribution of damaged facilities. This was accomplished by using
exclusively materials that could be made available domestically. By pursuing
this approach the damaged power production facilities are now in most cases
back to the pre-war production level. The main power transfer (transmission
network) is now in operation with the exception of the war-damaged areas in
the Khuzestan province. The distribution network in Khuzestan has so far only
been partially restored and according to government estimates two years of
reconstruction work will be required to repair the incurred damage.

Similarly, the distribution network in the western provinces of Ilam,
Khorramshahr and Bakhtaran has also only been partially restored with an
estimated two years of reconstruction work to be carried out to reach pre-war
levels.

For the period 1990-1998, the Ministry of Energy has also prepared
long-term development plans for the electrical production and transmission
systems in order to incorporate present power requirements and a predicted
growth in demand of 8 per cent for the period.

2. Reconstruction effort

Implementation of the progress of the reconstruction programme is
presented below according to its three main components: generation,
transmission and distribution.
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Generation

All generation facilities which had been damaged during the war are back
to serve the communities. However, in many instances only temporary repairs
had been carried out with the main emphasis on restoring productive capacity.
This patching-up approach has resulted in a certain loss of reliability. The
Ministry estimated that up to the present approximately three quarters of the
incurred damage to equipment has been permanently reconstructed in the
generation sector.

Transmission

The main north-south and western transmission system which had been badly
damaged during the conflict is more or less back to normal service. In some
areas of Khuzestan and in the western region of Ilam, Khorrambad and
Kordestan, supplies have still not been restored. It is estimated that about
half of the transmission work is completed.

Distribution

Distribution systems were mainly damaged in the south-western province of
Khuzestan, the western provinces of Khorramabad, I1am and Bakhtaran. Lesser
damage occurred in the north-western province of Azerbaijan. In addition to
the above-mentioned distribution cent~es, materials and spare parts, held in
bond in Khorramshahr for use in areas outside the war zone, were also
destroyed in the conflict, estimated at Rs 12,100 million. Rec0nstruction
work in the war-damaged provinces of Khuzestan, Ilam, Khorramabad and
Kordestan is 30 per cent complete. In the case of Azerbayjan, it is estimated
that only 20 per cent of reconstruction work has been completed.

3. Constraints

While the Ministry with its own local resource~, human as well as
financial, has performed to the best of its ability in the implementation of
its reconstruction programme, it has, nevertheless, encountered a number of
constraints. Some of the reconstruction programme experienced delays due to
unavailability of equipment. In certain instances, equipment could not be
obtained locally and subsequently, when ordering it from abroad time lags
impeded reconstruction work. In addition, the purchase of equipment for
reconstruction required allocation of foreign exchange which was, and
continues to be, in short supply. Foreign exchange allocations are authorized
by the Ministry of Finance on a case-by-case basis. Both factors, the
imported equipment and the foreign exchange restrictions, caused lengthy
delivery delays and hence retardation to the reconstruction work.
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4. Privatization

The power sector is, with few exceptions, controlled by the Government.
It consists of one major system stretching from the Persian Gulf to the
Caspian Sea, two smaller systems in the north-east and in the south-east
respectively, and several minor isolated systelRs located in the south-east
based on diesel generators serving small villages.in remote areas.

Major development plans, prepared prior to the war, could not be
implemented, and normal developmental activities had to be replaced with
wartime measures. Resources to war-affected areas were severely reduced and
the rise in demand in other regions unaffected by the conflict could not be
met. This shortage situation, although by now greatly improved, is still
experienced through frequent interruptions to the power supply.

To overcome these problems the Ministry has reportedly awarded contracts
to private companies to construct a further 9,000 MW of generating capacity
and to expand the associated transmission facilities over the medium term
(1990-1998).

In a further attempt to upgrade generation, transmission and
distribution, the Government has indicated that the private sector could play
an eminent role in this task. In support of this decision, the Ministry has,
in principle, agreed to privatize the operation of regional electric companies
as well as the operation of power-generating plants. However, the generation
plants would remain under government ownership.

5. Nuclear power

The existing nuclear development programme is under the control of the
Atomic Energy Organization in Tehran. The mission was informed that
2 x 1200 MW generating units were under construction at the start of the
conflict. As a result of bombardment, both plants were severely damaged even
before construction had been completed; at the time of destruction, one unit
was 85 per cent complete, the second unit about 60 per cent complete. The
mission was informed that neither the nuclear reactor nor nuclear fuel had
been delivered.

6. Expressed needs for international assistance

The Government informed the mission that reconstruction and development
in the power sector would necessitate international assistance in several
areas. Some assistance would be required to upgrade the electrical system to
acceptable standards comparable to those that could have been achieved if the
conflict had not affected normal development. As a priority, the Ministry
mentioned the reconstruction of electrical systems in the Khuzestan and Gharb
provinces as a priority. This would require the purchase of foreign
equipment, in particular, electrical transmission networks and substations.
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It was also stated that there was considerable need for assistance in
areas relating to management, planning and power systems design. As to
equipment replaced and/or repaired during the ~ime of the conflict, it was
mentioned to the mission that some of the equipment would have to be replaced
to ensure the efficient functioning of the system.

In both the water and power sectors, the Government emphasized the need
for foreign assistance to improve present technology, including dam
construction and modern control systems (computerization).

In the paragraphs that follow, a brief assessment is given of the power
system at selected sites visited by the mission.

7. Principal power systems affected by the conflict

Interconnected system

The major interconnected electrical system is controlled by 14 regional
companies, each of w~ich plans and implements developments in their own area.
However, the Department of Energy sets targets for the overall development of
the power sector in the country; it further approves and monitors all major
capital projects. Because of the war, the anticipated development had to be
reduced to provide resources to the war-affected areas.

The major interconnected system of today has an installed generating
capacity of 11,017 MW (megawatts) and a transmission system consisting of
400 KV (kilovolts), 230 KV, 132 KV and 66/63 KV systems. The demand for power
decreased by about 50 per cent in the first year of the war. Thereafter the
demand for power regained its pre-war level and subsequently the generating,
transmission and distribution systems were substantially expanded. In fact
the installed generating capacity almost doubled in the period 1980 to 1988.
The generating system has four types of power plants - hydro, steam, gas
turbine and diesel. The growth in capacity for each is illustrated in
table F.l below.
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Table F.l. Power production capacity by government-contrOlled
companies

Year Hydro Steam Gas Turbine Diesel Private Total
MW MW MW MW companies ~~

1980 1 804 3 983 3 058 783 9 628

1984 1 804 5 445 3 271 899 11 419

1988 1 904 5 981 2 935 705 2 865 14 390

1990 1 953 8 086 3 940 824 3 149 17 952

As seen in table F.2 below, the transmission system was also expanded by
100 per cent during the war years (1980-1988).

Year

1980

1984

1988

1990

Table F.2

400 KV 230 KV 132 KV 63/66 KV
KM KM KM KM

1 883 6 297 4 699 6 735

4 318 8 266 5 605 11 732

5 714 10 081 7 612 16 883

5 618 10 970 8 532 18 202

The expansion of the distribution system during the war years was
similar. In 1980 electric power was supplied to 7,800 villages and by 1990
electric power was supplied to about 24,000 villages; over 65 per cent of the
rural population had been provided with electrical supplies. Details
regarding the usage of power in the various sectors is set out in
appendix Ill; the increase in numbers of consumers is shown in appendix IV.

Distribution

It was reported that significant damage was done to the distribution
system in both the central and western regions, lesser damage in other areas,
but that the greatest damage was done in the border provinces of Khuzestan,
Bakhtaran, Kordestan and Ilam, which experienced ground fighting and prolonged
occupation during the war.
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Khuzestan

The south-western area of the Khuzestan province was reported to have
been totally devastated. According to the regional electrical authority,
several substations had been damaged on a number of occasions by repeated
attacks. To restore supplies rapidly in the war-damaged zones, temporary
networks were provided over extensive areas in this province. It was evident
from on-site visits by the mission that, while major efforts had already been
made to maintain power supplies to the consumers, significant. reconstruction
work remained to be done on the distribution system.

The mission inspected a number of substations in Abadan and Khorrem~~.ahr

and witnessed areas where restoration of power supplies at this time was not
feasible owing to war debris which had not yet been cleared. In addition, the
mission witnessed areas where temporary supplies had been installed to provide
power to consumers living in the surroundings of their damaged dwellings.

Abadan

In Abadan, the mission observed large areas where the distribution
network had been reconstructed and upgraded using locally designed and
constructed equipment. In addition, single circuit temporary supplies were
also observed in this area.

It was observed that temporary repairs had been carried out only on
several substations. It was reported that the main Abadan substation was
destroyed in 1981 causing supplies to the area to be significantly reduced
until 1988, when a temporary replacement transformer was installed in lieu of
the two transformers which were destroyed during the war.

Khorramshahr

In several of the substations, it was noted that priority had been given
to restoring power supplies from these stations by replacing only one
transformer and connecting this to the transmission or distribution system,
through permanent or temporary systems, depending on availability of materials.

In other sUbstations substantial reconstruction work had taken place, but
the substations were operating without proper protection equipment, owing to
long delays in delivering the equipment.

In the Abadan/Khorramshahr region, it was reported that the maximum
demand for electricity had decreased from 240 MW in 1979 to 100 MW in 1991; at
one time, as a result of out-migration the demand for electricity fell even
below 100 MW.

The Khuzestan Water and Power Authority reported that physical
reconstruction of the distribution system damaged during the war was
30 per cent complete. The breakdown of this damage and reconstruction is
set out in table F.3 below.
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It was further stated that two thirds of this reconstruction had beencarried out with materials diverted from development projects in other areas,with the result that other cons~ners had been deprived of power supplies. Themission was further informed that some 10 per cent of the power supplies hadbeen reconstructed in a temporary manner only.

During the field visit the mission saw a total of eight substations,inspected the distribution networks in Abadan and Khorramshahr, and assessedthe interconnecting systems between Bandar-e-Mahshar and Abadan, Abadan andKhorramshahr, Khorramshahr and Ahwaz. This visit confirmed that, while majorefforts were being made to reconstruct this devastated area, a lot of workremained to be done, or needed to be redone as large areas had beenreconstructed with emergency temporary supply systems.

Table F.3. Khuzestan distribution system

Damaged Reconstructed Outstanding
Medium voltage lines Z 680 KM 800 1 880Low voltage lines 1 855 KM 600 1 255Underground cables 151 KM 0 151Transformers destroyed 3 384 750 2 634Consumers disconnected 85 586 KMLight.ing 35 000 KM 3 500 31 500Vehicles 80 KM 25 55

It was reported that electrical supply is unable to meet the demand inthe area 200 times per year in this province and that at the same time totaldemand for electricity in the Khuzestan province increased by 75 per cent inthe period 1980 to 1990, in particular, in the north and eastern areas, owingto a steady flow of returnees from the war zone. Per capita consumption ofelectricity in this area doubled during the war. As a result of the war,major system developments planned for the Abadan and Khorramshahr area werenot implemented.

Kordestan, llam, Bakhtaran

The power system for these three provinces is under the control of theGharb Regional Electrical Authority.

The Ministry of Energy reported war damage and reconstruction in theseprovinces as set out below.

Several small diesel generating units with an overall capacity of 138 MWwere destroyed in isolated networks in the region. These diesel units have
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not been replaced but the power supplies to the region have been upgraded by

installing transmission and distribution systems which connect these areas to

the major interconnected transmission network. In addition, substantial

damage was done to the distribution system in this area. The extent of this

damage and reconstruction is set out in the table F.4.

Table F.4. Gharb distribu~ion system

Substations
Lines
Buildings
Street lamps
Consumers

disconnected

Transmission system

Damaged

894
3 176 km

27 100 sq.m.
24 300

48 400

Reconstructed

512
1 800
9 680

13 900

24 000

Outstanding

382
1 376

17 420
10 400

24 400

The transmission system consists of 400 KV, 200 KV and 132 KV networks.

The 400 KV network and the overall control of the operation of the network is

carried out by Tavanir Power Generation and Transmission Company. The 230 KV·

and 132 KV networks are controlled by the regional electric companies. The

total transmission system was subject to attack in the areas remote from the

war region due to the capability to disrupt energy supplies required for the

war effort by attacking this system. The substations on this system were the

major targets for repeated attacks due to the capability to disrupt energy

supplies by targeting strategic substations for attack. It was reported that

most of the major substations were damaged during the war. This caused

disruptions of the electricity supply to major cities. As a result of the

attacks power had to be supplied on lower voltage networks, with reSUlting

deterioration in the total power supply and voltage reductions in the affected

areas. Subsequently, this led either to total failure to supply some areas or

to occasional disruptions in the power supply. The major north/south

electrical supply lines were linked at Arak, where the vital 2 x 400 KV

transmission lines converged. This was reported to have been attacked three

times during the war owing to its strategic importance: twice the resulting

damage was severe, while one attack left behind minor damage. This substation

was returned to service after each attack, but much of the repair work done is

of a temporary nature.

In addition, five other 400 KV substations were reported to have suffered

severe damage. The data provided indicates that approximately 50 per cent of

the permanent reconstruction has been completed.

In the Khuzestan area 26 substations and 340 KM of the 230 KV and 132 KV

transmission circuits suffered extensive damage and some of these were totally

demolished. It was evident from the mission's visit to this area that in

spite of the efforts that had been made to restore power supplies, substantial
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reconstruction work remained to be done. Damaged material is in service in
several areas to maintain supplies as all available spare materials have been
used and replacement material is frequently delayed by up to two years from
placement of order. The bulk of the transmission equipment required must be
imported.

The regional power authorities mentioned that 50 per cent of the damage
to the transmission system had been repaired during the war, but that
90 per cent of this was subsequently damaged again. Time required to complete
reconstruction work was estimated at two years, but that completion would take
longer as the equipment required had yet to be ordered because of financial
constraints. The information provided by the Khuzestan Water and Power
Authority showed that approximately 30 per cent of the reconstruction work on
the transmission system in this area had been completed.

In the Garbh area, the Ministry of Energy reported that 11 substations
and the transmission circuits suffered severe damage. The data provided
indicate that reconstruction of the substations is approximately 50 per cent
complete and that of the transmission circuits is 80 per cent ~omplete.

Generating system

The generating system was subject to attack in areas remote from the war
zone to disrupt the power supply systems. At first only the electrical
transmission stations at the power stations were attacked, but subsequently
the equipment inside the stations was severely damaged.

In meetings with the Tavanir Power Generation and Transmission Company,
it was reported that six thermal power stations including Neka, in the north,
on the Caspian Sea, Esfahan, in the east, Tabriz, Zargon and Ramine in the
south all suffered severe damage during the war and that Neka was attacked
three times causing a loss of production of 25 per cent of the output for over
four-and-one-half years. It was reported that these power plants ha~e all
been returned to service, but in many cases only temporary repairs had been
carried out, with resultant unreliability in operation.

In addition, the hydropower station~ at Abbas Pour and Dez which were
damaged by repeated attacks during the war have been restored to service using
temporary measures, particularly in the electrical switchyard.

The Ministry of Energy reported that permanent reconstruction of the
power plant is approximately 45 per cent complete.
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Appendix

In the occupied provinces of Khuzestan and Gharb electrical systems, the
peak power demands in 1980 and 1981 were 391 MW and 348 MW respectively. The
peak demand in Tehran was 1,966 MW in 1981.

At that time the predicted power demand for 1987 and 1992 for each
province was as illustrated below.

1982 1987 1992
MW MW MW

Khuzestan 588 1 100 1 700
Gharb 348 950 1 585
Tehran 1 966 2 900 4 800
Esfahan 658 1 700 2 770
Azerbayjan 275 820 1 251
Fars 265 780 1 150
Gilan 248 459 695
Mazandaran 340 592 820

*Hormozgan 181 297 454
*Kerman 180 474 680
*Khorasan 298 730 1 112
*Sistan and
Baluchestan ·~O 187 300

'" In 1982 these four provinces had isolated networks.

Hormozgen and Kerman have subsequently been connected to the main
interconnected system.
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G. TELECOMMUNICATIONS AND BROADCASTING

1. Telecommunications

Telecommunication services in the Islamic Republic of Iran are operated
by the Telecommunication Company of Iran (TCI). Prior to the war the country
had nearly 1 million telephones, whereas currently the number of working
telephone lines is over 2.25 million, served by about 600 telephone exchanges
interconnected by a network of about 60,000 analogue trunk circuits. The
network is almost fully automatized and normal telecommunication services,
including subscriber trunk dialling, telex, etc., are offered. The technology
used is mainly analogue and electromechanical (some semi-electronic systems
are also in use) and for this type of equipment both investment. and operating
costs are high. There are also difficulties in offering modern services, for
example, detailed billing, and there is a clear need to change .over to modern
technology. A significant part of the plant is locally manufactured at Shiraz
in government factories under the Ministry of Post and Telegraph. These
factories are likely to change over to digital (electronic) technology in the
near future. Studies for the Integrated Services Digital Network (ISDN) are
also being conducted by TCI.

As stated in this report, the border telecommunications network was
largely destroyed. A total of 50,000 telephone lines with associated
buildings, switching equipment, microwave and open-wire carrier links was
destroyed and in many cases the external plant network was destroyed or
rendered unusable. In some cases the plant had been reconstructed and then
was destroyed again. The installed cost of the damaged telecommunication has
been estimated by the Government at approximately Rls 115,000 million. TCr,
however, had to restore minimum service rapidly with locally produced
equipment, and have achieved notable results in achieving their objectives.
TCI has intimated that installations in 120 telecommunication centres were
damaged or destroyed. A detailed list was furnished in June 1991, which was
referred to in the first report. From this a list of towns with heavy damage
has been constructed and is available in table G.1. This list includes 15
towns and 20 small centres. Out of the 15 towns, 9 were visited during the
two survey missions. A further list of towns where light or medium damage was
inflicted is available in table G.2.

Owing to the high priority given by the Government to telecommunication
reconstruction, a substantial part of the destroyed assets have been
replaced. In some cases, however, plants have not yet been restored to their
full capacity, owing to the fact that the inhabitants have not returned to the
areas concerned. It was also noted that service has been restored by u~ing

the earlier generation of equipment available from local factories and that
these may have to be upgraded or replaced if an integrated network capable of
providing modern services is to be built up. TCI submitted a reconstruction
and development plan for the border areas (November 1991) which is separately
available.
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(a) Estimate of physical damages

Government estimates

TCI submitted a detailed report of damages sustained during the war.
Th~s was prepared in June 1991 and details damages to 120 centres in 20
provinces. The ~eport indicates partial or heavy damage to 172 buildings,
9,000 kilometres of underground cable and 50,000 telephone lines with the
associated network. The value of the damaged assets has been estimated by TCI
at Rls 115,000 million. TCI, however, indicated that inflation to the extent
of 62 per cent has been observed during the last three years and the above
figure needs to be revised upwards.

Table G.l lists the iustallations which were reported as heavily
damaged. These affect 15 towns and cities and 20 villages. According to
government estimate, a network of approximately 50,000 telephones was
destroyed, including buildings, telephone exchanges, carrier and radio
(microwave) equipment, underground cables, subscribers apparatus and
vehicles. Table G.2 indicates 15 towns where light or occasionally medium
damage was reported. In addition, there was a large number of villages where
the telecommunication facilities were destroyed, but the value of these assets
was small. Table G.3 indicates the progress in reconstruction works at the
heavily damaged installations. This has been extracted from the
reconstruction and development programme submitted to the mission separately
(November 1991).

(b) Methodology of verification

The United Nations mission paid two visits to Iran in June and
November 1991 and inspected 15 towns, including 9 of the heavily damaged ones
listed in table G.l. In many cases, direct verification of damage was
possible; in other cases, indire.ct evidence in the form of photographs and
visible damage to buildings in the nearby neighbourhood was available. The
physical quantity of assets damaged was verified against popUlation estimates,
type of activity and the assets which would normally have been installed in
such cases. In some cases, the assets installed were in excess of immediate
requirements but are not considered unusual as a forward planning procedure.
The preliminary report (8/22863) may be referred to for a description of the
damages in the southern sector.

(c) Observations in the northern sector

Bostan. Before the war, Bostan had a popUlation of 8,000, and a
telephone exchange of 200 lines with an open wire carrier system connecting it
to the main trunk network. The town was occupied and destroyed along with the
telecommunication system. A new building has been constructed, a lOO-line
exchange with a 12-channel carrier system has been commissioned and a
60-channel VHF radio system is being installed. It is understood that the
town is being developed for 35,000 inhabitants. taking into account the
surrounding area. Reconstruction will therefore require additional telephone
exchange capacity to be set up.
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Dehloran. The pre-war population of Dehloran was 10,500 and a 500-line
exchange with 12-channel carrier systems provided service. The town changed
hands and the exchange was three times replaced and damaged. Currently, a
lOO-line exchange is operational, but a 1,000-lineex~nange with a microwave
system will soon be commissioned.

Mehran. This was a town with 14,500 inhabitants with a 500-line
telephone exchange and carrier/UHF systems. This was totally destroyed and
reconstruction has started. At present, an interim lOO-line exchange with a
24-channel UHF system has been inst~lled. This will require substantial
expansion when the town is fully developed.

Qasr-e-shirin. Prior to the conflict this town, located some
3 kilometres from the border, had a population of 28,000, and some 62,000
within the municipal area. The 1,000-line exchange that was in operation was
completely destroyed. Reconstruction work has started and an interim
installation of a lOO-line exchange completed.

(d) Conclusions relating to damages

The damage observed could be classified in two categories: where enemy
forces occupied the town, for example, Khorramshahr, Bostan, Mehran,
Qasr-e-Shirin, the damage was total and explosives appear to have been used to
destroy the plants. Towns in the vicinity of the occupation, such as Abadan
and Dehloran, also suffered heavy damage as telecommunication targets were in
range of ground artillery. The second category contains important cities
beyond the immediate areas of ground fighting which were targeted during air
attacks. Unfortunately, telecommunication towers are highly visible targets
and the exchange and microwave installations could therefore be easily
identified. However, targeted installations in the interior generally did not
suffer serious damage, except the earth station complex at Asadabad which was
heavily damaged.

Based on these observations, it is concluded that the physical estimates
of damages presented to the mission by TCI are found to correspond to the
lists submitted and that the border telecommunication network consisting of
50,000 telephone lines was almost totally destroyed. A part of the
underground cable network could perhaps be recovered, but this would require
considerable human effort in tracing the telephone conductors and reconnecting
them.

(e) Estimate of financial damage

As mentioned, TCI have indicated that the direct financial loss amounts
to approximately Rls 115,000 million. However, based on the type of network
existing in the border region, it was felt that if modern technology is used
for reconstruction and equipment procured in the international market at
competitive prices, the cost per telephone line could be reduced. However,
this line of action is not immediately available to Iran as they have to
depend on the current manufacture from their own factories until these are
modernized.
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(f) RecQnstructiQn effQrt

It is Qbserved frQm the current status Qf recQnstructiQn shQwn in
table G.2 that the bulk Qf the recQnstructiQn wQrk relating tQ the restQratiQn
Qf primary services has been cQmpleted. A majQr installatiQn at KhQrramshahr
and installatiQns Qf undergrQund cable netwQrks and prQvisiQn Qf telephQne
service as well. as completiQn Qf SQme micrQwave wQrks are the main items
pending. Much Qf the external plant netwQrk and 15,000 telephQne exchange
lines Qut Qf the 50,000 lines destrQyed are yet to be cQmmissiQned. These
wQrks have been carried Qut by TCI within its Qwn reSQurces, largely with
prQducts frQm the gQvernment factQries. In SQme cases, hQwever, interim
installatiQns have had tQ be resQrted tQ until the pQpulatiQn returns.

The recQnstructiQn Qf tQwns including the prQvisiQn Qf telecQmmunicatiQns
services is being dQne tQ attract nQt only the Qriginal pQpulation but in some
cases displaced persQns from surrQunding areas. This pQlicy requires
expansiQn andmQdernizatiQn Qf services. TCI therefQre plans nQt Qnly tQ
reCQnstruct tQ original capacities, but tQ develQp services further in
accordance with their five-year plan, as well as tQ mQdernize services. The
plan incQrpQrates the recQnstuctiQn Qf damaged sites and equipment, and nQrmal
expansiQn that WQuld have Qccurred in a peace-time scenariQ. In additiQn, a
recQnstructiQn-cum-deveIQpment plan fQr the bQrder areas was prepared attd
submitted tQ the missiQn. TCI mentiQned that, taking intQ account the
inflatiQn and current prices, they have been allQcated Rls 139,000 milliQn to
cQmplete the plan at current prices. This would nQt be adequate tQ finance
the tQtal develQpment plan fQr the bQrder areas. UnfQrtunately, it was nQt
pQssible tQ separate the recQnstructiQn cQmpQnent frQm the tQtal develQpment
plan as it is being implemented Qn an integrated basis using mQdern
technQlQgy. TCI also indicated that up tQ nQW Rls 40,000 million have been
used fQr reconstructiQn and this has been wQrked out by them tQ be equal to
approximately RIs 47,000 milliQn e.t current prices, taking inflatiQn intQ
account.

As far as the first five-year plan is concerned, TCI has indicated that
it prQpQses tQ install apprQximately 450,000 lines in the 5 bQrder provinces
during the plan period. Part Qf this network will utilize mQdern digital
technQlQgy and part will rely Qn the existing technolQgy emplQyed by the
factories at Shiraz.

TCI has already undertaken a mQdernizatiQn plan and the GQvernment
prQposes to change Qver the factQry production tQ digital telephQne exchanges
and digital micrQwave links. Optical fibre links are alsQ tQ be intrQduced.
With these changes, new services and facilities can be intrQduced and demand
fQr value added services, which can best be prQvided by the private sectQr,
will increase. The border areas shQuld alsQ benefit frQm such advances as
they have suffered considerably in the recent past. The recQnstructiQn
prQgramme shQuld keep all Qf this in view. Adequately skilled labQur is
repQrted tQ be availble fQr the recQnstruction effQrt. However, expQsure Qf
engineers to new technQIQgies available abroad shQuld be encQuraged.
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It was understood from TCI that the present requirement of foreign
currency was approximately $1,450 per telephone line. This may increase
somewhat during the technology change-over period, but should decrease later
on when the factories are operating at full capacity. Modernization of the
factories seems to be an appropriate area for international assistance for
reconstruction.'

(g) Conclusions

In the telecommunications sector, two stages of reconstruction are
envisaged. The first stage involves restoration to pre-war levels and
physically about 35,000 out of the 50,000 lines damaged or destroyed have been
completed. The second stage of reconstruction seeks to make up for the loss
of normal development during the war years and this stage is expected to be
completed by 1993. The expenditure on reconstruction has been Rls
40,000 million up to now and a further amount of Rls 139,000 million is
expected to be allocated for the residual part of the first stage of
reconstruction .and the second stage. It is recommended that the second stage
of reconstruction should be carried out to the extent possible with modern
technology. Adequate training in new technologies should also be planned and
organized.

2. Broadcasting

(a) General observations

The Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting (IRIB) is responsible for
producing programmes and providing radio and television services to the
country as well as for transmitting short-wave radio programmes to foreign
countries.

Two radio programmes currently cover 95 and 80 per cent of the population
and two television programmes can be received by 85 and 65 per cent,
respectively. The two radio and television programmes are produced in
Tehran. However, local contributions are produced by 24 local radio and
television centres and incorporated into the second programmes.

Considering that a significant percentage of the population is
illiterate, the Government relies on the broadcast media to disseminate a wide
variety of cultural, educational, agricultural and health care programmes.
IRIB receives, therefore, strong support from the Government.

The overall damage assessment by the mission during visits to the damaged
sites confirmed the results of the first mission. Only one medium-wave radio
station had been omitted, namely Gilan-e-Gharb. From the visits, the
conclusion can be drawn that the IRIB is technically capable of coping with
its reconstruction task.
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(b) Estimate of damages

In the western provinces 10 high-power medium-wave transmitters between
50 and 600 kW and 2 provisional 10- and 20-kW transmitters were destroyed, as
well as 7 130-m antennas and 8 diesel generators ranging from 800 to 1,200 kW.

In addition 14 10-kW FM radio transmitters and 22 television transmitters
between 2 and 40 kW were destroyed or disappeared during the occupation. Four
10-kW FM transmitters and five 10- or 40-kW transmitters were also damaged.
The corresponding 8 towers (44 to 220 metres), including antennas, were
demolished as well as 11 diesel generators from 50 to 300 kW.

Two television studios and 5 radio studios were completely destroyed,
including the equipment. The demolished buildings have a total surface of
20,000 square metres. Table G.4 provides details on destroyed or damaged
stations.

Antennas at the Kamal Abad short-wave station were damaged. This station
sends programmes to foreign countries. The Gilan-e-Gharb medium-wave station
was of a provisional nature to replace the destroyed Qasr-e-Shirin station.
This station will, however, not be reconstructed.

IRIB estimates that the reconstruction costs for the entire broadcasting
sector will amount to Rls 19,000 million, of which $118 million are in foreign
exchange.

(c) Reconstruction and development

As witnessed during the visits to the sites, IRIB proved to be very
active in reconstructing the destroyed stations. In some cases, where the
same type of transmitters is no longer available, more powerful transmitters
are being used instead. To reduce the risk of damages by bombing or shelling,
the transmitter stations are rebuilt in thick concrete shelters and covered
with earth. As a result, therefore, building costs are significantly higher
compared to previous years. Table G.4 also provides information on the status
of completed work and the timetable of reconstruction for the stations that so
far have not been rebuilt. The table shows that a significant part of them is
still under reconstruction. Owing to the increased number of projects
simultaneously implemented and serious manpower shortages, especially the lack
of skilled engineers, severe difficulties causing critical implementation
delays are encountered in commissioning some transmit stations. IRIB, in some
cases, has to call on the services of the equipment supplier for
implementation, work which frequently proves to be very costly.

For future projects, the mission is of the view that the installation and
commissioning should be part of the delivery contract, especially if domestic
capability is limited or unavailable within IRIB. When these components are
included in a project from the very beginning, they are being submitted for
competition to interested bidders and will compose a small part of the total
delivery and therefore offered at costs representing only a small percentage
of the total value of the contract.
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(d) Validity of estimates

The financial estimates for the reconstruction of war damage have been
roughly verified for the equipment on a station-by-station basis. The figures
provided to the mission by IRIB seem to be somewhat high compared to the usual
market costs. However, considering the difficult conditions prevailing in the
country during and after the war, these figures as well as the total estimated
costs for reconstruction are credible.

(e) Government priorities and five-year plan

The current sectoral five-year plan (1988-1992) has as objectives to
expand the television coverage to 95 per cent and 85 per cent of the
population for the first and second programmes, respectively. For both first
and second radio programmes, the coverage is aimed at reaching the entire
population by the end of 1992.

(f) Status of plan implementation

No overall reconstruction plan seems to have been developed. Damaged
stations are reconstructed as quickly as possible. Table G.4 provides details
on the level of completion, the equipment and the foreseen year of future
operations. All stations should be fully operational by the end of 1993. At
present, approximately 50 per cent of the equipment is reinstalled, but only
30 per cent of the stations are in operation. However, most of the remaining
equipment is already on order or has been delivered.

(g) Implementation capability and reguired assistance

Technical level

IRIB's personnel is adequately trained to carry out reconstruction work
of the war-damaged equipment; further, it is capable of developing and
operating the broadcasting network with the exception of the commissioning of
certain transmit systems,_ as explained above. '

IRIB would need some inputs of technical assistance in these areas.
However, owing to the high specialization of the work required, recruitment of
international experts other than employees of equipment suppliers might be
difficult.

(h) Conclusions

The only difficulty is experienced in the installation and commissioning
of high-power transmitters. In certain projects currently being implemented,
technical assistance could be requested to address this problem and improve
for the longer term the domestic skill level. For future projects, a change
in the project design may be proposed. The reconstruction costs are estimated
at Rls 19,000 million and the reconstruction work is believed to be half
completed. IRIB has not mentioned the need for any direct assistance as their
funding is from government budgets. The Government may, however, require
financial assistance for the reconstruction of the sector.
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Table G.l. List of heavily damaged telecommunications
installations

Code: B-Building. KW-Microwave E-Exchange C-CAbl. Network
O-Other Plant UHF-Ultra high trequ.ncy radio

Location oamagtKl
In.tall.tion

Exchange
Size

KHOZESTAN

ILAH

7. Oehloran
8. Mehran

•• KhorrAm.hahr

2. Abadan

3. Oeztul

4. Susan Guerd
S. Bostan
6. Small town. (4 )

B/MW/E/C 10,000 Total de.truction
Storeyard Total
B/KW/I/C 13,000 Total
Trunk centre 800 TOto1l
B/KW/I/C 10:000 Heavy
Trunk c::entre 1,000 Total
B/B/C 300 Heavy
B/E/O 200 Total
B/E/HW/O Total

B/I/O 1,000 Total de.truction
B/I/C/O 500 Total

B/I/O 1,000 Total de.truc::tion
E/C 400 Total
E/O 100 Total

0 Total

Qasr-e-Shirin
Zarpol-e Zahab
Gilan-Gharb
Small ottice.

(12)

9.
la.
11.
12.

KORDESTAH

13. aaneh
14. Harivan
15. Sanandaz
16. Hiandoab

Trunk centre

17. A.adead

B Heavy de.truc::tion
B/C/O 500 Total
8/0 Heavy de.truction
E/8 10,000 Total
I 1,200

Earth .t.tion Ant 1/2 Total

50,000 Local 3,000 Trunk
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Table G.2. List of towns with light or medium damage

Location Damaged In.tallation

1. Ahwaz

2. Ham

3. Ialam~ad

4. Bakhtarlln

5. Nehavanci

6. Khoramabad

7. !'..or••tan
5 emall centre.

8. Shahrekord

9. Zanjan

10. Kharg

11. Arak

12. Shiraz

13. Hamadan

14. Buehehr (Kharq)

15. or.hran

Building., cable network

Building., cable, trunk.

Building., microwave, exchang8, cable.

Building, carrier .quipment, cabl.

Building., cable.

BUilding, .xchange (10,000)

Building, .xchange. (6,500)

Buildinge, carri.r

CaDl••

Building., cable.

Cabl••

CaDl••

Cabl••

Buildinq

Note: In addition, there were a lar;_ number of village. where
telecommunication faciliti.. were de.troyed.
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TELECOMMUNICATIONS

Table G.3. Reconstruction of heavily damaged assets

Town Pre-war capacity Recon.truc~ion

Complet.ct
Remark.

Khorram.hahr

Ab&dan

::>ezful

Susan Guerd

So.tan

Cehloran

Mehran

Qasr-e-Shirin

Zarpol-e Zahab

Gilan Gharb

Marivan

MiandoAb

A.adAbacl

10,000 lin•• 2,000/600 ch MU

13,000 line. 10,000/1260 ch MW 3,000 line. under
con8truction

10,000 lin•• 10,000

300 lin•• 2,000

200 line. 100/12 ch carrier 60 ch tJHl" under
inetallation

1,000 lin•• 100/12 ch earrier 1000 line/300 ch MW
under con.truction

500 line. 100/UHP-24 eh

1,000 line. 100/12 eh earrier

400 line. 100/UHP-60 en

100 line. 100/MW-clrop

500 line. 1,000/KW

10,000 line. 10,000/MW

Earth .tat10n Completed

Notes KW - Microwave raclio
Ch - Channel.

tJHP - tJltrs high frequency radio
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BROADCASTING

Table G.4

St3tlons ~ oII!!IlJ!5S E(NI,""S ~ OEstructign 't llssO!'!urucs i on llesurt ~ear

(~) T ! Q. Wt· ~. WII· ~.-
~ 191'1 pOWer llIIdh. and
sl'lorS vave sSaSions:

14arsyr Chlllll'cn 2.300 4 2 1 60 50 lOO lOO 1987
Beis·a'·MOIfteddl. 3,000 2 2 1 90 lOO 100 lOO 1987
Abeden 4,200 2 " 2 lOO lOO 95 60 1992
Qllr'.·Shirin 3,000 2 2 2 100 lOO 20 la 1993
Id i lan-.-Gharb 200 2 2 2 lOO lOO 0 0
IC.... ' At.\Id ans.,.,.. 0 30 lOO lOO 1990

"191'1 ~r TV and
Fill statIons:

I(hoSi'ow AIad 1.200 la 2 1 60 lOO lOO 20 ~99~

Bosun 1,200 " 1 1 lOO lOO la 0 1993
AbeCSIin 1,ZOO HI 2 " so 100 lOO 50 ~992

Sl'Iedetan 3,000 9 1 2 20 10 lOO ao 1992
lCun-e-Noon 1,000 5 " 2 80 lOO lOO 30 1992
~alll'lj ..i' 600 5 5 3 lOO ~OO lOO 80 1992

Studio.: ! ~ Q.

Abeden IIUI 7,000 2 2 80 lOO 95 0 1993
Ai:lIICSan Oi, Co. 500 3 40 lOO lOO 0 1993

~e9end:

T • Trlntlllisser l . Ansenne sowers o . Oi~el generasors R • Radio TV • TelevIsion
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H. EDUCATION

Int;roduction

The education system of the Islamic Republic of Iran provides free
education for its school-age population. The objectives of the Government's
policy, strategy and priorities for the educational programme include:

Review and modification of education and training system according to the
country's needs and the development programme;

Provision of elementary education and development of education and
training at guidance and secondary levels according to the country's needs and
development programme.

1. Major problems relating to reconstruction and
rehabilitation

In order to briug about economic and social development, the substantive
aspect of the reconstruction and rehabilitation process will need to ensure a
qualitatively improved education programme as well as the availability of
skilled/trained manpower in the war-affected provinces. The present system is
characterized by a. high attrition rate at all levels of education. This
problem is being addressed in the Government's first five-year plan, where one
of the key issues of the educational programme is to reduce student repetition
and the number of drop-outs at all levels.

There is an urgent demand for trained manpower to reconstruct and develop
the war-affected provinces. The situation has been exacerbated by the
destruction of manpower training facilities destroyed during the war and by
the need to create employment opportunities for those leaving school. The
Government has accorded a high priority to the revival of the economic life of
the war-affected provinces, but this will require an increase in enrolment at
vocational/technical/agricultural institutions so as to reduce the shortage of
middle-level technicians and skilled workers in the provinces,

(a) The effects of the conflict

Damage to schools

Before the war there were 44,300 classrooms in the five western
provinces. Of these some 9,300 classrooms or (21 per cent) in 2,637 schools
are reported to have been gravely damaged or destroyed, requiring
reconstruction.

In addition, 362 schools located in 12 provinces outside the immediate
war zone suffered considerable damage by missile attacks and aerial
bombardments. The mission was informed that the total loss of teaching space
in all 2,999 schools is estimated at 1,700 square metres.
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Table H.l. Number of damaged schools due to the imposed war
in different provinces

Prov;,'Ce Pri_ry Guidei;c. 5ecMdIry ServicI' Technicll Teache... G)W*iUl Office Totll
Vocltionel Tralnl". Trllni,.

Khule.tln 501 134 TT

IIlkhc.rM 382 106 75

IlM 95 211 87

Wlatlrn
Azer~yjln 900 59 44

I(urdlltan 54 13 30

Lorlatln 55 17 15

elStern
Aler~vjln 45 32 12

Tlhrln 32 14 6

Firs 2

~.rkllf 6 2

Gilln

1sf"'," 9 IS 5

H-.den 33 19 10

ZMljan 10 6 3

Cha"-"Il 2

KloIlki loith

tother 3

5

3

4

5

2

5

6

3

2

3

3

2

4 2 7'32

568

" 3 227

1 003

107

S9

S9

52

2

9

23

61

20

4

2

3

Sub-totll 2 121 431 370 27 12 8 a a 2999
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Migration of pupils/students away from the war area

Prior to the war there were 1.25 million pupils/students enrolled in
44,300 classrooms in the five war-affected provinces. The war forced about
450,000 (or 36 per cent) to flee to neighbouring provinces for safety causing
thereby a dramatic increase in enrolment in schools in those areas. The lack
of sufficient school accommodation necessitated the use of a double-shift
system to accommodate the new students.

With the reconstruction of more schools in the war-affected provinces,
students displaced by the war are expected to return to their places of
origin. However, their willingness to return may be conditioned by the
standard and/or quality of education they can expect in the reconstructed
schools.

War casualty and migration of teachers

The number of educational personnel, including teaching and
administrative staff was about 55,000 prior to the outbreak of hostilities.
Although no estimates of casualties have been made available to the mission,
it is estimated that a considerable number of staff as well as students became
war casualties.

When examined within the national perspective, migration of teachers away
from the war-affected provinces continues to pose serious problems. According
to the five-year plan, 40,000 new primary schoolteachers are needed each year
but the teacher-training centres can provide only 25,000 graduates annually.
At the secondary level, the shortage of teachers nationwide is at present
estimated at 116,000.

(b) Reconstruction/renovation

The Government accords high priority to (a) the construction of primary
schools and (b) the provision of teachers to the war-affected provinces. The
team believes that reconstruction work was carried out as planned. It was
also informed that some schools had to be repaired or rebuilt more than once
during the war because of repeated damage or destruction.

With regard to staff, the team noted that the number of teachers
available was commensurate with the number of schools reconstructed and with
the number of pupils/students that had r~turned. In some cases, special
incentives have been provided to encourage teachers to return to various
locations in the war-affected provinces. Moreover, because of a shortage of
teachers in the Khuzestan province, the authorities had provided some 400
extra teachers to help out in three of its cities.
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Number Qf schools completely reconstructed/repaired up to the present

More than 50 per cent of the affected schools have been brought back into
service over the past three years. Of the 2,999 damaged or destroyed schools,
reconstruction work has been completed on 1,060 schools in the war-affected
areas and on 362 schools outside the immediate war zone.

Reconstruction work costing of Rls 21,000 million has been completed on
12 technical and vocational training centres located at Ahwaz, Boushehr,
Khorramabad, Bakhtaran, Ilam, Boraijerd, Sagez, Tabriz and Mahabad,
Khorramshahr and West Azerbayjan. In addition, another 16 centres located in
provinces adjacent to the war zone have now been reopened. The team was
informed that during the war years attempts were made to keep many of the
Centres open despite repeated air attacks on some buildings. Table H.2
details the actual achievements in each sub-sector, and shows that the work
accomplished has been evenly distributed in each sub-sector.

Table H.2. Damaged and reconstructed schools

Sub-sector Damaged Reconstructed

Primary 2 124 1 023
Guidance 441 218
Secondary 371 152
Service/vocational 27 15
Technical 12 4
Teacher training 8 3
Gymnasium 8 2
Education offices 8 5

Total 2 999 1 422

The team was informed that various foundations and trusts, working in
parallel with the Government, have assisted in the reconstruction efforts.
These include Aston Ghods Raz~vi Foundation, Jahad Sazandergi, Mostazafin
Bonyad, Peoples Help, and the Foundation for the Displaced Population. It is
estimated that about 20 per cent of the total reconstruction effort was
carried out by these and other foundations.

Number of schools where work is in progress

Work is currently in progress on a further 370 schools that are scheduled
to be completed within the current annual budget period.

Costs of reconstruction carried out to date

The expenditure to date on rebuilding and repa1r1ng educational
establishments, including the sums approved for the current fiscal year, are
shown in table H.3.
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Table H.3. Expenditure to date on rebuilding and repairing
educational establishments

No. Sub-sector

1. Primary schools

2. Guidance schools

3. Secondary schools

4. Service/vocational
schools

5. Technical schools

6. Teacher training
colleges

7. Sports halls

8. Administration
buildings

Expenditure
to date Running cost Total cost
(1991) of completion (millions of Rls)

35 000 36 000 71 000

7 161 11 000 18 161

11 592 15 000 26 592

12 000 14 000 26 000

20 000 40 000 60 000

12 000 25 000 37 000

800 2 400 3 200

5 000 3 000 8 000

Total 103 553 146 400 249 953

~: Considerable expenditure has been in the form of voluntary
assistance and is therefore not recorded by the Ministry of Education.
The foreign exchange component of items 1, 2, 3 and 8 is estimated to be
about 10 per cent; for items 4, 6 and 7, 20 per cent; and, for item 5,
40 per cent - mostly to cover plant and tools.

Future reconstruction programme

Approximately 1,200 damaged or destroyed schools remain to be rebuilt.
Many of these are located in war-devastated cities and towns in the western
provinces.

In the war-affected rural areas, particUlarly villages which were totally
destroyed, there might be some merit in delaying rebuilding until there is
evidence that a viable community will be re-establir~-(~, or until an estimate
of the school-age population of the district can be ~etermined. For such
reasons, the future phases of the school reconstruction prcgramme are unlikely
to proceed at the same pace as has been achieved to date.
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In the team's view it is estimated that about two thirds of the rema1n1ng
reconstruction w,rk will be completed during the present five-year development
plan. The balance will have to be carried over into the next plan period and
possibly absorbed into the general education expansion programme which had
been in effect up to the outbreak of hostilities.

(c) Constraints

Constraints in relaunching education services in the war-affected
provinces relate mainly to the construction as the most severely affected
cities and towns suffer from an acute shortage of building materials.

In some locations, mainly in the Ilam and Bakhtaran provinces, where
entire communities have been completely destroyed, restoration of education
will have to await the necessary replanning and the reconstruction of basic
services and infrastructure. Moreover, adequate housing will need to be
available at the same time as schools are being built and reopened if teaching
is to resume without delay. The mission was informed that the question of an
adequate supply of teachers was not a constraint for the present.

(d) The role of the private sector

Prior to the war, the private sector played little or no role in
providing for popular education. However, owing to the pressure on the
Government's capacity to restore its educational services, the private sector
has been allowed to set up non-profit-making educational establishments with
strict adherence to nationally accepted standards. While this sector is not
involved in reconstruction, its expansion would help to ease the pressure on
the Government's school programme. Indications are that private sector
schools will continue to expand. At the present time 7,000 private students
are attending primary, guidance and secondary schools, in the larger towns.

2. Expressed needs for international assistance

The Planning and Statistics Division of the Ministry of Education is
aware that the activities grouped under the name of "school mapping" are an
essential basic tool in every aspect of education planning. The Division has
begun to look into the feasibility of setting up such an exercise. The
Division requires international assistance specifically in:

The design, scope and testing of an appropriate questionnaire;

Methods of data collection in the field;

Acquisition or design of suitable computer programmes to process the data
gathered;
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Access and handling techniques for all the departments and organizations
which will benefit from the availability of the data.

Additionally. a study fellowship to visit another comparable country where
these techniques are being used would be of value.

3. Observations

Policy and strategy

The Iranian Government's stated policy and strategy for the development
of the educational programme. calls. inter alia. for review and modification
of the education and training system according to the country's needs and
development programme. This activity would be suitable for external
assistance geared to providing expertise in conducting comprehensive human
resources sector analysis work on the basis of which a new education policy
and strategy can be formulated.

Teachers

Serious problems could arise in the near future in attracting teachers to
return to the remote war-affected provinces. particularly in the light of the
present. country-wide teacher shortage of about 25.000 teachers each year.
This situation could be further exacerbated by the 10.000 teachers or so who
through promotion. retirement or other reasons. leave the rural areas each
year. The mission noted that. in some of the principal cities in the
war-affected areas (Ahwaz. Susan-Guerd. Kborramshahr) the problem of teacher
shortage does not appear to be critical at this stage. However. it is very
doubtful whether the same conditions prevail in rural schools such as the ones
visited by the mission. In the event that living conditions are not
attractive. the shortage of teachers in rural schools could become very acute.
thus contributing to the deterioration of the quality and standard of
education.

Reconstruction standards

As mentioned earlier. current standards of construction. and some aspects
of planning. are high and consequently comparatively costly. If the
Government so wished. there is no doubt that schools which function equally
well. could be built at lower costs than at present incurred.

For example. simplifying structures in some cases. and/or reducing or
entirely omitting internal circulation spaces where climatic conditions are
favourable. would substantially reduce costs. Part of the savings thus
effected could be used to provide larger and more appropriate teaching spaces;
the balance being used to build more schools.

In general. standards of construction and finish are high. but spacial
standards in teaching areas are considered marginal by international standards.
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It has been difficult for the mission to obtain an accurate view of the
cost of building schools, as p'l'oject cost analysis techniques are not
practised by the unit within the Education Ministry charged with the
responsibility for building and equipping all government schools.

The team also looked into the reconstruction costs for schools. Over the
range of school types, primary to secondary, the area unit costs were said to
be between Rls 200,000 and 300,000 per square metre (1990 costs). Applying
these costs to standard-type designs, suggests the following indicative costs
for a typical range of schools (buildings only):

Primary school 6 classrooms rural 61 million rials

Primary school 10 classrooms urban 330 million rials

Guidance school 12 classrooms rural 375 million rials

Guidance school 18 classrooms urban 720 million rials

Secondary school - 12 classrooms 540 million rials

The apparent wide divergence in some cases is due to there being a broad
range of designs for the same school type, some being more efficient and
compact than others. The cost of furniture is generally estimated at
15 per cent of building costs and equipment from +5 per cent (primary) to
+15 per cent (secondary). Technical school building costs are probably
10 per cent above secondary schools, but furniture, equipment, tools and plant
will add a further 80-85 per cent to these costs. All figures exclude any
site and infrastructure costs, which will be different for each location.
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I. CULTURAL HERITAGE

Introduction

Throughout eight years of hostilities, the five border provinces of
Khuzistan, Ilam, Bakhtaran, Kurdistan and Western Azerbayjan were active
theatres of war, while the provinces of Esfahan, Tehran, Luristan, Fars,
Bushehr, Markazi, Zanjan, Hamadan, Gilan and Mazandaran were subjected to
repeated air raids and missile attacks.

The afflicted area contained many listed sites, monuments
which suffered severe and, in some cases, irreparable, damage.
outlining damage to a total of 48 monuments and sites of major
was given to the mission by the national authorities.

1. Q~sGrved war damage to cultural heritage

(a) Direct damage

and museums,
A list

significance

Owing to the limited time available, field visits were restricted to the
Tehran area and to the provinces of Esfahan and Khuzestan. The mission also
visited key institutions responsible for the protection of cultural heritage,
principal historic monuments and sites affected by the war, inclUding two
sites inscribed on the World Heritage list, namely Maidan-e-Imam and Choqa
Zanbil.

Shush and its surrounding archaeological sites

Shush, considered to be the most important archaeological site in the
Islamic Republic of Iran, was founded in the third millenium B.C. and
flourished until the Islamic period. The site extends over 360 hectares, of
which appro:irn~tGly 30 have been excavated. Today it comprises four
archaeological sites: Tappeh Acropolis, Tappeh Apadana, the central tappeh
(mound) and the eastern tappeh, known as the City of the Artisans.

Within the archaeological zone are the imposing nineteenth century castle
built by the French archaeological mission 150 years ago to serve as a centre
for research, the oldest of its type in the country, as well as the site
museum, and the shrine of the Old Testament prophet Daniel.

According to local officials, enemy forces occupied a site 3 kilometres
away from Shush, and also bombarded the area frequently durinq the conflict.

Eight years of war have inevitably disturbed the site, and significant
damage to the excavated monuments can be seen. Notably, the walls of
Shahr-e-Panzdahu, or Fifteenth City, bearing traces of 15 successive layers of
occupation, the latest being Elamite, have been reduced in height from
2 metres virtually to zero in places. Extensive impact damage was also
visible to the walls, pavement and stone columns of the palace of Khashayer 11.
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The archaeological research centre was particularly heavily damaged by
rocket attacks, which destroyed extensive parts of the wall and roof
structure. Traces of impact and metal fragments of missiles are visible.

In addition to the damage to the main structure of the castle itself,
many inscribed and carved stones and column shafts from the archaeological
site stored in the castle were shattered.

The Shrine of Daniel

The Shrine of Daniel, dating in its present form from the thirteenth
century A.D., was hit by rockets, causing the partial destruction of one wing,
and the collapse of the mirror decoration of the iwan. Traces of impact are
visible around the entrance, and the noticeable incline of the dome is said to
be a result of vibration. Restoration has now been completed, and
photographic documentation was available, showing the extent of damage. A
master plan exists for the site, prepared by the Ministry of Construction.

Choga Zanbil

Thirty kilometres from Shush, Choqa Zanbil, dating from the second
millenium B.C., is the largest ziggurat in the region, measuring 150 metres by
150, and 50 metres high. It was the temple of the Elamite capital of Shush.
The mission observed that a section of the baked brick outer casing of the
first and second stages of the monument had fallen, apparently as a result of
the shock of a nearby explosion; fragments of metal found nearby support this.

Haft Tappeh

The Elamite site of Haft Tappeh (seven mounds), dating from the second
millenium B.C., is situated 10 kilometres to the south of Shush. It contains
the earliest known brick vault. The site was disturbed by some trench-digging
and the erection of defensive obstacles by military units stationed in the
area.

(b) Indirect damage

During the war years, the archaeological sites were closed both to the
pUblic and to researchers as they fell within a military security zone. It
was also stated that, for the same reason, it was not possible throughout the
war period to conserve or maintain the often fragile excavated structures,
some of which are in unbaked mud brick. According to the authorities, a
number of objects seem to have been illicitly excavated from unprotected sites
during that period. The urgent need for greater protection of archaeological
sites and site museums was stressed.

(c) Damage to monuments and the historic urban fabric

The types of damage observed have been grouped into three broad
categories: first degree (direct hit), second degree (damage caused by
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vibration or shock waves) and indirect damage (deterioration of the
environment). The latter is in some respects the most serious in the long
term.

Esfahan

The damage to cultural heritage in Esfahan was enormous and affected 10
major mosques, 5 religious schools, 3 main bazaars and more than 40 listed
historic houses. The mission was informed that more than ),,000 old houses
were totally destroyed during the war. A map was handed over to the mission
showing bombed sites.

Historic public buildings

In March 1984, the south-eastern prayer hall of the 'Atiq Congregational
Mosque, a masterpiece of Iranian architecture, was hit by rockets which
destroyed 11 bays of the twelfth century Shabestan and a part of the adjacent
'Araban Bazaar. Fortunately, detailed studies and a photogrammetric survey
existed, and it was possible to reconstruct the whole of the destroyed area.
Restoration work has now been completed.

The Oajar-period Agha Nur Mosque in the Dardasht quarter and the adjacent
bazaar also suffered some direct damage and had been partly rebuilt. At the
time of the mission's visit, restoration work to the brick vaults of the
bazaar was in progress.

Rockets which fell in the vicinity of the Masjid Sayyid, a Oajar .mosque
with exceptional tiled "Oatar Bandi" stalactites, caused damage to windows,
tile-work and wooden grilles.

Although no direct bomb damage was sustained to Maidan-e-Imam or to the
surrounding monuments, the Safavid faience tile decoration of the outer face
of the dome of the Imam mosque is uniformly lifting around the crown. This is
thought to be due to shock waves caused by a missile which exploded directly
overhead.

The monumental task of restoration, which has started, involves stripping
the roof and reassembling the tiles on a negative mould.

An indirect result of the war damage has been the suspension of vital
conservation work to other monuments, including the consolidation of the upper
floor structure and the transfer of floor loads to the bearing walls of 'Ali
Oapu Palace.

Hammam-e-Wazir in the Jamaleh quarter was partly destroyed, along with a
part of the adjacent bazaar and residential quarter, and is now the subject of
an ongoing restoration project.
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Historic residential quarters

Ten ruined historic residential quarters were visited in Esfahan. The
pattern of destruction was consistent: individual houses or groups of houses
were razed to the ground, and the area recuperated for market gardens. The
ruined arches and party walls of the destroyed houses are visible all around.

In the immediate vicinity, extensive secondary damage from vibration to
the fragile finishings and fittings of adjacent historic buildings was
observed.

The historic houses visited in each damaged quarter showed degrees of
damage ranging from 5 per cent (broken windows, minor damaged mural paintings,
stucco, mirrors or woodwork) to 100 per cent destruction. The mission was
able to see examples of both ongoing (Khane-e-Sheikh-al-Islam) and completed
restoration projects (restored Qajar mural paintings and coloured glass
windows in the Kharazi House).

Dezful and Shushtar

The twin cities of Dezful and Shushtar offer exceptionally intact
ex~ples of a form of traditional urban architecture perfectly adapted to a
hot and humid climate. Dating in their present form from the twelfth to
twentieth centuries, they are almost certainly built on very ancient
foundations.

Dezful, which was a central market for the region and was known as the
"throat of Khuzestan", was repeatedly attacked during the war by aircraft and
missiles. Approximately 15,000 houses and public buildings are said to have
been destroyed. The mission observed that irreparable damage had been
inflicted on the urban fabric of the historic city centre. Countless fine old
houses had been reduced to rubble, while many others had been seriously
weakened.

A considerable budget has been allocated by the Ministry of Housing and
Urbanism for the reconstruction of housing. The problem of the reintegration
of the historic areas is now being dealt with, the priority being to conserve
and restore what little remains.

The old town of Shushtar was also bombarded during the conflict, and many
historic houses and public buildings were destroyed or damaged.

The mission inspected the Imamzadeh of 'Abd Allah at Shushtar, which was
damaged during an air raid. Repair work had already been done to the damaged
domes over the entrance, but it was noted that the twin minarets had developed
an alarming outward lean. Combined with the ev~dence of the pronounced
inclination of the ground away from the building, the internal fissures and
the outward bUlging of the retaining wall to the east, this suggested that the
surrounding clayey soil is subsiding. The structure is in urgent need of
consolidation.
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(d) Indirect consequences of the war on historic urban fabric

In the necessity for urgent action to reconstruct damaged cities
immediately after the end of hostilities and return them to normal life, large
sections of the war-damaged residential quarters of historic city centres have
been subjected to uncontrolled reconstruction us.ing modern materials and forms
in a way completely incompatible with the organic structure of the traditional
urban tissue. Particularly severe examples of the process of deterioration
were observed in the listed historic areas of Esfahan, Dezful and Shushtar.
This type of cultural loss is arguably more serious and irreparable than
direct damage to individual monuments.

(e) Museums

Of the 40 museums scattered throughout the country, 5 in Tehran (Iran
Bastan, Golestan, National Arts, and Decorative Arts), the Museums of Shush,
Haft Tapeh and Abadan in Khuzistan, the Museum and Fortress of Falak-al-Oflak
in Lurestan, were all damaged to varying degrees, and totally destroyed in the
case of Abadan. The following were inspected during the mission:

Tehran National Museum

A twentieth-century, stone-faced reinforced concrete frame structure, the
National Museum suffered considerable damage from vibrations caused by nearby
explosions. Shattered windows and showcases had been repaired, but very
severe cracking 'fas still clearly visible throughout the underside of the
concrete roof slab and beams, and to the upper walls. Emergency repairs had
been carried out to the roof covering, and a structural survey carried out.
After the first attacks, the entire collection, consisting of 60,000 objects,
was transferred to a basement store, with the exception of those objects too
heavy to transport. The mission was shown a number of exhibits which had been
damaged, ostensibly as a result of war action.

Golestan Palace Museum

The Golestan Palace and its gardens were built by NasI' AI-Din Shah in a
fine Qajar style. Several missiles are said to have fallen within 500 yards
of the palace, causing a considerable amount of damage, both to the building
and to the museum collections.

Cracks visible in the floors, wallS and ceilings confirmed that the
structure had been sUbjec.ted to considerable stress, probably induced by
vibration during the bombardment.

A number of windows, inclUding many elaborate coloured-glass and wood
panels, had been shattered. During the field visit to Esfahan, it was
possible to see a set of five damaged sash-windows from the Golestan being
repaired by a traditional master.
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Extensive areas of mirror and gesso wall and ceiling decoration in the
entrance hall were reported t~ have collapsed during the war and been replaced
three years ago. The difference in colour b~tween old and new work was
clearly visible. Further damage was sustained to stucco decoration in the
entrance hall.

The alabaster columns of the "Iwan Takht-e-Marmar", and the throne of
Agha Muhammad Khan, founder of the Qajar dynasty, ~2re cracked and have since
been repaired by a specialist from Shiraz.

Ongoing restoration work could be seen being done to the clock to~ar, and
to the "Salon-e-Badgir", or wind-tower room in the palace. A~ work had only
recently been started, it was possible to appreciate the complexity and extent
of the work completed to date in other parts of the palace.

The collections of the museum and library, consisting of some 64,000
objects, were carefully packed and moved underground during the bombardments,
thus avoiding significant losses. However, many of the rare carpets, which
included a 60-square-metre Tabriz, were cut by falling glass from the
ceilings, and some showcases were shattered, breaking many itcins of china. A
laboratory manned by a skilled ceramics restorer had been set up in the palace
where restoration work was proceeding at the time of the mission.

Other museums

Similar patterns of damage were observed in other museums visited in
Tehran: the National Arts Museum, a fine Qajar p~vj1ion built by Fath 'Ali
Shah. A missile landed 100 metres away from the mu~eum, breaking
coloured-glass windows and damaging some nineteenth century miniatures; the
Glass and Ceramics Museum, designed by Hans Hollein within the former Egyptian
Embassy, also sustained damage to its structure from a bomb blast Some rare
exhibits have had to be restored,

Archaeological Museum of Shush

Restoration of damage to the museum building from missile attacks had
been completed at the time of the field visit. Photographic documentation,
however, showed patching work to the walls and roof, and replacement of doors
and windows, under way. The museum contains a conservation laboratory, where
the restoration of the damage to the collections was in progress.

Site Museum of Haft Tappeh

Rockets were said to have fallen within the a:--chaeological zone on a
number of occasions, inclUding the site museum, shattering windows and
showcases. Some repairs have already been carried out, but showcases, and the
ventilation system need replacement. Fortunately, the museum collection,
consisting of objects dating from 1500 B.C. had been removed for safekeeping
to the National Museum in Tehran.
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2. kecQnstruct~

The natiQnal authQrities' stated priQrities in the five-year plan fQr the
recQnstructiQn and restQratiQn Qf war-damaged cultural heritage are as fQllQws:

(a) Revision Qf plans and Qbjectives;

(b) Establishment Qf an adapted QrganizatiQn;

(c) PrQvisiQn of adequate legal and financial means;

(d) RehabilitatiQn Qf manpQwer;

(e) Rehabilitation and modernization of facilities and equipment;

(f) Reconstruction, restoration and rehabilitation of damaged monuments,
sites, museums and collections.

The Iranian Cultural Heritage Organization estimated that approximately
one tenth of restoration work to war-damaged monuments and sites had been
completed to date. In view of the severity of destructiQn suffered by
historic sites and monuments during the war, a new list of priorities for
conservation had to be drawn up and a new list of priorities and plans of
action prepared.

3. Establishment of an adapted organization

Prior to the outbreak of war, responsibility for the protection of
cultural heritage was ensured by 11 organizations under the authority of three
different ministries.

During the first years of war, there was no systematic programme or
specific annual budget for conservation or restoration.

The Iranian Cultural Heritage O~ganization was founded by government
decree in 1987, with its headquarters in Tehran. It gathers together under
one umbrella all disciplines related to cultural heritage, with three main
activities in each discipline: research; presentation; and protection.

4. Reconstruction and restoration costs

The following table was extracted from a detailed breakdown provided to
the mission by the Iranian Cultural Heritage Organization, of the cost of
reconstruction and restoration Qf direct damage to historic monuments and
sites in the affected prQvinces:
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Table 1.1. Cost estimate of reconstruction ang rehabilitation

Total estimated Expenditure
cost to date

Province (Million Rls) (Million Rls)

A. Khuzestan 12 520 375

B. Ilam 780 120

C. Bakhtaran 382 3 570

D. Kurdestan 760 35

B. W. Azerbayjan 1 400 120

F. Esfahan 15 000 285

G. Tehran 1 750 670

H. Lorestan 420 240

I. Fars 100 10

J. Markazi 400 40

K. Zanjan 300 30

Tot.al 37 000 2 307

~: The figures quoted in the second column, "Expenditure to date",
include neither overheads (administrative and technical staff of the Iranian
Cultural Heritage Organization, as well as the organization's own team of
skilled craftsmen), for which a further 15 per cent would have to be added,
nor private sector losses, nor voluntary efforts, which are evaluated at
2-300 per cent of the cost of restoration.

5. The role Qf the private sector

The national authorities emphasized the considerable contribution to the
work of reconstruction made by volunteers. One example mentioned was the
organization of voluntary groups in villages throughout the country in order
to ensure the protection of heritage sites. The Cultural Organization was
encouraging such groups to participate in presentation and ethnographic
research work, and the use of indigenous craftsmen had helped considerably to
stimulate local interest and mobilize volunteers.
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In Esfahan, the mission e'nountered three architects teaching at the
Pardis University who were also working in a voluntary capacity in the pilot
project office for reconstruction of the historic Jama1eh neighbourhood.

The stated aim of the organization is that the private and public sectors
will become increasingly responsible for the maintenance and repair of the
historic building stock. Various financial and fiscal incentives were planned
to this end.

6. Expressed needs for external assistance

Training

The Cultural Organi~ation's highly qualified staff of restorers, curators
and technicians were mostly trained in Europe in the 1960s. A new generation
needs to be trained to the same level of skill and in the use of new
techniques and equipment.

Assistance was requested in terms of training abroad and on-site training
in the conservation, restoration and documentation of movable and immovable
cultural property, as well as in the various branches of museology. A need
was expressed for cultural and intellectual exchanges with similar
institutions abroad, as well as access to specialist publications and reviews.

Equipment

The reconstruction effort had thrown into relief the need to replace
outdated equipment with new technology. In particular, photogrammetry had
proved an essential tool in the restoration of. war damage, and plotting
equipment was required to complete the National Laboratory'sphotogrammetric
unit.

The national authorities were facing difficulties in buying equipment and
chemicals from abroad owing to exchange rate problems.

Joftware was required for the inventory of historic monuments.

Technical cooperation

A need was expressed for cultural and intellectual exchanges with similar
institutions abroad, as well as access to specialist publications and reviews.

The advice of the international conservation community was sought on
methods of stone conservation for the ruins of Persepolis, and of baked brick
and adobe structures for Shush and Choqa Zanbil. Assistance was requested for
a study of the ancient water mills and irrigation system of Shushtar.

The authorities of the National Research Laboratory wished to modify the
draft UNDP project "Assistance for Training of Personnel and Restoration of
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Historic Monuments", prepared during the May 1990 inter-agency mission to
Iran, to concentrate on strengthening the central laboratory in Tehran.

Assistance was also requested in finding extrabudgetary funding for a
project to restore a group of historic Armenian houses in the Jolfa
neighbourhood of Esfahan with a view to expanding the facilities of the
existing school of restoration.

7. Observations

In visits to three affected provinces and on-site inspection of over 60
destroyed or damaged monuments, the mission was able to appreciate the extent
of reconstruction and restoration work which had already been achieved and the
intricate and time-consuming nature of the restoration methods called into
play.

Important human resources have had to be mobilized to meet the crisis,
often relying to an important extent on volunteers.

The fact that the government has been obliged to expend
Rls 37,000 million of its reconstruction budget on restoration of direct
war-damage to monuments, and that according to estimates much more will need
to be spent before these structures can be restored to a semblance of their
former condition, illustrates the magnitude of the problem. In some cases, no
amount of effort will be able to compensate the loss to the national heritage.

In its discussions the mission was very much impressed by the zeal and
competence of the traditional craftsmen working under the supervision of
experienced and highly talented experts. In the view of the mission, it will
be some years before the necessary restoration work can be completed.

I • ••
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J. HEALTH

Introduction

Organization of health services

Health services in the five war-affected provinces of Bakhtaran,
Khuzestan, Ilam, West Azerbayjan and Kurdestan, are delivered through a
network of health facilities and health programmes. The most periphe~al

health facility is the health house (HH) which provides local care for about
1,500 people. Each group of five HHs are supervised and supported by one
Rural Health Centre (RHC) which caters for 7,500 people. In each district
there is one district health centre that supervises all RHCs. There are also
Urban Health Centres (UHC) catering for urban population. This network is
supported by provincial health centres, rural, district, provincial and
teaching hospitals.

Situation in war-affected provinces at outbreak of war

At the time of the outbreak of the conflict, the five provinces had a
population of about 4.9 million and a series of health facilities consisting
of 455 HH, 552 rural and urban health centres (HC), 92 hospitals and about 800
physicians. In addition, there was 1 hospital bed for every 630 persons, an
HH or HC for each 4,820 population and if hospitals were included, there was a
health facility for each 4,400 people. Over and above these health facilities
there were many disease-control and health-promotion and health-protection
programmes. Those programmes aimed at vaccination of children, maternal and
child care, nutrition, health education and control of communicable diseases.
Some 40-60 per cent of the population were benefiting from these programmes at
the beginning of the conflict. There were 3 medical universities, 60
midwifery training centers, 280 nursing schools and 13 PHC workers (Behvaris)
trai~ing centres in the war-affected provinces.

In 1980, one third of the rural population and almost 98 per cent of the
urban population had access to clean and safe water supplies and were served
with excreta disposal facilities.

1. Health infrastructure

Damage sustained

A total of 102 HHs, 84 RHCs, 80 urban health centres and 12 provincial
and/or district health centres were destroyed. In addition, 5 quarantine and
tuberculosis-control centres were seriously damaged and in the hospitals a
total of 2,076 beds was destroyed. In many instances, all equipment
installations, tools, machines, medicines and ambulances and other material
that constitutes the standard list of supplies and equipment was lost. Some
of these facilities were reconstructed several times as damage was repeated,
often several times, during the hostilities.
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Reconstruction

During 1988-1990, 61 facilities were reconstructed and 117 were planned
for 1991; 774 hospital beds were replaced and 458 are pl&nned for 1991. Out
of 1,296 vehicles lost or destroyed, only 200 have been replaced. The total
cost of reconstruction during the years 1983-1990 was reported by the Ministry
of Health to be Rls 50,848 million and Rls 12,000 million for other
governmental bodies and institutions. During 1992-1993 the reconstruction of
46 Health Houses, 2 District Health Centres, 600 teaching hospital beds, 847
treatment hospital beds is planned. Total reconstruction cost for health
infrastructure for 1991/1993 is estimated at Rls 295,454 million.

War da~age to other health facilities in the non-governmental sector,
e.g. hospitals run by oil companies, banks, etc., amounted to about
Rls 156,943 million. The reconstruction cost of thes~ private facilities is
expected to exceed the estimated cost of the damage.

2. Health and medical education institutions

Damages sustained

The effect of the war on health manpower development had many facets.
With many trained health workers killed or disabled, training programmes were
interrupted and training institutions damaged. Some 200,000 students who were
enrolled in various training institutions were negatively affected during the
war years. Many joined the armed forces and others were unable to continue
their studies. The resultant manpower shortage has been accentuated by the
diversion of most available physicians and health workers to deal with war
casualties and other war-related health problems.

All training and teaching institutions in the five war-affected provinces
were badly damaged, including three medical universities, 37 teaching
hospitals, and 17 educational/research centres; in addition, 5 other
universities sustained damage to a lesser degree. Reconstruction of these
facilities was an ongoing process, even during the war years.

By the end of 1990, the reconstruction of 10 hospitals and 10 training
centres had been completed. The reconstruction of additional hospitals and
training institutions is planned if international assistance can be secured.
However, it is evident that much of the teaching/learning material, research
projects documents, reference books and libraries will be difficult, if not
impossible, to replace.

Government estimates indicate that up to the end of 1991, a multitude of
agencies, governmental as well as non-governmental, will have spent a total of
$2,770 million, and Rls 5,978,500 million, for reconstruction in the area of
health and medical education. For future reconstruction covering the years
1991 and onwards a total of $11.000 million and Rls 10,995 million will be
needed. These costs include reconstruction of facilities~ replacement of
supplies, equipment and installations.
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3. Water and sanitation facilities

The Ministry of Health and the Ministry of Education are jointly
responsible for the supply and quality of water to all villages with more than
150 families. The total number of water supply and sanitation facilities
before the onset of the war in the border provinces, was 3,042. Of this
number, 205 units were destroyed but they have since been replaced. The total
cost for damage to water and sanitation is estimated at Rls 5,200 million.

The actual cost of reconstruction and rehabilitation work already
completed is Rls 7,346 million, which also includes the purchase of water and
sanitation supplies and equipment and vehicles. Moreover, it covers the cost
of material for environmental and water quality control.

Taking into account the major reconstruction costs me~tioned under the
preceding subsections, the following table provides an estimate of the total
reconstruction costs already incu~red and projected expenditure to the end of
1993.

Summary of reconstruction expenditure

(Millions of rials)

N_ of Wlit 19$)-1_ 19Ba-1m 1990-1992 Rl!qLIirtd A~tred Tot.l
.ffKt«l before before

cc:nplet ion: cc:nplet ion:
foreign loccl
currencY currency

Ministry of He.lth 4,000 7,746 36,000 58,781 64,156
end Mtdtc.l 170,683
Educ:.tton

ActIiniltr.tive .. 1,100 2,000 2,360 3,540
bui ldingl W'ldftr 9,000
construction
(housing lector)

Other h••lth sub- 2,000 4,000 6,000 66,843 100,265
lectorl 179 10S

TOTAL 6,000 12,lS4t. 44,000 127,914 167,961
358 791

The total area of damaged buildings is estimated at 1,700,000 m2 •
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4. Effects of the war on the health of the people
(the disabled)

In addition to the deterioration of health services that occurred as a
result of the conflict, the most distressing problems relate to the
psycho-social effects and disabilities. In the opinion of the mission, the
Government of Iran is adequately addressing these issues in order to reduce
the impact of complications.

The mission was informed that almost 600,000 people were physically and
mentally disabled during the war. There are no overall cost figures available
relating to the treatment of the disabled since it is national policy to
provide humanitarian services without consideratioll1 of the actual cost
involved.

5. Overall health situation si.nce 19,@

Because of efficiently run health programmes, the country in general
achieved higher coverage rates by the end of the conflict in 1988, even though
the relatively low rates for the five war-affected provinces were included.
National health targets, such as immunization programmes, hospital buildings
per population, etc. could be accomplished in the war-affected provinces if an
accelerated reconstruction and rehabilitation programme is launched. Such a
programme will first have to raise the quality of services to pre-war
standards and then, through intensified inputs, ensure that the level of
service is available throughout the country. In order to meet this challenge,
the Government has designed a reconstruction programme with a phased target
approach which will require international assistance for its implementation.

The mere reconstruction and rehabilitation of facilities and services
will not solve existing problems. The interruption of services, especially in
the areas of disease control and care of environment programmes, has adversely
affected the general health of the population, morbidity and mortality rates
and has led to a noticeable increase in communicable diseases. The impact of
war on the environment was especially sarious: water and sanitation systems
were destroyed; soil has been contaminated by chemicals; salination has
increased, pests and insects harmful to health have multiplied, affecting
humans as well as food production. All this has led to an increased spread of
disease, re-emergence of diseases which were under control prior to the war,
malnutrition, and chronic ill-health. As an example, the incidence of acute
respiratory diseases and diarrhoea, which are rated as the main causes of
death countrywide, have risen sharply. Fortunately, the health programmes
established by the Government through the Ministry of Health and the Ministry
of Education and non-governmental organization-sponsored programmes have
helped to control the spread of diseases.

/ ...
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6. Areas of priorities and international assistance

The Government has made it a priority to have all health services
rehabilitated without delay. This should serve as an incentive to physicians
and other health professionals, including the private sector, to return to the
war-affected provinces. Authorities have allocated appreciable amounts of
funds to meet all local costs. In view of the magnitude of needs and the
limited funds at its disposal, the Ministry of Health has indicated that it
would appreciate international assistance in the following forms:

(a) 2,000 field vehicles for ambulatory visits and follow-up visits;

(b) 500 ambulances for medical hospitals;

(c) 500 ambulances for university hospitals;

(d) 300 prefab health houses;

(e) 300 prefab health centres;

(f) 5 prefab public hospitals with 500 beds each;

(g) Related equipment.

For purposes of its reconstruction programme, in the medium term, the
Ministries of Health and Education would like to acquire modern technology in
the areas necessary to strengthen its hospital facilities, laboratories and
medical universities. Such assistance should be in the form of transfer of
technology, the provision of modern teaching equipment, and laboratory
reagents and equipment. Training facilities, teaching aids and technical
assistance in vocational training for the disabled was also emphasized.

7. Observations

One of the major problems in the reconstruction effort is the acute
shortage of health facilities, which if not remedied could serve as a
deterrent to would-be returnees to the border areas. Moreover, when
reconstruction work intensifies, there will be a greater demand on health
services. This demand can be met only by giving the health sector a priority
not only in reconstruction and rehabilitation but also in strengthening and
expanding its capabilities.

Reconstruction and rehabilitation work performed so far by Iranian
authorities is impressive. Their experience should be documented and steps
should be taken to consolidate their achievements. Furthermore, in order to
ensure that the present efforts continue, supplies and equipment, including
essential transport facilities, should be given highest priority.

/ ...
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Reconstruction work could be accelerated if prefabricated buildings could
be manufactured locally.

Provision of supplies and equipment should be coupled with traininq in
their maintenance and repair and essential tools and workshops needed for this
purpose should be provided.

Althouqh it is relatively easy to observe the physical and immediate
effects of war at the present time, considerable research work and studies
will be needed to assess the effects of the war in the medium and lonq term.

Effective coordination and advisory mechanism should ensure that the
supplies and equipment provided are suited for the local need and culture.
Standardization of such supplies and equipment is essential to facilitate
maintenance, repair and replacement in the future.

Durinq the process of reconstruction, some problems may arise in the
areas of manaqement, loqistics, intersectoral coordination and community
involvement. It is essential to strenqthen these areas.

The development of an incentive system to encouraqe professionals,
workers and the private sector to work in war-affected areas may be considered.
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